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ABSTRACT 
The Politics ofHarbour Reclamation in Hong Kong in the 1990s 
Alvin Min Che Lin 
This thesis examines the political debate on reclamation in Victoria Harbour 
from 1994-99, focusing on how civil society—through the 'harbour protection 
movement'—was able to convince government to reduce its reclamation plans in Central-
Wanchai and South East Kowloon. 
The theoretic al framework tracks four elements (law, norms, market and 
architecture) and adopts a model whkh asserts that policy is made when the problems, 
policy and politics ‘streams' conjoin during ‘policy windows'. The thesis also p'aces the 
harbour debate in the context ofHong Kong politics, particularly the emphasis on 
government by consultation, the character oflocal social movements, and ideas on 
deliberation and improving consultation. The thesis hypothesizes that social movements 
arise because ofafailure in consultative institutions to address social demands, forcing 
them to take these demands outside offormal institutions. These demands place pressure 
on the government to improve public consultation and justify its policies. 
Specifically, in law, civil society passed the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance, 
which established a "presumption against reclamation" requiring that reclamation in the 
harbour be used as a last resort. In norms, civil society groups argued against the 
reclamations, while legislators passed motions against the reclamations. The downturn in 
the housing market following the 1997 financial crisis led developers to argue against 
large-scale reclamations. Finally, concerned professional institutes created alternative 
reclamation schemes with reduced reclamations. 
The combination ofthese factors brought about the change in reclamation policy. The 
harbour debate also highlighted a number ofissues in the planning process: the lack ofearly-stage 
public ccnsultation on strategic planning issues, the need for an irJependent territorial strategic 
planning body in addition to the district-level Town Planning Boa’.、:，and the need for greater 
transparency and discussion on urban planning. Finally, the harbour debate demonstrated that 
civil society in Hong Kong can influence public policy, even within an executive-led, partially-
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Photo by author 
Reclamation has long served as an important way for land-hungry Hong Kong to create land for a 
variety ofdevelopment purposes. Since the end of World War II, Hong Kong has reclaimed 
about 3400 ha of land; the government's reclamation plans for Victoria Harbour in 1994 would 
have added 1280 ha. This photo shows a reclamation in the Tolo Harbour next to the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. A similar view of the West Kowloon reclamation led members ofthe 
Hong Kong public to take notice of the government's harbour reclamation plans for the first time 
in 1994. 
Generally, the process of harbour reclamation involves three steps. First, a seawall of large rocks 
is formed around the reclamation site. Second, the soft mud on the harbour floor is dredged and 
removed to be dumped in the ocean off-site. This mud is contaminated with toxic metals and 
organic materials and may be up to 20 m deep. Finally, clean sand dredged from a sea bed off-
site is deposited at the site and compacted to facilitate settling. (Loh, "Citta D'Acqua"). Piling 
equipment and the edge of the sea wall (upper left) are visible in this photo. 
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—Chapter 1 一 
The Harbour Reclamation Debate: 
Introduction, Theoretical Framework 
and Literature Review 
Introduction: A Victory for the Harbour Protection Movement 
t i an 18 September 1999 letter to the editor in the South China Moming Post, Winston 
Ka-Sun Chu, Chairman of the Society for Protection of the Harbour, wrote: 
Our deputy chair Christine Loh and myself wish to thank Jonathan Gray, 
chairman of the Lanuna Island Fishermen's Recreation and Sport Association, 
for his fine words in his letter headlined, "Our need for preservation" (South 
China Moming Post, September 9). 
As an update, there has been a remarkable change in attitude by the 
Government over the past year. 
As a result, the proposed reclamations at Central, Wan Chai, Kowloon 
Bay and Green Island are being drastically reduced. 
The proposed reclamation at Kowloon Point may well be cancelled. 
Nevertheless our society is still faced with the task of opposing the cruise 
pier at North Point proposed by a private developer. 
The success of the "Save Our Harbour" Campaign undertaken by our 
society over the past four years has been due to the tremendous support of the 
community as well as environmentalists such as Mr. Gray and other people 
fighting to preserve the quality of life in Hong Kong. 
Our Society is also grateful for the support of the Legislative Council and 
the Town Planning Board, without which the campaign would not have been so 
successful. 
The Government should be commended for responding to public views 
and adopting the proper approach of planning Hong Kong's development with 
community input. 
The administration is preparing a Vision Statement which will enshrine 
its new policy of minimum reclamation and protection of Victoria Harbour. 
It is also presentTng the Protection of the Harbour (Amendment) Bill 
1999 to extend the application of the Harbour Ordinance to the entire Victoria 
Harbour. 
It is, however, frightening that without the "Save Our Harbour" 
Campaign, Hong Kong might have lost its harbour. The need to fight to preserve 
Victoria Harbour has identified a fundamental flaw in the present system of 
strategic planning. 
Our society has been urging top government officials to set up a strategic 
planning advisory council comprising representatives from the key areas of town 
planning: (a) environmental protection, (b) housing production, (c) provision of 
employment and (d) public transport. 
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The function of this council would be to reflect public views, to advise 
the Executive Council of the Government and to act as an honest mirror to the 
Government's strategic planning policies. 
With the creation of this strategic planning advisory council, our society 
• hopes that the sad saga of harbour reclamation will not be repeated and that the 
advice of this council will save time and public money. 
WENfSTON KA-SUN CHU 
Chairman 
Society for Protection of the Harbour Limited 
The letter marked an acknowledgement of what the society had achieved in its four-year 
campaign against excessive reclamation in Victoria Harbour and reflected the Society's hope that 
government planning institutions would continue to improve in accountability and responsiveness 
to the public. 
During this time, the Society helped to transform reclamation in Victoria Harbour from a 
near non-issue to a topic which attracted the attention of many groups in Hong Kong society: 
professional institutes, green groups, mariner's associations, developers, academics, political 
parties, the media, and the general public. Harbour reclamation became an issue which the 
government, from the planning department all the way up to the Chief Executive, would have to 
defend, debate and decide upon. Legislative Council members took up the issue, passing three 
motions against the reclamations and a law to restrict harbour reclamation, while the Town 
Planning Board heard formal objections from the public and suggested amendments to the 
government's plans. By the time the political struggle over harbour policy was resolved in 1999， 
the government had taken on an entirely different attitude towards protection of the harbour. 
Jn his policy address in October 1999，Hong Kong's ChiefExecutive, Tung-Chee Hwa, 
confirming that the political winds had shifted, announced that the government would make 
beautification of Victoria Harbour a priority and that to "protect the Victoria Harbour, an integral 
part of Hong Kong that all citizens treasure, the government has decided to scale back the 
reclamation planned for the harbour." These words represented a marked shift in tone from his 
first policy address in July 1997 in which he pledged to meet a goal of building 85,000 homes per 
year by speeding up reclamation and reducing speculation. 
Shortly after Tung's policy address, the Town Planning Board (TPB)i released its 
own vision statement for Victoria Harbour, affirming its aim “to make Victoria Harbour 
1 The Town Planning Board is a statutory non-governmental body which makes land use decisions and 
hears applications for and objections to development. Its role is described further in Chapter 2. 
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attractive, vibrant, accessible and symbolic of Hong Kong. - a harbourfor the people 
and a harbourfor life.” Its statement of intent on reclamation declared that: 
The Harbour is to be protected and preserved as a special public 
asset and a natural heritage of the people of Hong Kong. Reclamation in 
the Harbour should only be carried out to meet essential community 
needs and public aspirations. It has to be environmentally acceptable and 
compatible with the principle of sustainable development and the 
principle of presumption against reclamation in the Harbour. 
The language and goals aspired to in the TPB's statements were striking for their resemblance to 
the recommendations which the Society for Protection of the Harbour and others had been 
championing for years. The Chief Executive and the Town Planning Board had, after much 
public debate and discussion, come to recognize Victoria Harbour as a "special public asset and a 
natural heritage" to be protected from unnecessary development by the principle of "presumption 
against reclamation." 
A small but significant—and growing—body of literature has been produced on the topic 
of harbour reclamation in Hong Kong.^ This thesis aims to provide an up-to-date account of the 
debate between civil society and government now that the struggle over reclamation has reached 
a degree of closure and attempts to place the debate within the context of Hong Kong's political 
development. 
Purpose of this Thesis 
Planning is essentially a control function? Usually, we think of government playing the 
role of urban planner, setting the parameters by which development may proceed: what can and 
cannot be built in such and such a place, or how will land uses change in the future, and how will 
the natural and built environment be preserved or altered? As cities become denser and more 
complex, these planning functions take on greater importance and become the focus of significant 
2 Ng and Cook (1997) provide perhaps the most balanced and thorough account of the reclamation debate. 
Another account is Lai (1996). Participants in the harbour protection movement have published works 
such as Chu (1996 and 1997); the government's major work on the role of harbour reclamation is the 
PELB's The Shape ofThings to Come (1995). In addition, many groups in the harbour protection 
movement—such as the professional institutes—have written position papers for the various Legco 
meetings and other forums at which they have presented their views. Works in progress at the time of this 
thesis include examinations of the harbour debate from the perspective of the government (using 
Foucault's idea of govemmentality), the Legco, and the professional institutes. 
3 Roger Bristow, author of Land Use Planning in Hong Kong: history, policies andprocedures (1984), 
shared this insight with me. 
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disputes. This thesis concems the debate that took place during the 1990s over one of Hong 
Kong's most symbolic places, Victoria Harbour. 
The present case is interesting for it is, counter to the way we usually think of planning, 
an attempt by civil society to limit and restrict government's development. Government was the 
planner, designer and main proponent of the reclamations in Victoria Harbour; it believed the 
reclamations would help Hong Kong to solve pressing housing, economic, and transport 
demands.4 civii society—in the form of the Society for Protection of the Harbour, the 
professional institutes5, ^^^^ groups, developers and others—opposed the reclamations and 
sought to restrain the government from proceeding with its proposed plans. While civil society 
may include a number of groups with various views一not necessarily harmonious—in this case, 
civil society was inclusive of a number of groups which were essentially in agreement on the 
need to reduce reclamations.^ The Legislative Council (Legco) also played an important role as a 
representative of the public and conduit for civil society's demands and concems; Legco 
questioned government policy, passed motions against reclamation, and enacted the Protection of 
the Harbour Ordinance requiring public officers and bodies to observe a "presumption against 
reclamation". The combined efforts of civil society eventually convinced the government that it 
had to reconsider, reduce and revise its reclamation plans. 
In addition, the harbour debate is notable for the degree of organization and sustained 
opposition which civil society—the "harbour protection movement"-achieved7 Reducing the 
reclamations entailed a major rethink of the government's planning and development policy, and 
the success of civil society in this case is perhaps somewhat of an anomaly to the general 
situation in Hong Kong. Opposing harbour reclamation was not a case of MMBY (Not ln My 
4 The reclamations were originally planned during a period of skyrocketing real estate prices, and the 
government believed the reclaimed land would be necessary to alleviate some of this pressure. The 
government also believed the reclamations would be essential to accommodate population growth and to 
provide land for essential infrastructure such as railway stations, highways, and mass transit facilities. 
5 Hong Kong's five development related professional institutes, namely the Hong Kong Institute of 
Architects, Hong Kong Institute ofPlanners, Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors, Hong Kong Institution of 
Landscape Engineers and Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects. 
6 Civil society is typically conceptualized in opposition to the state. Business interests may or may not be 
included in conceptions of civil society, depending on whether their interests lie closer to those of the state 
or civil society. In the present case, developers cooperated with other civil society groups to curb 
reclamation, and I have included them in my definition of civil society. Legco, while part of the 
government, played an adversary role to the executive branch and cooperated with civil society, though it 
was not part of it. 
7 The present case was also notable in that one of the leaders of the harbour protection movement, Winston 
Chu, was a member of the Town Planning Board dissatisfied with the mechanisms for public consultation 
and the inability to influence government policy through formal institutions. Chu thus tried to influence 
government policy through other means, by going outside of normal government bodies. 
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Back Yard) for there was no natural constituency adversely affected by the reclamations. Li a 
sense, no particular group in Hong Kong stood to lose anything (at least of material value) 
because of the reclamations and, arguably, everyone in Hong Kong would have lost something 
through the reclamations. Hence, the emergence and growth of a cohesive movement opposing 
reclamation policy is all the more noteworthy, and may give us some insight into the nature of 
civil society and politics in Hong Kong. 
This thesis provides two contributions and attempts to answer two questions, ]n terms 
of what it seeks to contribute: first, it provides an account of a significant event in Hong Kong 
politics, the political struggle over the fate of Victoria Harbour, which has attracted the attention 
of scholars from various fields; second, it provides a conceptualization of how civil society 
may interact with and influence government, as opposed to the usual manner in which 
government is seen to regulate society. 
The two questions which this thesis seeks to answer are: how did civil society “win” in 
this case and what is the significance of this event for Hong Kong politics? 
The first question concerns the strategies which civil society employed to make its views 
known and to get government to pay attention. The question might be rephrased: How did the 
Hong Kong government change from believing reclamation was an essential policy fundamental 
to Hong Kong's development—solving housing, economic, transportation and fiscal problems in 
one fell swoop—to agreeing that reclamation should be minimized to provide only essential 
8 Certainly, some groups such as mariners associations (who might be affected by choppier waves and 
increased traffic) and land developers (who might face a drop in the market due to oversupply of land) had 
a more material interest in opposing reclamation. However, their position differs from cases in which 
development related to a specific location (hazardous petroleum depots in Tsing Yi, for example) poses an 
immediate and proximate threat to local residents, causing them to form opposition groups. 
What is interesting about the harbour protection movement is that its most active participants—the 
professional institutes, the Society for Protection of the Harbour, green groups—would havesuffered no 
material loss from the reclamations. Their participation was based on non-material motivations such as a 
sense of identification with the harbour, a desire to protect and improve Hong Kong's natural environment 
and urban design, and a belief that the planning process had failed to take into account important public and 
professional views. 
Perhaps the most comparable case would be the Anti-Daya Bay nuclear plant movement in 1986. 
In this case concerning the construction of a nuclear power plant 50 km northeast of Hong Kong in 
mainland China, the Hong Kong and Chinese governments defended the safety of the plant, noting that no 
objections had been made when the plant was originally approved. Alarmed by the Chernobyl accident in 
April 1986，a number of concerned groups joined together to campaign against the plant and collected one 
million signatures for a petition submitted to the Chinese government in September 1986. As with the 
harbour debate, public consultation and democracy were key issues in this "milestone in the process of the 
politicization of the environment in Hong Kong" (Hung, 44). See Li and Ng (1997) and Hung (1993). 
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infrastructure and Victoria Harbour should be protected as a natural asset? How did it shift from 
believing there was only one feasible plan to exploring the many alternatives for development? 
To examine these questions, I use a framework emphasizing two approaches: the first focuses on 
four elements which influence government policy—law, norms, the market and architecture, and 
the second explains policy making by examining problems, policy and politics "streams". I 
describe the framework in greater detail later in this chapter. 
For the second question, I shall argue that Hong Kong's political system is evolving and 
moving towards a more democratic, accountable government. But this thesis argues that rather 
than simply examining the debates taking place over Hong Kong's future electoral and 
governmental structure, one should also examine how debates over general government 
policies—pollution, development, education, construction—can also provide pressure to develop 
politically. Jn other words, it attempts to link the politics of development to political 
development, to show how the politics of development feeds into, brings about, and pushes 
forward political development. While this was not the first time that civil society had influenced 
government policy on planning and development issues^ nor the first time that it had decried the 
consultation process, the harbour debate was significant because the size and importance of the 
reclamation projects caused civil society to treat these issues with greater attention than ever 
before. The debate highlighted and focused demands for raising government accountability and 
responsiveness, improving public consultation in the planning process, and reforming the 
institutions for the strategic planning of Hong Kong, ln order to give some context to these 
issues, the literature review in this chapter covers writings on Hong Kong's political system and 
social movements in Hong Kong. 
This first chapter provides the theoretical framework and literature review for examining 
the harbour debate. Chapters 2 through 5 give a chronological account of the debate from the 
original formation of the government's reclamation policy in the 1980s and 90s, to the rise of the 
harbour protection movement beginning in late 1994，to the increasing debate before and after the 
handover of Hong Kong in July 1997, and the final escalation and resolution of the debate. While 
I give the theoretical framework early on in the thesis, I have adopted a chronological approach 
for the rest of the thesis as I believe this is best suited to showing cause and effect and the 
interaction between civil society and government. By tracking how the four elements—law, 
norms, the market and architecture~~change over time and how the problems, policies and 
politics streams connected, we can understand how civil society succeeded in getting government 
9 In the 1980s, for example, civil society opposed government on a number of development projects in the 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“SAVE OUR HARBOUR” 
STOP RECLAMATION 
拯救海港制止填海 
To stop further reclamation of Victoria Harbour，please support our 
Petition to the Chief Executive of the Hong Kong SAR Government 
請簽名支持本會向香港特區行政長官請願’要求政府停止填維多利亞港 
^ S m ^ TO : SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF THE HARBOUR LTD. 
i f l S ^ ^ % Room 2006, One Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong 
s ^ - 保 護 海 港 協 會 有 限 公 司 
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to modify its reclamation plans. But first, I begin with a broad brush-stroke account of the 
harbour debate and an overview of the relevant geography. 
The Harbour Reclamations and Harbour Debate in Brief 
Hong Kong's government and people have long used reclamation as a tool to develop and 
expand the urban area as well as the New Territories.��The reclamation plans of the 1990s were 
the result of a decision by government, made after numerous studies/^ to refocus development on 
the urban core. Along with the huge reclamations for and related to the new Chek Lap Kok 
airport, the reclamations centered around Victoria Harbour—designed to meet critical transport, 
commercial and residential needs—were among the largest ever planned by the government. 
At the beginning of the harbour debate in 1994, the government was required to follow 
the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance, which made reclamation a fairly simple 
procedure with limited public objection rights.^^ Furthermore, the Planning Department and 
Territorial Development Department had commissioned extensive feasibility studies for Central-
Wanchai and South East Kowloon.^ ^ However, within Hong Kong's executive-led political 
system, public input on reclamation was essentially limited to two avenues: public consultation 
during the preparation of strategic planning documents such as the Metroplan or Territorial 
Development Strategy, and input provided by consultative bodies such as the Town Planning 
Board. 
The existing/committed reclamations and the proposed reclamations in 1994 would have 
added 1280 ha ofreclaimed land in Victoria Harbour, effectively doubling within a short time 
span the 1300 ha of land reclaimed in the harbour since 1843 (Table 1.1 and blueprint).^^ By 
1994, work had begun on the reclamations at West Kowloon, Central Phase 1 and 2 and Wan 
10 Reclamations in Hong Kong stretch back as early as 1842. The New Town Programme begun in 1976 
initiated a period of large-scale reclamation projects which eventually totaled some 3,000 ha ofreclaimed 
land. 
u These include the Territorial Development Strategy (1984), the Study on Harbour Reclamation and 
Urban Growth (1982-83), the Port and Airport Development Strategy (1989) and the Metroplan (1991). 
12 Under this law, the Director of Planning prepares a plan for the reclamation, gazettes the plans for public 
objection, and makes a recommendation to the Governor in Council (i.e., the Governor and the Executive 
Council). If the Governor in Council approves, the reclamation proceeds. The right to object to a 
reclamation is limited to individuals or groups directly affected by the reclamations, as opposed to 
concerned members of the general public. 
13 The South East Kowloon Development Statement (September 1993) by the Planning Department and 
Central and Wanchai Reclamation Development, Development ofDesign Parameters (October 1993) by 
the Territorial Development Department. 
14 In addition to the 1280 ha of reclamation in the harbour, 1020 ha of reclamation were planned for Lantau 
Port. 
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Table 1.1 Existing/Committed and Proposed Reclamations in Victoria Harbour in 1994 
Existing and Committed Reclamations 
Tro.ject Ha Purpose 
Central Phase 1 20 Airport Core Project 
Central Phase 2 — 5 Growth of Central Business District (CBD) 
"Wanchai Phase 1 7 Extension of Convention and Exhibition Centre 
Aldrich Bay 18 Housing and Govemment-Institution-Community 
(GIC) use 
Belcher Bay 10 For West Harbour Crossing 
West Kowloon 340 Airpor Core Project 
Hung Hom Bay ^ KCRC freight yard extension, commercial, 
residential and GIC uses 
Container Terminal 8 96 — Container port expansion 
Stonecutters Island (south shore) 12 People，s Republic of China naval base 
Total 543 
Proposed Reclamations 
Project Ha Purpose 
Central Phase 3 30 CBD expansion and related infrastructure 
Wanchai Phase 2 48 Commercial and infrastructure development 
Green Island 176 Housing, GIC and link with the Lantau Port 
Southeast Kowloon 300 Residential and GIC 
Kowloon Point “ 48 Transport infrastructure and CBD expansion 
Tsim Sha Tsui East 6 Waterfront park 
Tsuen Wan Bay 30 Solution space for redevelopment 
Container Terminal 9 99 Container port expansion 
T o t a l 7 3 7 — 
Source: Ng and Cook (1997), 12. Ng and Cook cite PELB, The Shape ofThings to Come (1995) 
and Pryor, E. G. "The Provision ofLand for Urban Growth in Hong Kong", unpublished 
monograph. 
Chai Phase 1]5 The most controversial of the proposed reclamations~due to their size and 
location—were Central Phase 3，Wanchai Phase 2, Kowloon Point and the large reclamations at 
Green Island (176 ha) and South East Kowloon (300 ha), site of the old Kai Tak airport. 
Critics noted that the reclamations would reduce the shortest distance between the two 
sides of the harbour from 1500 m to just over 800 m between Kowloon Point and the Central 
reclamation—thus tuming Victoria Harbour into "Victoria River". Harbour protection advocates 
also noted that Kowloon Bay, part of the South East Kowloon reclamation, was the last remaining 
bay in Victoria Harbour, while Green Island and Little Green Island were the harbour's last 
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remaining islands. They were angered by the government's plans to tum the Sulphur Channel, an 
important marine waterway between Green Island and Kennedy Town, into a public dump for 
construction waste. 
For the government, however, these works werejustified as providing essential transport 
infrastructure such as the Airport Express railway, highways to relieve increasing road traffic, and 
extensions of mass transit systems. Central-Wanchai would also allow the expansion of the 
central business district, while South East Kowloon and Green Island would accommodate large 
residential populations. The plans were formulated with a long-term perspective in mind and 
would provide a large supply of land as well as significant revenue from land sales. 
While various groups in society had opposed or criticized reclamations in Victoria 
Harbour before 1994,^ ^ no organized social movement existed which could articulate its concems 
to the wider public. The sight of the large 340 ha West Kowloon reclamation, however, caused 
members of the public to take notice. Also, in an October 1994 Town Planning Board meeting, 
the Planning Department presented a blueprint showing for the first time the combined extent of 
the existing and planned reclamations in Victoria Harbour. The blueprint shocked TPB member 
Winston Chu, who sought to oppose the reclamations. However, because the Town Planning 
Board was limited in its ability to influence reclamation policy, Chu in 1995 began to work 
outside the planning system, arguing against reclamation in a public conference and drafting a 
harbour protection bill. The government responded by publishing The Shape ofThings to Come, a 
defense of its reclamation policy. 
bi October 1995, Chu formed the Society for Protection of the Harbour along with Legco 
member Christine Loh and District Board member Jennifer Chow. The Society acted as an a 
pressure group to lobby government, inform the public, and support legislation to protect the 
harbour. Opposition to the reclamations had by this time become widespread. Professional 
institutes, green groups, academics, and legislators expressed their concern, while the Chinese 
government demanded that the reclamation plans be reviewed. Developers including Li Ka-shing 
wamed of an oversupply of land. 
15 Although planned in phases, the Central and Wanchai reclamations were meant to form a cohesive unit 
and are often referred to together as the Central-Wanchai reclamation. 
16 One environmental group, the Conservancy Association, noted that it had opposed the reclamations as 
early as 1989. Other groups questioned the effect of the reclamations on marine safety or the damage it 
would cause to the fishing industry. 
Concem about reclamation and the development of Hong Kong's sea-shore was expressed as early 
as 1979 as evidenced in the book The Future ofthe Hong Kong Seashore. In this collection of essays, 
authors noted the environmental and aesthetic loss caused by unnecessary reclamation, and advocated such 
policies as a "freeze" on coastal development and a committee of experts which could veto new 
developments. 
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Opposition to reclamation grew stronger in 1996. The Legco passed its first motion 
against reclamation on 13 March 1996. Meanwhile, the Hong Kong Listitute of Architects 
produced the first alternative harbour reclamation scheme in May 1996, showing that the Central-
Wanchai reclamation could be cut in half with no loss in floor space. Civil society criticized the 
government's Territorial Development Strategy Review, which was released in July 1996 and 
supported the status quo, as propaganda. The Society worked to collect nearly 150,000 signatures 
for its petition against reclamation, which it presented to Governor Chris Patten and incoming 
Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa. Finally, after much debate with the administration, harbour 
protection supporters managed to pass the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance on 30 June 1997. 
The Harbour Ordinance significantly established a "presumption against reclamation" which 
public officers and bodies were legally required to observe. 
The new Tung Administration of the Hong Kong SAR sought to repeal the Harbour 
Ordinance, arguing that it limited the government's ability to plan, but was unsuccessful. The 
harbour debate cooled off during 1997, but heated up again when the first elected Legco of the 
HKSAR, including a re-elected Christine Loh, took office in May 1998. The government 
gazetted its plan for Central on 29 May, triggering a forceful response from civil society. This 
response included an attempt to sue the government for breaching the Harbour Ordinance, an 
alternative plan by the professional institutes, a 30 July Legco motion against the Central plan, 
and 70 objections to the Town Planning Board. Nonetheless, the government continued with its 
development strategy and gazetted the $36 billion South East Kowloon Development—including 
a 299 ha reclamation—in September 1998. 
The reaction against South East Kowloon was even greater than with Central, with 900 
objections to the Town Planning Board, further alternative plans, discussion in the Legco Panel 
on Planning, Lands and Works, and another Legco motion against the plan, ln the first few 
months of 1999, however, the government began to show signs of a change in policy. The 
administration declared that every piece of reclamation would have to be justified for the future 
Wanchai reclamation. Jn March, the government announced that the Central reclamation would 
be reduced by 40 percent, and in June it announced that the South East Kowloon Development 
reclamation would be similarly cut by nearly half. Further, by the end of the year, Chief 
Executive Tung Chee-hwa and the Town Planning Board had made public statements 
emphasizing the value of Victoria Harbour and the need to protect this "integral part of Hong 
Kong." The statements marked the end of the harbour debate story, though discussions on the 
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final design of the plans as well as other planning issues—and the planning process itself— 
continues.i7 
Theoretical Framework and Literature Review 
The conceptual background for this thesis consists of two parts. The first part draws on 
two sources to provide a theoretical framework for explaining the change in government 
reclamation policy and systematically analyzing the harbour debate. The first source is a 
framework used by law professor Lawrence Lessig to examine how law, norms, the market and 
architecture can constrain behavior and action. The second is a policy making and agenda setting 
framework developed by John Kingdon which explains how problems, policy and politics 
streams flow and converge to bring about policy changes; in addition, it emphasizes the role of 
policy entrepreneurs in "softening up" the policy community by advocating policy alternatives 
and waiting for the appropriate "policy window" to push for their adoption. Both frameworks 
will be helpful in analyzing the harbour reclamation debate. 
After providing a theoretical framework, I review the literature on Hong Kong politics 
and social movements to place the harbour debate in its proper context. The first body of 
literature I cover focuses on Hong Kong under British colonial rule. It articulates the nature of 
the executive-led political system, in which the colonial state monopolized the political sphere 
while Hong Kong people remained largely removed from politics. Li the absence of democratic 
elections, input into the political system was limited to consultative bodies which, while 
providing some input, also served to co-opt elite forces in society and quiet social dissatisfaction. 
]n contrast to this state-centered approach, a second body of literature focuses on the 
influence of social movements in Hong Kong. These authors explore the ways in which Hong 
Kong people have organized themselves to promote causes in housing, social welfare, the 
environment and other areas. They explore the strategies employed by these civil society groups 
and the ways in which they influence and interact with government. Noting that social 
movements have always been part of Hong Kong politics, they suggest that the process of 
democratization may mean more social movements and greater public participation in politics. 
17 At the time of writing, debate still existed on issues such as: building height restrictions, a revised 
government plan for Wan Chai which included the building through reclamation of an island, and the 
construction of the Route 7 highway for the Westem crossing. On planning issues, discussion has centered 
on amendments to the Town Planning Ordinance and the need to form a territory-wide, strategic planning 
advisory board. 
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Finally, I make note of ideas such as deliberative democracy and its corollary in planning 
theory, which holds that planning is primarily a communicative—rather than a rational—process; 
thus, public input is crucial. Overall, the literature review serves to place the harbour debate 
within the context of a democratizing political system in which the harbour debate—along with 
others一is both a response to and an impetus to the democratization process. 
Part I. A Theoretical Framework for Explaining Policy Making and Change 
Regulating Behavior: Law, Norms, Market andArchitecture 
t i his book Code and other laws ofcyberspace, law professor Lawrence Lessig argues 
that programming code will play as important a role as legal code in determining the future 
characteristics of the Litemet—features such as whether it is a space which values liberty and 
open information or protection of intellectual property, whether it values privacy or the power of 
government to monitor the activities of citizens, and so on^ Lessig's conceptual framework 
describes four influences which can constrain behavior: law, norms, the market, and 
a r c h i t e c t u r e . i 9 His argument is that while law is important, the architecture—or code—ofthe 
bitemet will also play an important role in shaping cyberspace. 
While Lessig uses the framework to analyze the development of the Litemet, it may be 
used generally to examine how individuals, groups, or governments are more or less discouraged 
or encouraged in their behavior/actions/policies.^® I shall first explain this framework by citing 
the example of cigarette smoking used by Lessig, and then go on to show how the same 
framework can be applied to understand the constraints on civil society and the government in the 
harbour debate. 
Lessig's model begins with a dot, which is the subject of regulation (Figure 1.1). He 
explains the framework thusly: 
How is this dot "regulated"? 
Let's start with something easy: smoking. If you want to smoke, what 
constraints do you face? What factors regulate your decision to smoke or not? 
18 Lawrence Lessig. 1999. Code and other laws ofcyberspace. New York: Basic Books. 
19 Ibid., 86-90，235-239. Lessig "playfully" calls this framework the New Chicago School, aimed at 
examining how law can regulate behavior both directly and indirectly by affecting one of the other three 
"modalities" of regulation (norms, market and architecture). See Lessig (1998). 
20 Lessig focuses on how behavior can be "constrained" or "regulated". I shall use the framework to 
examine how behavior/actions/policy can be more generally "influenced", i.e., encouraged, discouraged or 
transformed. Further, Lessig's focuses on the state as "regulator" of citizens through law; in the present 
case, however, civil society created and passed a law to restrain the government. I shall have more to say 
on this in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 1.1 Lessig's Four Elements for Regulating Behavior 
L a w 
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M a r k e t 
One constraint is legal. Li some places at least, laws regulate smoking— 
if you are under eighteen, the law says that cigarettes cannot be sold to you. If 
you are under twenty-six, cigarettes cannot be sold to you unless the seller checks 
your JD. Laws also regulate where smoking is permitted—not in 0'Hare 
Airport, on an airplane, or in an elevator, for instance. In these two ways at least, 
laws aim to direct smoking behavior. They operate as a kind of constraint on an 
individual who wants to smoke. 
But laws are not the most significant constraints on smoking. Smokers 
in the United States certainly feel their freedom regulated, even if only rarely by 
the law. There are no smoking police, and smoking courts are still quite rare. 
Rather, smokers in American are regulated by norms. Norms say that one 
doesn't light a cigarette in a private care without first asking permission of the ‘ 
other passengers. They also say, however, that one needn't ask permission to 
smoke at a picnic. Norms say that others can ask you to stop smoking at a 
restaurant, or that you never smoke during a meal. 
European norms are savagely different. There the presumption is in the 
smoker's favor; vis-a-vis the smoker, the norms are laissez-faire. But in the 
States the norms effect a certain constraint, and this constraint, we can say, 
regulates smoking behavior. 
Law and norms are still not the only forces regulating smoking behavior. 
The market too is a constraint. The price of cigarettes is a constraint on your 
ability to smoke. Change the price, and you change this constraint. Likewise 
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with quality. If the market supplies a variety of cigarettes of widely varying 
quality and price, your ability to select the kind of cigarette you want increases; 
increasing choice here reduces constraint. 
Finally, there are the constraints created, we might say, by the 
� technology of cigarettes, or by the technologies affecting their supply. Unfiltered 
cigarettes present a greater constraint on smoking than filtered cigarettes if you 
are worried about your health. Nicotine-treated cigarettes are addictive and 
therefore create a greater constraint on smoking than untreated cigarettes. 
Smokeless cigarettes present less of a constraint because they can be smoked in 
more places. Cigarettes with a strong odor present more of a constraint because 
they can smoked in fewer places. In all of these ways, how the cigarette is 
affects the constraints faced by a smoker. How it is, how it is designed, how it is 
built一in a word, its architecture. 
Thus, four constraints regulate this pathetic dot—the law, social norms, 
the market, and architecture—and the "regulation" of this dot is the sum of these 
four constraints. Changes in any one will affect the regulation of the whole. 
Some constraints will support others; some may undermine others. A complete 
view, however, should consider them together.^^ 
These four constraints may complement or negate each other, and each may carry different costs 
and produce different results. Furthermore, law may influence the other three constraints 
indirectly (for example, laws may strengthen norms, alter the market or constrain architecture). 
Lessig cites examples of how this framework can be used in analyzing such diverse issues as the 
wearing of seatbelts, discrimination against the disabled, drug use, and abortion;^^ virtually any 
kind of activity may be considered within this framework. 
I now tum to considering the harbour reclamation debate in terms of this framework: 
first, by looking at how civil society sought to restrain government from proceeding with the 
reclamations and second by examining how civil society was itself constrained in opposing the 
reclamations. 
How civil society sought to restrain the government from proceeding with reclamations 
Lessig's framework allows us to make a systematic analysis ofhow civil society sought 
to restrain government by affecting each of the four elements. When we track these elements 
over the course of the debate, we see that with each, despite government resistance, civil society 
was able to build constraints on reclamation policy. I argue that these shifting elements combined 
to eventually convince government to rethink its reclamation policy (Figure 1.2). 
21 Ibid., 87. To clarify further, norms differ from law in having no formal authority to enforce them; rather, 
they rely on a community~e.g, the Hong Kong public—to bring social pressure on those who would break 
the norms. See Lessig (1998) for further discussion. 
22 Ibid., 93-95. 
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1.2 The theoretical framework applied to the harbour reclamation debate: 
The 4 "elements" and the 3 "streams" 
Law 
Protection of the Harbour Ordinance 
established "presumption against 
reclamation", Town Planning 
Ordinance requires two-month public 
objection period for OZPs. 
，r 
Architecture y ^ ^ ^ \ Norms 
Civil societycreated f Government \ Argumentsfromcivil society, 
altemativeplans with • R .H^m^Hnn ) ^ debates mLegco,andpublic 
reducedreclamationand V ^ecidmdUon / opinion strengthenednorms, 
improveddesign. \ Policy 乂 placing greaterpressureonthe 
^ ^ ^ government to concede. 
• 
Market 
Developers' fears of an oversupply 
of land during a poor housing market 
versus government's interest in land 
sales revenue and long-term land 
supply. 
Problems一Government saw initially saw the problem as the need to plan the long-term 
development of Hong Kong, while civil society pushed to have harbour reclamation—and 
unsustainable development—recognized as the problem. 
Policies一Government's policy was to focus on harbour reclamation rather than New Territories 
development. Civil society countered with alternative plans for reduced reclamation, a cruise pier 
and a Kam Tin new town. It also legally restricted government's reclamation plans. 
Politics—Civil society used Legco elections, public concem over the environment, a new PEL 
Secretary, and the objections process to strengthen support for a change in policy. 
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The four factors in this case may be analyzed as follows: 
^ i y _ A t the beginning of the debate, reclamation procedure followed the Foreshore and Sea-bed 
(Reclamations) Ordinance, which required only the consent of the Govemor in Council and the 
Director of Planning prior to gazettal of plans and limited objections to those who could claim a 
direct injury as a result of the reclamations. The Society for Protection of the Harbour, et. al., 
tried to change this by passing a law, the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance, which established 
a "presumption against reclamation." 
More generally, Hong Kong's Basic Law, which defines the institutional structure of 
government, allowed the Legco to deny the government funding but prevented it from passing 
legislation which would have given the Town Planning Board the power to oversee reclamations. 
Also, the Town Planning Ordinance provided the structure for government to gazette its plans and 
for the public to lodge objections to these plans with the Town Planning Board. The Town 
Planning Ordinance also gave the Town Planning Board the authority to examine outline zoning 
plans but not the higher level sub-regional and territorial plans. 
iVorms—Before 1994, reclamations were not on the public agenda or in the media. Thus, civil 
society's first task was to inform the public about the danger to the harbour and to build public 
opinion for protecting the harbour. Their strategies included public campaigns, a public opinion 
survey and a petition signed by 150,000 citizens. Debates in the Legco highlighted the issue in 
the public arena and legislators across the board opposed the reclamations. There was thus a 
growing belief that allowing the reclamations to proceed would be a tragedy. Norms such as 
"Government shall listen to its citizens", "Government shall not pursue private good over the 
public good" and "Government shall not unnecessarily damage the environment" were 
strengthened. This was also a period of growing public concem over air pollution and the 
environment. Government risked damaging its legitimacy if it ignored the wishes of its citizens. 
Market-Th& government argued that the reclamations were necessary to bolster the territory's 
long-term supply of land, especially given the rising land prices up to the mid-1990s. It also 
stood to eam a great deal of revenue from sales of reclaimed land. However, many developers 
worried about an oversupply of land. These concems increased when the real estate market 
entered a recession beginning with the 1997 Asian financial crisis. 
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Thus, while the government had a financial incentive to reclaim and sell land, developers 
were not optimistic, and harbour protection supporters also argued that the reclamations would 
damage Hong Kong's most important tourist attraction. 
Architecture一The government's numerous studies and plans created a future design for the areas 
surrounding Victoria Harbour. Li this case, the "architecture" under consideration was quite 
literally an architecture for the structure of the Harbour. The government argued that Hong 
Kong's physical constraints (growing population, limited land supply, difficulty of developing the 
New Territories) favored reclamation in the Harbour over expansion in the New Territories. 
Actually, though, this architecture—the plans—were subject to greater flexibility than the 
government was initially willing to concede. That the architecture could be changed became 
abundantly clear after groups in civil society—notably the professional institutes, but also the 
Society and developers一presented plans showing that alternative architectures were possible. 
The architecture of the reclamation plans would also have been altered if it could have been 
shown that population growth estimates were inflated or that a significant shift in the economy 
would favor development in the New Territories. 
Although this framework is used primarily to show how government became more and 
more constrained in its ability to pursue reclamations, one can also argue that the changes in the 
elements liberated government by leading it to consider other options for the architecture of the 
reclamations and direction of development. 
Restraints on civil society in opposing govemmentpolicy 
This thesis focuses primarily on how civil society and government interacted, and how 
the four elements shifted in conjunction to influence government in changing its policy. 
However, one can also use the framework to examine how civil society was constrained in 
opposing government policy. Such an examination leads us to consider social movements in 
Hong Kong, an issue I shall take up later in this chapter and retum to in Chapter 6. 
Law—Laws in Hong Kong allow civil society to organize and voice its concems by safeguarding 
freedom of speech, assembly and so on. However, public input in planning matters is limited to 
consultation initiated by the government when developing plans or objections to district-level 
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outline zoning plans. On a larger scale, the law provides for a Legislative Council which can 
channel public demands and question government's actions. 
Norms一As many have commented, civil society in Hong Kong often adopts a more consensual 
rather than conflictory approach, and the consultation structure may co-opt key actors in s o c i e t y ^ 
Often, it may seem that no one is willing to speak out, for fear of repercussions or giving the 
appearance of a rabble-rouser. At the same time, the gradual liberalization and democratization 
of Hong Kong's political system has led to greater participation in social conflicts. 
Market—Civil society groups often lack the resources (money and manpower) to oppose the 
government, which has a large, salaried bureacracy and abundant funding. Many harbour 
protection supporters used their own money and time to create alternative plans, campaign and 
produce studies to counter government arguments. A completely rational, economic actor would 
be unlikely to fight to protect the harbour as there is no material incentive to do so. 
Architecture—ThQ architecture of civil society is best interpreted as the incentives and 
disincentives for political participation. These include the nature of the political system and 
provisions for public input as well as the degree of influence which civil society can expect to 
exert. 
Having explained how Lessig's constraint/influence framework can be used to explain why the 
government reconsidered reclamation, I shall now add to it a framework which gives greater 
depth to our understanding of policy making. 
Kingdon,s Garbage-Can Model ofPolicymaking 
bi combination with Lessig's framework for examining how government was restrained 
in pursuing its reclamation plans, I shall employ John Kingdon's "garbage-can" model of policy-
making to explain why government changed its reclamation p o l i c y ^ While Kingdon's focus in 
on health and transportation policymaking in the United States, as with Lessig's framework, I 
believe his ideas can be fruitfully applied in the present case. 
23 Environmental groups in Hong Kong, for example, have been described as often taking a consensual 
versus conflictual approach. See Chiu, Hung and Lai (1999) and Lai (2000). 
24 John Kingdon. 1995. Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies, 2"^  ed. New York: HarperCollins 
College Publishers. 
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Problems, policies and politics streams 
Kingdon's work aims at explaining "why some subjects rise on government agendas 
while other subjects are neglected, and why people in and around government pay serious 
attention to some alternatives at the expense of others."^^ To analyze this question, he 
conceptualizes three streams of processes—problems, policies and politics streams—and argues 
that polices are made when all three streams come together. In other words, the government 
recognizes a problem, a policy exists to address the problem, and there is a suitable political 
environment for adopting the policy. Kingdon writes: 
The separate streams of problems, policies, and politics each have lives 
of their own. . . But there comes a time when the three streams are joined. A 
pressing problem demands attention, for instance, and a policy proposal is 
coupled to the problem as its solution. Or an event in the political stream, such 
as a change of administration, calls for different directions. At that point, 
proposals that fit with that political event, such as initiatives that fit with a new 
administration's philosophy, come to the fore and are coupled with the ripe 
political climate. Similarly, problems that fit are highlighted, and others are 
neglected.26 
Below, I cover each of the processes in greater detail and explain their application to the harbour 
reclamation debate. 
How problems come to be defined 
With the problems process, we are concerned with how "conditions" come to be defined 
as "problems" requiring government attention. Kingdon explains: 
There is a difference between a condition and a problem. We put up 
with al kinds of conditions every day, and conditions do not rise to prominent 
places on policy agendas. Conditions come to be defined as problems, and have 
a better chance of rising on the agenda, when we come to believe that we should 
do something to change them.^^ 
25lbid.，pp.l96. 
26Ibid.，pp. 201. 
27 Ibid., 198. 
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Conditions become defined as problems through "indicators, focusing events and feedback." Li 
the case of the harbour debate, problem indicators included the drop in the property market, 
bringing into question the government's plan to provide large amounts of office space; and the 
Society for Protection of the Harbour's surveys and petitions, which demonstrated widespread 
public opposition to the reclamations. 
Focusing events included the implementation of the West Kowloon reclamation, the first 
of the large reclamations to be carried out in the Harbour, and the reclamations blueprint which 
the Planning Department presented to the Town Planning Board in October 1994. The West 
Kowloon reclamation served as a taste of what the reclamations would look like, while the 
blueprint became a symbol for the harbour opposition. The blueprint was in fact used by the 
Society for Protection of the Harbour in the flyers it printed to publicize harbour reclamation; the 
blueprint was reproduced on one side, with a signature petition on the reverse (see Chapter 3). 
Finally, the government received public feedback through its consultative bodies (the 
Town Planning Board and the Advisory Council on the Environment), public consultations on 
reclamation and strategic development, letters to the editor and media coverage, and debates in 
the Legco. 
For the opposition to succeed, it needed to first convince the government that the 
condition-large-scale reclamations in Victoria Harbour—was a problem. To do this, it had to 
change the categorization of reclamations from one of merely physical development to one of 
development taking into account environmental, aesthetic and other concerns. Li other words, the 
reclamations had to be seen not simply as a temporary eyesore or as the unfortunate but necessary 
cost of development, but as an irreversible and damaging development. The opposition needed to 
argue that reclamations would hurt the real estate market, destroy one of Hong Kong's greatest 
natural assets, damage the environment, damage tourism, etc. Li addition, the reclamation plans 
came to be seen as a problem of inadequate public participation in the planning process and a 
deficiency in government accountability. 
Policies and Policy Entrepreneurs 
Li the policy stream, Kingdon writes, policies may come from a variety of sources. 
However, the criteria by which they are chosen include: 
...technical feasibility, congruence with the values of community 
members, and the anticipation of future constraints, including a budget 
constraint, public acceptability, and politician's receptivity. 
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Kingdon's model emphasizes the importance of policy entrepreneurs, who "soften up" the system 
by introducing policy ideas, adapting them and keeping them alive so that they are available when 
the time comes to address the problem: 
Policy entrepreneurs do not leave consideration of their pet proposals to 
accident. Listead, they push for consideration in many ways and in many 
forums... 
The long softening-up process is critical to change. Opportunities for 
serious hearings. •. policy windows.. • pass quickly and are missed if the 
proposals have not already gone through the long gestation process before the 
window opens. The work of floating and refining proposals is not wasted if it 
does not bear fmit in the short run. Indeed, it is critically important if the 
proposal is to be heard at the right time^ 
Kingdon describes entrepreneurs in greater detail: 
Policy entrepreneurs are people willing to invest their resources in retum 
for future policies they favor. •. 
As to problems, entrepreneurs try to highlight the indicators that so 
importantly dramatize their problems. They push for one kind of problem 
definition rather than another. Because they know that focusing events can move 
subjects higher on the agenda, entrepreneurs push to create such things as 
personal viewings of problems by policy makers and the diffusion of a symbol 
that captures their problem in a nutshell. They also may prompt the kinds of 
feedback about current governmental performance that affect agendas: letters, 
complaints, and visits to officials. 
As to proposals, entrepreneurs are central to the softening-up process. 
They write papers, give testimony, hold hearings, try to get press coverage, and 
meet endlessly with important and not-so-important people. They float their 
ideas as trial balloons, get reactions, revise their proposals in the light of 
reactions, and float them again. They aim to soften up the mass public, 
specialized publics, and the policy community itself. The process takes years of 
effort. 
As to coupling, entrepreneurs once again appear when windows open. 
They have their pet proposals or their concems about problems ready, and push 
them at the propitious moments. Li the pursuit of their own goals, they perform 
the function for the system of coupling solutions to problems, problems to 
political forces, and political forces to proposals. The joining of the separate 
streams.. • depends heavily on the appearance of the right entrepreneur at the 
right time... ^^  
28 lbid., 200-201. 
29 Ibid., 204-205. 
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The presence of a skillful entrepreneur can be crucial to placing an item on the government's 
agenda and pushing policy alternatives at the right time. Li the harbour debate, perhaps the most 
prominent policy entrepreneur was Winston Chu, Chairman of the Society for Protection of the 
Harbour, although others, including Christine Loh and members of the professional institutes, 
were also crucial. Chu worked to gain recognition of harbour reclamation as a problem, brought 
to light policy alternatives (the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance, developing a new town in 
Kam Tin, building a cruise pier in Kowloon Bay), and attempted to couple his policies with 
suitable changes in the political climate (Legco elections, a new administration following the 
handover). Chu continued to press the issue of harbour reclamation, keeping it alive over five 
years, two administrations and three Legislative Councils. 
Kingdon uses the concept of policy windows to describe those moments when the 
problems, processes and politics streams are in alignment and a policy is most likely to be 
adopted. For the harbour debate, the new administration after the handover and the new 
Legislative Councils were periods in which the government's harbour reclamation policy could 
have been affected. However, the most proximate policy window was the gazetting of the 
Central and South East Kowloon Outline Zoning Plans and the subsequent slew of public 
objections made to the Town Planning Board. At this point, the harbour reclamations were 
clearly a problem as perceived by the specialized and general publics, alternative policies had 
been floated, and the political climate was favorable for a change in p o l i c y ^ The new Secretary 
for Planning, Environment and Lands, Gordon Siu, was more receptive to criticism of the 
reclamations; the Tung administration was under pressure to do improve air pollution and the 
living environment; and the overwhelming number of objections to the gazettals was a final 
straw. 
Finally, in examining how much civil society determined, influenced or constrained 
government's reclamation policy, Kingdon asserts that government officials sense changes in the 
political climate and react accordingly: 
Participants sense some boundaries that are set on their actions by the 
mood of the mass public, and narrower boundaries set by the preferences of 
specialized publics and elected politicians... governmental officials sense these 
limitations and believe they must operate within them.^ ^ 
30 In this case, the term "specialized public" refers to professional institutes, green groups, developers, 
legislators and others who paid particular attention to harbour reclamation. Along with the government, 
these groups may be said to have formed a "policy community" which had a greater understanding of and 
influence over reclamation policy than the general public. 
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Combined with Lessig's framework on the four elements constraining government's ability to 
pursue its harbour reclamation policy, I believe Kingdon's model can help us to understand how 
government reclamation policy was questioned, classified as a problem, subjected to competition 
from other policy alternatives, and ultimately reconsidered. 
Having provided a framework to explain how and why government reclamation policy 
changed, I shall next review the literature on Hong Kong politics and social movements in order 
to provide the context for understanding the harbour debate. 
Part II. Literature Review: Hong Kong's political system, social movements and 
deliberation in politics 
Hong Kong politics: government by consultation 
As a former British colony which retains its executive-led political system, Hong Kong 
today—despite the process of democratization begun in the 1980s—continues to be characterized 
by two primary features of the colonial political system: the dominance of the administration in 
political matters and the use of consultation to provide public input on policy. 
Writing in 1982, Lau conceptualized Hong Kong as a "minimally-integrated, social-
political system" composed of a Chinese society which focuses on cultural and economic 
activities, and a British colonial bureaucracy which handles political affairs. These two par t s -
Chinese society and British bureaucracy—were weakly linked but for the most part co-existed 
harmoniously, each respecting the boundaries of its particular sphere.^ ^ 
However, Lau noted, since in Hong Kong “the bureaucratic polity and the political arena 
are almost coterminous... if political power is to be procured, it has to be done through the 
bureaucracy, rather than outside of it."" Li a political system without elections, the one means 
for the public to gain input was the system of public consultation set up by the government. 
Conversely, consultation allowed the government to consider the views of its citizens, to gain 
legitimacy for its policies, and to co-opt elite members of society to support the government's 
policies. As former Financial Secretary Sir Philip Haddon-Cave remarked, "Essentially, the 
Hong Kong style is government by consultation and consent."^^ 
31 Ibid., 207. 
^^  Lau(1982), 18-20. 
“Lau (1982), 158. 
34 Quoted in Miners (1998)，185. 
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Other scholars explored similar aspects of the colonial political system. King 
emphasized the "administrative absorption ofpolitics" approach to quelling political unrest; as an 
example, he noted that rather than providing more democracy, the government responded to the 
riots of 1966 and 1967 by creating a city district officer scheme to facilitate communication.^^ 
tivestigating the supposed "political apathy" of the Hong Kong people in the mid-1980s, Lau and 
Kuan found that most Hong Kong people thought of democratic government as one that consulted 
public opinion rather than one that was elected by its p e o p l e d They commented: 
Jn Westem democratic theory, election is the sine qua non of democratic 
government, but it doesn't appear to be the crucial element in the mind of the 
Hong Kong Chinese. Since the Hong Kong government prides itself on its 
activeness in consulting public opinion, and since this self-proclaimed virtue of 
the Hong Kong government is, to a certain extent, even shared by the people, 
democratic reform, if it is defined as refinements in consultative government, 
would not constitute drastic institutional changes in the mind of the respondent; 
they would embrace it and were optimistic about its success?? 
Under British colonial rule, consultative bodies, advisory committees and similar structures 
offered a way for the colonial government to open up the political structure to a selected elite 
within Hong Kong society without necessarily making a transition to democracy and elections. 
Further, as Miners notes, the influence of consultative committees has been limited by a number 
of factors: the government appoints members and so is unlikely to select those who would be 
critical of government policy; boards depend on the government for information; and finally, the 
advice offered by a consultative body is only advice, and may be rejected if it conflicts with the 
government's other priorities, 
35 King (1975). King states that this "administerization" of politics is the "antithesis to politicization". 
36 Lau and Kuan (1988), 75. Using data from 1985 surveys, Lau and Kuan report that when asked what 
they believed a democratic government entailed, 43.9% of respondents described democratic government 
as a government willing to consult public opinion (though not necessarily following public opinion), while 
only 23.2% defined democratic government as one elected by its people. 
37 Lau and Kuan, (1988), 75. 
38 Miners (1998)，108-110. To give an idea of the size of the consultative structure, Miners (1998: 111) 
cites the report Hong Kong 1994, which reported that there were 563 boards and committees advising the 
government, with about 5,720 members of the public serving on them. 
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Social movements in Hong Kong: when consultation fails 
fc contrast with this state-centered approach to politics, other authors have recently begun 
to focus on the influence of social movements^^ and social conflict on Hong Kong politics. While 
scholars in the past focused on explaining the reasons for Hong Kong's political stability, these 
scholars have tried to examine the meaning and effect of social movements and social conflicts in 
Hong Kong since the 1970s.^ ^ Some scholars in this field have begun by carrying out quantitative 
surveys categorizing the issues, size and strategies of social conflicts.^^ Others have provided 
focused accounts of social movements in various sectors: housing, environment, democracy, and 
42 
SO o n . 
Lui and Chiu trace the path of social movements in Hong Kong since the 1970s. 
Adopting the 'political process model, to explain the behavior of social movements, they focus 
on the way the institutional environment^^ structures and is in tum impacted by social 
movements. &i the case of Hong Kong, Lui and Chiu write that the 'consultative democracy' of 
the l970s-before the establishment of district boards, Legco elections and other reforms— 
"drove political claims and demands to assume the form of protest action."^ This led to the first 
wave of social movements in housing, labor and student protests.^^ During the 1980s, the process 
of democratization had a mixed effect on social movements. On the one hand, elections and 
political office offered a way for members of social movements to gain political influence; on the 
other hand, some social movements encountered competition for leadership and resources as the 
pace of democratization took precedence over other issues. ^^  
391 shall adopt the definition of social movement which Lui and Chiu use, namely that a social movement 
is "a collectivity acting with the purpose ofpromoting or resisting change in the group, society, or world 
order of which it is a part". Lui and Chiu (2000)，3，quote this definition from Doug McAdam and David 
Snow (1987)，"Social movements: conceptual and theoretical issues." Social movements, eds. McAdam, D. 
and D. Snow. Xviii-xxvi. Los Angeles: Roxbury Publishing Company. 
40 See Lui and Chiu (2000)，1-3. 
41 See Cheung and Louie (2000), "Social Conflicts: 1975-1986"; Chui and Lai (1995), Patterns ofSocial 
Conflicts in Hong Kong in the Period 1980 to 1991; Lau and Wan (2000), "Social Conflicts: 1987-1995". 
42 See Chiu and Lui, eds. (2000), The Dynamics ofSocial Movement in Hong Kong and Lee and So, eds. 
(1999), Asia's Environmental Movements: Comparative Perspectives. Tsai (1993) brings to light social 
conflicts from Hong Kong's earliest years, 1842-1913. So (1999) discusses various housing, student, and 
urban social movements in Hong Kong from the 1970s onward. 
43 By institutional environment, Chiu and Lui point to laws, electoral rules, party systems and the 
relationship between various branches of government. 
44 Lui and Chiu (2000), 8. 
45 As examples, Lui and Chiu cite the activities of groups such as the Hong Kong Professional Teachers' 
Union, the Society for Community Organization, and the Yaumatei boat people. 
46 Lui and Chiu (2000), 11-13. Protest groups opposing hazardous installations on Tsing Yi in the 1980s, 
for example, were successful in having some of their leaders elected to the district board. However, direct 
involvement in electoral politics weakened the movement. See Lai (2000), 267-268. 
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Of particular interest to the present case is the nature of environmental movements in 
Hong Kong. Observers have noted that the "institutionalization of the environmental 
movement"一their role on consultative bodies and reliance on corporate funding—has led 
environmental groups in Hong Kong to adopt a consensual approach to politics rather than a 
conflictual one.*? Others have noted that, unlike in other Asian countries in which democracy and 
environmental movements have been mutually supportive, environmental groups in Hong Kong 
have been mainly "bystanders" to the democratic cause/^ 
Taking these ideas into account, I believe we can connect the ideas of government by 
consultation and social movements by hypothesizing that social movements tend to arise when 
consultation fails to respond to the needs and demands of society. In the present case, the harbour 
protection movement arose when the consultative bodies—the Town Planning Board and the 
Advisory Council on the Environment一were unable to influence reclamation policy. Those who 
had an interest in stopping reclamation—Winston Chu, the professional institutes, green groups, 
etc.一were able to accomplish more by first working outside the system through the media, Legco 
and other forums before returning to the Town Planning Board. 
With regard to democracy, the harbour protection movement did have some connection 
to electoral democracy~Legco elections were seen as moments to highlight the issue of 
reclamation and legislators played an important role in the story. However, the main push was 
for opening up the planning process to achieve greater transparency and accountability. Those in 
the movement were concerned with how decisions were made and who had a say in making them. 
An examination of ideas from deliberative democracy and planning theory may shed some light 
here. 
Improving consultation through deliberation 
So far, we have been concerned with democracy through elections or democracy through 
consultation. The former is often taken as a minimum definition of democracy, while the latter 
represents the form of 'democracy' found in Hong Kong; both mean democracy in the sense of 
the ruled having influence over the way they are ruled. Hong Kong has not yet attained full 
electoral democracy, and in many cases, consultative democracy has been found lacking in its 
ability to meet society's demands. The ideas of 'deliberative democracy' may be able to add 
greater depth to the concept of consultation, making it more meaningful. 
47 Lai (2000) and Chiu, Hung and Lai (1999). 
48 Lee, et al. (1999). 
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While political theorists may use the term 'deliberative democracy' in somewhat 
different ways, it is essentially a model for decision-making through argumentation and 
discussion (as opposed to decision-making through voting or bargaining).^^ Inspired by Jiirgen 
Haberaias's ideas on the use of reason in public discourse and ‘communicative action', 
deliberative democracy emphasizes the use of ‘public reason，to bring about the transformation of 
participants' preferences.，。This emphasis on public reason means that participants in a discourse 
are judged on the strength of their arguments rather than their identity or authority. Deliberation 
is also hailed on the grounds that it encourages consensus-building and the exploration of 
alternatives. Deliberative democracy seeks to answer questions such as: who is allowed to 
participate in discussions and, thus, the decision-making process, and how can information and 
resources be fairly distributed to ensure a fair process? 
These ideas have their corollary in planning theory in the ‘social leaming' and 
'communicative action' models of planning, which stress that planning should be approached as 
an interactive, communicative activity as opposed to a rational or scientific problem-solving 
activity.5i Rather than valuing only the knowledge of the professional, these models recognize 
the importance of local, or experiential knowledge; the planner and the community contribute to 
each other's understanding through communication and exchange of views. 
Forester's Planning in the Face ofPower, for example, viewed planning as "primarily a 
form of critical listening to the words of others, and observing their non-verbal behavior." As one 
scholar has described the model: 
It is a mode of intervention that is based on speech acts, on listening and 
questioning, and leaming how, through dialogue, to ‘shape attention'. Forester is 
interested in what story is being told in any planning situation, because these 
stories embody and enact the play of power, the selective focusing of attention, 
the presumption of ‘us and them', the creation of reputations, and the shaping of 
expectations of what is and is not possible as well as the production of politically 
rational strategies of action? 
Focusing on the connection between knowledge and power, planning theorists in this school have 
been concerned with providing the conditions for proper dialogue, including "assuring 
49 Elster (1998). 
50 One practical application of these ideas is the conducting of 'deliberative opinion polls'，in which 
participants are polled both before and after having the chance to exchange their views on issues. Through 
deliberation and discussion, participants are able to form more informed opinions. The first deliberative 
polling in Hong Kong was carried out recently in November 1999. See Chan et al. (1999). 
多1 Sandercock (1998)，86-97. Planning theorists who have advocated social leaming and communicative 
action models include John Friedmann and John Forester. 
52 Sandercock (1998)，96. 
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representation of all major points of view, equalizing information among group members, and 
creating conditions..• such that the force of argument can be the deciding factor rather than an 
individual's power or status..."^^ 
Deliberative democracy and communicative action models in planning theory lead us to 
examine the meaningfulness of 'consultation' in Hong Kong. As we have noted, government by 
consultation has historically been the form of democracy—public participation in politics—found 
in Hong Kong. Because the development of a fully democratic electoral system is likely but 
lacking a definite time-frame, government by consultation will remain an important form of 
public participation in Hong Kong's politics. Thus, it is worth asking whether we can improve on 
the existing system of consultation by asking whether it is transparent, whether information is 
widely available to participants, and whether public reason is the determinant of decisions. 
Although the government's provisions for public consultation in the harbour debate were 
limited to input from formal consultative bodies (i.e., the Town Planning Board and the Advisory 
Council on the Environment) and "consultation" on planning documents, deliberation was found 
in many different public forums, conferences, letters to the editor and media reports. The 
Legislative Council provided one of the most important forums for hearing views from the 
Administration and civil society; after considering the arguments for each side, the Legco could 
then make its views known by passing motions against reclamation. Jn a political system in 
which the legislature is limited in its effect on policy and the executive is wary of relinquishing 
its political control, deliberation—the use of public reason—offers a way to balance power 
relations. Social movements, by pressing the government to justify its policies and improve 
consultation, help to increase deliberative democracy in Hong Kong. 
The harbour debate has served as an impetus for improved consultation and greater 
deliberative democracy in Hong Kong's town planning system. Jn the next chapter, we examine 
the government's reasons for pursuing reclamations and the flaws in the town planning system 
which led to the creation of the harbour protection movement. 
53 Ibid. 
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——Chapter 2 —— 
Government as City Planner: 
� How and Why the Government Came to Pursue its Reclamation Plans 
in Victoria Harbour. 
Issues in Hong Kong's Town Planning System. 
"ti the city and semi-urban areas, there is a very real need for a statutory halt to coastal 
development, especially with regard to the 'opening up' of new areas. Reclamation, an 
increasingly important way of creating more building land in Hong Kong, spells the death of the 
shoreline." ^^  
—Brian Morton, in the 1979 book, The Future ofthe Hong Kong Seashore 
“M Hong Kong, we have Hong Kong SAR Real Estate Government, Limited." 
~~Winston Chu 
"The current harbour reclamation works now proceeding are the outcome of a substantial number 
of carefully conducted feasibility studies and public consultation exercises and it is the intention 
to continue to proceed in such a measured and incremental way with other schemes which, as yet, 
are still only planning proposals. However, from time-to-time, expressions of concem have been 
raised over the location, scale and impact of such reclamations. It is in response to such concems 
that this overview has been produced to keep the general community as fully informed as 
possible." 
—Bowen Leung, Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands 
In the foreword to The Shape ofThings to Come: An overview ofthe role of 
harbour reclamations in the future development ofHong Kong (September 1995) 
Setting the stage for the harbour debate 
« 
This chapter examines the history of reclamations in Hong Kong and the government's 
motivations for pursuing its reclamation programme in the 1990s. It begins by examining the 
broad development path whieh Hong Kong has followed, from uncoordinated development in its 
first century, to the decentralization brought by the New Towns Programme in the 1970s, to the 
recentralization of the 1980s. This developmental trajectory provides the background for a more 
detailed analysis of the government's objectives in pursuing its reclamation plans in the 1990s, 
both those which it openly professed (transport infrastructure, housing, commercial space, urban 
54 Morton (1979b), 178. 
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renewal) and those which observers have pointed to as the real reason—or at least, a strong 
secondary reason一for reclamation (revenue from land sales). 
Finally, the chapter outlines Hong Kong's planning structure, including the Chief 
Executive in Council, the policy making Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, the plan 
making Planning Department, and the Territorial Development Department, responsible for 
engineering works. Particular focus is given to the Town Planning Board and the limitations in 
its statutory powers, which allow it to approve district-level outline zoning plans covering 
individual reclamations but not strategic, territory-level plans involving the Administration's 
overall reclamation policy. Jn addition, while the Town Planning Ordinance allows the public to 
provide input by lodging objections to gazetted plans, certain factors—the TPB's dependence on 
the government for information and plans, the composition of the Board, and the secrecy of its 
meetings—also work to limit the Board's role as a conduit for public consultation. 
The analysis in this chapter sets the stage for the entrance of civil society in the next 
chapter and explains why harbour protection supporters decided to oppose harbour reclamation 
by taking action outside the planning system. 
Reclamations past and present 
The account given in this section is based on Ng and Cook's excellent review of 
reclamation in Hong Kong, which shows how reclamation has long been used as a convenient 
tool for expansion of urban areas.^ ^ I shall adopt the time frames used by Ng and Cook. 
1840s — 1940s: Early reclamation in Victoria Harbour 
From Hong Kong's earliest days as a British colony, the "confining topography of the 
twin settlements on both sides of Victoria Harbour created serious constraints on urban 
expansion.，，56 Reclamations during the first few decades were largely piecemeal and 
uncoordinated. However, severe overcrowding led the government to pursue reclamations on a 
larger scale, resulting in the 26 ha great Praya Reclamation of 1890-1904, which "firmly 
established reclamation as a method of enabling urban expansion."^^ By 1924’ about 500 ha of 
land had been reclaimed, and reclamation continued to be the principle means of expanding the 
urban area until well after the Second World War. 
55 Ng and Cook (1997). 
56Ngand Cook (1997), 7. 
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1950s — 70s: Urban decentralization and reclamation in the New Territories 
After the Second World War, the development of Hong Kong became more systematic 
and planned, and urban growth expanded into the New Territories. The 1948 Abercrombie report 
"outlined various physical planning proposals including the provision of a cross-harbour tunnel, 
reclamation, railways relocation, creation of industrial and residential zones and the likely 
eventual development of new towns in rural New Territories’，^ The New Town Programme, 
begun in 1976, saw the decentralization of the urban core through the construction of satellite 
towns which eventually came to house more than 2.5 million people and occupy more than 3000 
ha of reclaimed land. 
1980s onwards: Re-centralization and central harbour reclamation 
The goal of the New Towns Programme had been to create self-sufficient satellite towns 
which could absorb Hong Kong's growing population and provide a place in which to live and 
work. However, as Hong Kong shifted from a manufacturing economy to a service-based 
economy, more and more jobs became located in the urban core of Hong Kong Island and 
Kowloon. Consequently, many residents lived in the New Territories but worked in the heart of 
Hong Kong, meaning long daily commutes; this gap between living and work places caused 
planners to rethink Hong Kong's development strategy. 
At the same time, as Ng and Cook note, forecasts for the supply of land available in the 
New Territories indicated a fall from 655 hectares in 1983-84 to only 65 hectares in 1991-92.^ ^ 
Thus, the government began to refocus development back on the urban core, where reclamations 
offered a way to create new land which avoided the logistical difficulties of urban redevelopment. 
This shift in planning was developed in a series of strategic planning studies 
which laid the foundation for the government's reclamation policy in the 1990s:^ ^ 
• The Territorial Development Strategy (1984), which proposed reclamations in West 
Kowloon, Green Island, Central-Wan Chai and Hung Hom Bay; 
• The Study on Harbour Reclamation and Urban Growth, or SHRUG (1982-83), which 
suggested that the Kai Tak airport site should provide land for public housing and 
predicted that the Central reclamation would be a major source of finance; 
57 Ngand Cook(1997), 8. 
58 Ng and Cook (1997)，8. Ng and Cook cite Building and Lands Department (1988) Town Planning in 
Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Town Planning Office), pp. 10-12. 
59 Ngand Cook(1997),9. 
说 Information from Table 1，Ng and Cook (1997)，11. 
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• The Port and Airport Development Strategy, or PADS (1989), which reconmiended 
that the new Chek Lap Kok airport and its surrounding new town, Tung Chung, be 
built on reclaimed land, and the West Kowloon and Central-Wanchai reclamations 
would provide land to build transport links to the airport; 
• And the Metroplan (1991), which advocated the use of reclaimed land in Central to 
provide "solution space" for redeveloping dilapidated urban areas. 
The Government's motivations for pursuing harbour reclamation 
The above studies emphasize the use of reclaimed land as a way to expand hub and port 
functions, provide housing and solution space for urban redevelopment, and expand the central 
business district. However, in addition to these espoused objectives, many have suggested that 
the government's motivations for pursuing reclamation are in fact more complex. Ng and Cook 
highlight the government's dual role as "the biggest landlord and as an administrator which 
determines the development agenda", noting that the government has relied heavily on land sales 
as a source of revenue.^ ^ ln the early 1980s, land-related revenue made up one-third of total 
revenue. After 1985, land-related income was split between the Hong Kong government and the 
future Special Administrative Region government; from 1985-1995, the SAR Government Land 
Trust received HK $84 billion, about 11.5 percent of total government revenue. Moreover, most 
of the land-related revenue came from initial leases, meaning that the government has a greater 
62 
interest in developing new land (i.e., reclamation) than redeveloping existing land. 
Others have more directly asserted the government's financial interest in harbour 
reclamation. According to one study, the government in 1995-96 raised HK $62 billion, or 32% 
of total revenue, from land sales; by restricting land supply, the government could maintain high 
land prices. The study argued that the high land price policy led government to favour increasing 
land supply through harbour reclamation over development in the New Territories. As evidence, 
it cited figures stating that the government stood to eam $110 billion by developing the New 
Territories and nearly double that, $204 billion, through harbour reclamation.^^ 
61 Ngand Cook(1997),5. 
62脇.，5-6. 
63 Hong Kong Democratic Foundation and the Office of Christine Loh. "The Government's High-Land-
Price Policy: Can Hong Kong People Afford It?" 22 March 1997. Similarly, Yeh (1999, 305) has noted: 
‘‘•.. land leasing is a major source of government revenue. In the boom period, it can be as high as 30 per 
cent of the total governmental revenue. Although it has generated much revenue, it has long been criticized 
as being responsible for soaring land and house prices, making housing unaffordable and a source of social 
inequity." 
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Table 2.1 Uses for Existing and Proposed Harbour Reclamations 
Uses . _ _ 
§ I § ^1 二 ^ 名3 � ^1 )^¾ ^ ^1 S | -S g^ 73 S | 
1 1 § i 1 1 1 g I I s^  ,¾ I g ^ £ 
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Commercial 9 “ 6 — 26 22 — — 63 4.9 
Residential — 28 3 1 4 ^ ^ l L 53 244 19.1 
Comprehensive 
Development 31 7 — 4 — — 42 3.3 
Area 
Govemment7 
fcstitution/ 26 4 84 6 3 22 145 11.3 
Community 
hidustrial — 18 — 4 T ^ 2_ ^ 66 5.2 
Open Space 45 6 208 ^ 1_ 19 314 24.7 
Roads and Other ^33 n 70 46 7 87 404 31.5 
Uses 
l m A L 340 37 575 110 30 186 1278 100 . i 
Source: Ng and Cook (1997), 13 and PELB (1995), 125. 
During the course of the harbour debate, critics of reclamation occasionally brought up 
such criticisms, accusing the government of pursuing its own private gain—revenue from land 
sales—before the public good. Lideed, one cannot expect the government to have been 
indifferent about the revenue it would eam from sales of reclaimed land; conversely, it is perhaps 
unrealistic to think that the government would act in the same way that a private corporation 
would to maximize profits at any cost. Profit-maximizing decisions in companies benefit the 
individuals who make them; civil servants, on the other hand, would not have gained personally 
from increasing the government's purse, though maintaining the financial viability of the 
government is surely a high priority. Ultimately, to reduce the government's motivation to a 
single reason一financial gain—is to oversimplify the situation, though neither can one ignore the 
financial incentives for reclamation. 
Another way we can think of the government'sjustifications for the reclamations is to 
divide the government's arguments into two categories, which Ng and Cook call economic space 
and life space: economic space meaning developments which would further Hong Kong's role as 
a centre for business, finance, information, tourism, etc;^ ^ and life space meaning developments to 
house a growing population and to improve the quality of the living environment by providing 
^ Ng and Cook (1997) cite the Territorial Development Strategy Review's aim to "enhance the role of 
Hong Kong as an international city and a regional centre for business, finance, information, tourism, 
entrepot activities and manufacturing." 
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amenities such as open spaces and waterfront promenades. Table 2.1 shows that the primary uses 
for reclaimed land were residential, GIC, open space, and roads and other uses; commercial (4.9 
percent) and industrial (5.2 percent) made up a relatively smaller proportion of the overall 
reclamations, though this proportion was greater in certain reclamations (notably, commercial 
space made up 20 percent of Central-Wanchai). 
Having provided an account of the developmental path and motivations which led 
government to adopt its reclamation policy, we now examine the government planning structure 
to understand why public consultation on reclamation policy was limited. 
Hong Kong's planning structure: weaknesses in public consultation 
The Government Planning Structure, Top to Bottom 
Hong Kong's planning structure is headed by the Chief Executive in Council, the highest 
decision making body in the government, bnmediately below the Chief Executive in Council is 
the Chief Secretary's Committee on Planning and Land Development (CPLD),^^ composed of 
relevant policy secretaries, which: 
•. .determines the long-term development strategies and major proposals 
for land development, evaluates major planning studies, development plans and 
programmes and formulates land use planning standards and policies for land 
development.66 
Through this committee, the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands can coordinate the 
Branch's policies with those of policy secretaries in related areas such as housing and finance. 
The Planning, Environment and Lands Branch (PELB) is the policy bureau 
responsible for urban development and planning issues in Hong Kong, including 
reclamation policy. During the harbour debate, it fell to the Secretary for Planning, 
Environment and Lands or an Assistant Deputy Secretary to defend the government's 
reclamation policy in the Legco and in public. The PELB provides policy directives to 
the Planning Department, Lands Department, Buildings Department, Environmental 
Protection Department and the Land Registry. 
65 Known as the Land Development Policy Conunittee before 1995. The Chief Secretary's Committee 
comprises some seven policy groups in total. See Miners (1998), 90. 
恥"Hong Kong: The Facts. Town Planning." Published by the Information Services Department, Hong 
Kong Government, 1999. From government information website www.info.gov.hk. 
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The Planning Department is "responsible for formulating, monitoring and reviewing 
urban and rural planning policies and associated programmes for the physical development of 
Hong Kong.，，67 j^ ^ other words, it creates the plans for Hong Kong's development within the 
policy framework set by the PELB, the CPLD and the Housing Bureau. The Planning 
Department deals with planning at the territorial, sub-regional and district levels. Finally, the 
department acts as the secretariat for the Town Planning Board, providing the Board with 
information and drawing up and revising plans based on the Board's recommendations; as we 
68 
shall discuss below, this has led some to question the Board's independence. 
Finally, the Territory Development Department (TDD) is responsible for designing and 
implementing the engineering projects related to major reclamation and developments throughout 
Hong Kong. The TDD carries out the detailed feasibility studies for projects. 
Regarding the functioning of the various government committees, bureaus and 
departments as a whole, it is worth noting that their roles may overlap. For instance, the Planning 
Department is likely to have a strong influence on the overall development strategy adopted by 
the PELB. At the same time, it is also true that the individual departments have their own 
emphases; the TDD, for example, may focus on the engineering aspects of a project rather than 
the its aesthetic or planning design. The Planning, Environment and Lands Secretary is charged 
with coordinating these activities and defending them as a cohesive policy. 
The Town Planning Board 
The Town Planning Board is a statutory, non-govemmental body formed under the Town 
Planning Ordinance (TPO).^ ^ The Board has two major functions: the preparation of statutory 
plans, and the consideration and review of development a p p l i c a t i o n s / � W h i l e technically 
independent of the government, the TPB is composed of about 6 official and 24 non-official 
members, all of whom are appointed by the Chief Executive for 2-year terms. The Board's 
composition, appointment system, and its reliance on the Planning Department for information— 
67 "Hong Kong: The Facts. Town Planning." 
68 "Hong Kong: The Facts. Town Planning." 
69 The TPB was formed in 1939 by the Town Planning Ordinance but was not convened until 1950 because 
of World War II. The nature and functions of the Board have evolved as the Town Planning Ordinance has 
been amended. An amendment to the TPO aimed at making the TPB more public and expanding its role is 
currently under review. 
70 Applicants who wish to appeal TPB decisions may apply for a hearing by the TPB Appeal Board, whose 
decisions are final. Appeal Board members are also appointed by the Chief Executive and cannot overlap 
with the membership of the TPB. Ng (1999), 28. 
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rather than having its own Secretariat to research questions—are often pointed to as factors 
compromising its ability to make independent, informed decisions. 
In order to carry out its duty to oversee town planning/^ the TPB examines and approves 
the government's district-level plans. Before examining its role in examining these plans, 
however, it is necessary to note the hierarchical nature of planning in Hong Kong, which has 
three levels of planning: territorial, sub-regional and district/local. 
At the top level is the Territorial Development Strategy, which "maps out the overall land 
development strategy to meet the long term socio-economic needs of Hong Kong." At the next 
level are the various sub-regional development strategies—such as the Metroplan and various 
New Territories plans—which "translate territorial development goals into more specific planning 
objectives for the five sub-regions in Hong Kong"7^ 
Finally, at the district level of planning, there are statutory plans and non-statutory, 
administrative p l a n s ” The statutory plans are Outline Zoning Plans (OZPs), which are the most 
relevant to the harbour debate, and Development Permission Area plans/^ 
Outline zoning plans show the proposed land use and major road systems of individual 
planning scheme areas, covering areas such as Central-Wanchai, Mongkok, etc. The plans "serve 
to reflect existing land uses, planning intentions of future development, and special development 
needs" through zoning-i.e., specifying the land use for an area7^ Common zoning categories 
include: residential, commercial, industrial, open space, govemment-institution-conmiunity 
(GIC), and green belt use. 
The Town Planning Board's duty with respect to outline zoning plans is to examine them 
with a view to assuring that the land uses specified meet the goals of town planning/^ The 
71 Regarding the purpose of town planning, the government states: 
Town planning is the process of guiding and controlling the development and use of land, with the 
aim of promoting the health, safety, convenience and general welfare of the community. It seeks to 
promote the right development in the right place and at the right time so as to bring about a better 
organized, more efficient and more desirable place in which to live and work. 
As land suitable for development in Hong Kong is at a premium, there is always a need to strike a 
balance in the utilisation of this limited resource to meet the competing demands for housing, commerce, 
industry, transport, recreation and other community needs. (Hong Kong: The Facts. Town Planning). 
72 These are the Metropolitan Area (Hong Kong Island and Kowloon), North-east New Territories, South-
east NT, North-west NT, and North-east NT. "Hong Kong: The Facts. Town Planning." 
73 The two kinds of non-statutory, administrative plans are the outline development plan and the layout 
plan, both used within the Planning Department. 
74 Development Permission Area plans cover areas not previously covered by OZPs and were created in the 
1991 amendment to the Town Planning Ordinance to extend the TPB's control over the whole of the New 
Territories. 
75 Ng (1999), 37. 
76 Namely, the Board shall prepare plans "with a view to the promotion of the health, safety, convenience 
and general welfare of the community." (TPO, section 3). 
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process begins when the ChiefExecutive in Council decides to proceed with a development; 
under section 3(l)a of the TPO, he directs the Board to prepare a draft outline zoning plan, which 
is then gazetted for public inspection. The public may make objections for a two-month period 
following the gazettal of the plan. The TPB will consider the objections—holding objection 
hearings if necessary一and then submit a draft plan, with or without amendments, to the Chief 
Executive in Council for approval. The Chief Executive may the approve the plan, refuse 
approval or ask the Board to amend the plan. 
With regard to harbour reclamation, it is essential to note that reclamation plans and 
policy were formulated at the territorial and sub-regional levels; as noted earlier, government 
pursued reclamation to address various strategic objectives. By the time these plans were 
translated into district-level outline zoning plans for the TPB to examine, the major decisions on 
reclamation had already been made. Thus, reclamation plans were the result of a top-down 
process ofplanning from earlier, non-statutory territorial and sub-regional plans, to later statutory 
OZPs.77 
The fact that OZPs are statutory means that a public body with a degree of independence 
from government, the Town Planning Board, has a legal say over implementation of the plans. 
However, because the TPB is limited to examining district-level plans, and can only provide 
advice on higher level plans, its role is limited. Even if members of the TPB oppose government 
policy, they have little formal ability to change it. 
]n addition, the secrecy ofTPB meetings and objection hearings restricts the public's 
access to information and arguments against plans. As Ng notes, the fact that objection hearings 
are closed meetings between the objector and the Town Planning Board means "the general 
public have to rely on the good judgement and competence of TPB to make a decision."^^ ln the 
case ofharbour reclamation, although we know that the TPB eventually came to oppose the 
original reclamation plans, we cannot be certain of the arguments and process by which the Board 
came to this position. 
77 This point is made in Chu (1997, 54) and Cuthbert (1998，52). Nissim (1998, 48) too notes this flaw in 
this system, commenting: 
The current planning system is weak in this area [gazetting of reclamations] because at present 
there is no proper statutory procedure whereby the proposed land uses that are planned for the new 
reclamation are required to be considered and approved by the Town Planning Board with full and proper 
consultation before the reclamation is gazetted. This is fundamentally wrong because it is putting the cart 
before the horse for a reclamation to be gazetted before the planned land uses have been properly 
considered and agreed. This flaw in the current planning system needs to be properly addressed and correct 
procedures should be enacted in any future amendments to planning legislation. (48). 
^^Ng(1999), 67. 
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One final factor which limited public input was the legal procedure for planning 
reclamations. Before the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance, reclamations followed the 
Foreshore and Seabed (Reclamations) Ordinance, which required only the approval of the 
Director of Planning and Executive Council before gazettal of a reclamation plan. Further, it 
limited objections to those with "an interest, right or easement in or over the foreshore and sea-
bed" affected by the plan; in other words, the general public could not object to the plans. 
The net effect of these features of the town planning system works to limit public input to 
the planning process. The one body which may provide an independent and informed voice to 
balance the government's plans is limited in its ability to do so. Ng notes that: 
Cuthbert. •. has argued that by leaving out the most important strategic 
plans from the statutory framework, the 'government has obviated the 
responsibility of being held accountable for an overall development plan. 
Bureaucratic discretion has been optimized along with the capacity to 
accommodate shifting pattems of investment and economic interests'. 
While the government has tried to consult the public in formulating strategic plans such 
as the Metroplan and Territorial Development Strategy Review, it is difficult to ascertain 
the effect of public input on the final product. Ng observes: 
Given the fact that the average citizen does not have much power to 
influence broader policy issues which constitute the basic parameters for strategic 
planning, it is unlikely that the general public would question fundamental 
assumptions and hence the consequent recommendations. 
As we shall see, in the harbour reclamation debate, such fundamental assumptions included the 
government's population projections and its estimates for office space demand. 
Conclusion 
The government must lay the foundation for an examination of harbour 
reclamation politics in Hong Kong, as it plays the central role in planning, studying, and 
implementing reclamation projects. It must consult the public and professionals, defend 
its decisions and policies, and ultimately gain support for them. Finally, it reaps the 
79 Ng (1999)，40. Ng quotes Cuthbert, A. R. 1991. "For a few dollars more: urban planning and the 
legitimation process in Hong Kong." International Journal ofUrban and Regional Research 15:4，583. 
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financial rewards from sales of reclaimed land, and the applaud or criticism for the 
direction it chooses in developing Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong's town planning system has limited provisions for public input. Public 
consultation depends on the willingness of the government to go out and publicize its plans, to 
solicit opinions and then to act on these opinions. The Town Planning Board, as we have seen, is 
also limited in its ability to influence government planning policy. 
While the government is the initiator of policy, it must operate within a larger social 
structure. The government's interaction with and reaction to forces in civil society affects its 
decisions and perspectives on policy. The rise and influence of the harbour protection movement 
are the focus of the following three chapters. 
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Figure 3.1 The Harbour Debate (October 1994 一 October 1995) 
Law 
Foreshore and Sea-bed 
(Reclamations) Ordinance limits 
who can object to reclamation 
plans. The Harbour Bill is 
introduced and begins to gain 
support. 
• 
y ^ ^ ^ \ Norms 
Architecture / Government \ The October 1994 TPB 
No alternative / Reclamation \ meetingblueprint serves asa 
architectures exist to ^ p o l i c v Plans at GI ^ focusmg event. China, ACE, 
compete with ^ ^ U c y . ^^^^^ ^^ ⑶， ^ HKH>, Li Ka-shing express 
government plans. V Central and S E K D J concern. Planning Hong 
\ / Kong conference highlights 
>v.^ ^ y ^ issue. Government produces 
^ - ^ ^ "The Shape of Things to 
A Come". 
Market 
Li Ka-shing argues that 
reclamations will lead to 
oversupply of land, but 
Financial Secretary Hamish 
says reclamations are necessary 
in the long run. 
Problems—The October 1994 blueprint and West Kowloon reclamation initially highlighted 
harbour reclamation as a problem. However, these were only a start. 
Policies一Civil society was only beginning to formulate policy alternatives. The idea of a 
Harbour Ordinance was taking shape. 
Politics—China was wary of large infrastructure projects ahead of the handover. 
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—Chapter 3 一 
Framing the Debate: 
‘ The Rise of the Harbour Protection Movement 
and the Government's Initial Response 
(October 1994 - October 1995) 
“If you saw a little girl in the water who needed help, and there was no one else around who knew 
how to swim, but you did, then you would have an obligation to jump in to save her." 
—Winston Chu, on his decision to oppose the reclamations due to the 
responsibility he felt stemming from his knowledge of the reclamations and town 
planning. 
‘‘...at some point, we have to make decision on things which can have no perfect answers. There 
have got to be decisions and somebody must have the courage to make them and convince the 
doubters they're right. •. We 've got a good story to tell." 
—Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands Tony Eason, on the 
government's reclamation plans^^ 
The Rise of the Harbour Protection Movement 
Given the features inherent in Hong Kong's town planning system highlighted in the 
previous chapter, it is no surprise that Winston Chu did not feel that he would be able to influence 
the government even as a member of the Town Planning Board. Because the TPB could not 
examine plans above the district level and the Foreshore and Sea-beds (Reclamation) Ordinance 
limited public objection to reclamation, Chu needed to seek other means for influencing 
government. 
The period from October 1994 to October 1995 was one in which the major 
boundaries of the harbour reclamation debate were set (Figure 3.1). Before this period, 
reclamation had been uncontroversial, a non-issue on the government agenda. As the 
debate progressed, both civil society and the government realized that the other side 
would not easily change its mind. Representatives of the Chinese government, 
developers, green groups and professional institutes all participated in the debate. 
8° "New grounds for growth," C. K. Lau, SCMP, 5 April 1995，pp. 11. 
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The conference "Planning Hong Kong for the 21'' Century" in April 1995 brought 
together the government and opposing members of civil society to discuss the issue. The 
government produced "The Shape of Things to Come" in September 1995, but the harbour 
protection movement was not placated. The Society for Protection of the Harbour was formed in 
October 1995 and Christine Loh agreed to sponsor the Protection of the Harbour Bill in the 
Legislative Council. The foundations of the harbour debate had been laid. 
The political atmosphere before October 1994 
Even before harbour reclamation became an issue on the public agenda, various groups 
had begun to raise concerns about the necessity of large-scale reclamations and their effect on 
marine safety and fishing, ln addition, concerns about the lack of public consultation in the 
planning process were highlighted in a case on Lanuna Island village which had a striking 
resemblance to the harbour debate. 
The government encountered opposition to its reclamation programme as early as 
December 1992，when certain pro-China legislators refused to support funding for Phase I of the 
Central-Wanchai reclamation unless Britain secured China's approval.^^ Jn April 1993, the 
Marine Department reported a 25% increase in marine accidents in Victoria Harbour, leading 
District Board members to call for a halt to reclamation and a restriction of harbour traffic. One 
member ofthe Central and Western District Board declared, "More traffic means more accidents, 
and I have already pointed out that reclamation is further narrowing and damaging the beautiful 
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Victoria Harbour, and I am rigorously opposed to the Government's decision." 
Later, in August 1993, fishermen and fish farmers threatened to blockade Victoria 
Harbour if sea dredging continued off of Lamma Island. A coalition of fishermen and fish 
farmers claimed that the dredging, which provided fill for airport-related reclamations at Kwai 
Chung, threatened their livelihoods and demanded that the government either stop the dredging or 
provide compensation” 
The issue of marine safety came up again in May 1994, when the chairman of the Hong 
Kong and Kowloon Motor Boats and Tug Boats Association noted a sharp rise in collisions 
involving tug boats and other commercial craft; in the first four months of 1994, there had been 
81 "Reclamation work may be delayed," Doreen Cheung, SCMP, 14 December 1992，pp. 2. 
82 "Harbour on crash course with disaster," SCMP, 11 April 1993, pp. 3. 
83 "Calls for ‘harbour blockade,'" SCMP, 19 August 1993’ pp. 3. The coalition consisted of the Hong Kong 
Inshore Fisherman's Association, the Hong Kong Mariculture Association and the Democratic Alliance for 
the Betterment of Hong Kong. 
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21 collisions involving tug boats and commercial craft, more than in the whole decade before. 
The rise in accidents was blamed on choppier waters and narrower passages due to reclamations 
in Central, Wan Chai and West Kowloon. The chairman called for the government to build more 
piers to make it easier for boats to dock in the choppier waters.^^ 
Outside of Victoria Harbour, residents of Lanrnia Island's main village, Yung Shue Wan, 
organized against government plans to carry out a 1 ha reclamation and build a sewage treatment 
plant.85 Their concems about the lack of public consultation and strategies for opposing the plans 
were in many ways a miniature of the Victoria Harbour debate. The controversy began at a June 
1994 public meeting in which government officials presented the plans. Residents questioned the 
need for the development and criticized the lack of consultation in the planning process. One 
resident presented an alternative development plan prepared by the Lamma Island Beautification 
Society.86 
Jn October, after writing about 100 letters to the planning department, some 100 Lamma 
Island residents marched from the Legislative Council to Government House to give the governor 
a 1000-signature petition. Residents claimed the government's project would "tum the beach into 
another Kowloon."^^ The government claimed it had held consultations in June, examined and 
discussed the alternative plan, and rejected it on the grounds that the plan could not fit the 
proposed sewage and storage facilities. Officials noted that there had been a long consultation 
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period and that the government was still asking the public to provide comments on the project. 
Residents, on the other hand, commented that the government "was taking a purely 
engineering approach" to development and that "there is no aesthetics and there is no 
consideration of the impact the project will have on tourism." Another resident noted: "There 
were two meetings and we had to push to get them. They put a small notice in a back alley on the 
island which announced their intention to go ahead with the project. There is little interaction. It 
should be obligatory to consult the public." The Hong Kong Beautification Society wrote in a 
letter to the Director of Lands: "In our opinion, the government is still very ignorant of what the 
people want. The only solution to this problem can be proper communication with the residents 
84 "Sharp rise in collisions blamed on reclamation," Debbie Chu and Steve Ball, SCMP, 6 May 1994, pp. 6. 
85 The reclamation was 123,740 square feet, or 1.15 ha. The sewage plant would accommodate 6,800 
people, or three times the population at the time. 
�6 "Residents attack Government for lack of consultation in reclamation scheme; Row erupts over Lamma 
sewage plan," Ron Gluckman, SCMP, 26 June 1994，pp. 5. 
87 "Islanders stall ‘ghastly，plan; Lamma protesters step up demand for alternative scheme," SCMP, 12 
October 1994，pp. 5. This language echoes those in the harbour debate who claimed that government 
reclamation plans would tum Victoria Harbour into Victoria River. 
88 Again, the official stance~~that it had conducted consultations and that alternative plans were not 
feasible~comes up as well in the harbour debate. 
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of the island.’，89 孙巳 comments of the Lamma Island residents are striking in their similarity to 
the criticisms made in the debate over Victoria Harbour; they give weight to the idea that the 
planning process's lack of public consultation was systematic and the harbour debate was not an 
anomaly. 
Thus, prior to the crucial Town Planning Board meeting in October 1994, there appears 
to have been some concern about the effects of reclamations. However, these criticisms were 
separate and unrelated rather than a concerted and organized effort to oppose harbour 
reclamations. As we can see from the Lamma Island development controversy, other groups in 
society had also found public consultation to be lacking. 
The symbolic beginnings ofthe opposition: The reclamation blueprint and the October 1994 
Town Planning Board meeting 
The 22°d of October, 1994, may serve as the best date for marking the beginning of an 
organized opposition to the Victoria Harbour reclamations, or what I shall refer to as the harbour 
protection movement. It was on 22 October that government planners submitted a blueprint to 
the Town Planning Board revealing the current and proposed reclamations in Victoria Harbour. 
In addition to the 411 ha of already proposed reclamations, the blueprint marked 600 ha of future 
reclamations to be completed by 2011. The government's chief town planner E. G. Pryor stated 
that the reclamations would provide land to accommodate population growth in areas along the 
harbour; this population was expected to rise to 4.3 million by 2011, when the population of 
90 
Hong Kong was estimated to reach 8 million. 
Board members feared that the reclamations would tum Victoria Harbour into a 
'river', reducing the narrowest point between Central and Tsim Sha Tsui to only about 
800 metres. At the time, the narrowest point had already been reduced from 1,800 metres 
to 1,500 metres due to reclamations. The news reported that one "furious Town Planning 
Board member" urged the public to voice objections to the proposed reclamations: 
Hong Kong has a very important decision to make—the harbour belongs 
to use and our future generation. Once the reclamation takes place and new land 
is developed, the damage can never be undone. 
89 "Islanders stall ‘ghastly，plan; Lamma protesters step up demand for alternative scheme," SCMP, 12 
October 1994, pp. 5. 
90 "Harbour plan rouses fears; Harbour may tum into 'river'", Queenie Wang, SCMP, 23 October 1994，pp. 
1. 
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While the political system for the future of Hong Kong can change from 
time to time, this decision is i r revers ib le . 
Another board member called on the government to undertake wide public consultation 
before deciding on the reclamations: ‘‘This vital decision affecting Hong Kong should not 
be decided by the present administration comprising no more than a handful of high-
ranking officials." 
While the Society for Protection of the Harbour would not be formed for another year, 
the criticisms at the October 1994 TPB meeting already focused on the way in which a small 
group of government officials made the decisions on reclamation plans. An experienced member 
of the Town Planning Board^^ who would later head the Society for Protection of the Harbour, 
Winston Chu was nonetheless unable to do much to stop the reclamations. The Board had a 
limitedjurisdiction and could not really address the issue until the plans reached the outline 
zoning plan stage. 
Nonetheless, because of the prominence of the TPB, harbour reclamation became an 
issue on the public agenda, even if it remained relatively low. Others in civil society began to 
take notice and voice their concems. The blueprint would also play a role later as a visual aid and 
flyer used by the Society for Protection of the Harbour to illustrate the extent of the reclamations 
(see map in Chapter 1). 
Framing the harbour debate: the initial voices from civil society and the government's 
reaction 
Suddenly, the Hong Kong government found its reclamation under attack from a number 
of angles both within and outside of Hong Kong. By January 1995, senior officials of the Hong 
Kong and Macau Affairs Office, the Chinese government's representative in Hong Kong, worried 
that the reclamations would reduce the size of the harbour and threaten marine safety, the 
environment and the tourism industry.^^ Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands Tony 
Eason defended the reclamations: "People forget that the reclamation projects they see have been 
91 Ibid. 
92 At the time of the October 1994 TPB meeting, Chu was the only person to serve concurrently on the 
Town Planning Board, Metro Planning Committee, and Lands and Buildings Advisory Committee. He had 
8 years experience on the Town Planning Board, had attended more meetings than any other member, and 
reviewed 5000 planning applications and 1000 appeal cases. 
93 "Reclamation 'damaging assets'", Chris Yeung, SCMP, 10 January 1995，pp. 4. 
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announced and published. They are necessary and will not have impact on port capacity, safety 
or water quality."^^ 
The Prelimary Working Committee (PWC), set up by Beijing to prepare for the 
handover, wamed the Hong Kong government in February that the reclamations could be 
detrimental and should be slowed down. The PWC was concerned enough to organize a seminar 
in Beijing on Hong Kong's reclamation policy in which it invited Hong Kong officials to give 
their input. At the meeting, Hong Kong's most influential businessman and PWC member Li Ka-
shing wamed that the reclamations in Kowloon Bay and Tsim Sha Tsui would lead to an 
oversupply of commercial land.^^ While the reclamations at Central and Wan Chai had already 
begun, Li wamed that other proposed reclamations should be carefully considered because they 
could not be reversed. 
A mainland marine expert argued that that Victoria Harbour was already receiving too 
much biological and chemical waste, and the reclamations would only worsen the situation. As 
the press reported, Hong Kong's Director ofPlanning, Dr. Peter Pun Kwok-shing, was "grilled by 
PWC members and experts about the impact of reclamation on the harbour's cleansing quality, 
marine safety and the environment."^^ Pun denied the reclamations would cause environmental 
harm and said the Marine Department was studying the construction of dikes to absorb the more 
turbulent waves caused by the reclamations. 
Licreasing its rhetoric, the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office in March asserted that 
new reclamation projects should not proceed without China's approval, and the Preliminary 
Working Committee wamed that Beijing might block land grants in the Sino-British Land 
Commission if the government did not review its reclamation policy. While the Hong Kong 
government could increase the amount of land, it would require approval of the Sino-British Land 
Commission—including Beijing's assent—to grant new land.^^ In April, the Chinese team leader 
of the Joint Liaison Group demanded that the British side provide a detailed briefing and 
consultation since the reclamation projects would continue after 1997.98 j^^^^ even before the 
handover, the Beijing government was eager to exert an influence on the future physical 
landscape of Hong Kong. 
^^ SCMP, 10 January 1995. 
95 "China takes Hong Kong to task over shrinking harbour," Peter Lim, SCMP, 18 February 1995. 
"Harbour projects must be curbed, says Li," So Lai-fun, SCMP, 18 February 1995, pp. 1. 
96 "Harbour projects must be curbed, says Li," SCMP, 18 February 1995，pp. 1. 
97 "Reclaim view," SCMP, 4 March 1995，pp. 3. "Warning on reclamation," Linda Choy, SCMP, 12 
March 1995，pp. 2. 
98 News, Linda Choy and Louis Won, SCMP, 8 April 1995, pp. 2. 
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Other early critics of the reclamation policy were the Advisory Council on the 
Environment (ACE), a government-appointed body, and the Hong Kong Listitute of Planners 
(HKIP), a professional institute whose members include many government employed planners. 
ACE member Dr. Ho Kin-chung criticized the government in January for not consulting the 
99 
Council on the reclamations and not conducting a detailed environmental impact assessment. 
However, ACE would not reject the plans until November, when the unofficial members of the 
TPB also came out against the reclamations. 
The Hong Kong tist i tute of Planners appealed to the PEL Secretary and the Director of 
Planning to reduce the reclamations, arguing that reclamation plans could be reduced by building 
roads underground and pursuing more imaginative designs. The H K f f appeal argued: "The 
harbour is an essential part of Hong Kong's history. It is an important heritage to the people of 
Hong Kong and of great interest to international visitors. The extent of the reclamation should 
therefore be minimised as far as possible."^®® The Listitute asked for a reconsideration of 
reclamation plans at Kowloon Bay, Green Island, Kowloon Point and Rambler Channel. HKE> 
vice-president Ms Tam Siu-wing noted that "there has been a lot of public outcry over the 
damage the existing reclamation is doing to the harbour" and said she believed there would be 
even more criticism once the public realized the extent of the reclamations.^®^ 
]n April, the Hong Kong Listitute of Surveyors joined with land developer Sun Hung Kai 
and others in criticizing the government's decision to limit rezoning rights in South East 
Kowloon. The Institute argued that almost $160 billion in government revenue would be lost by 
limiting the plot ratio (i.e., housing density)^^^ of the area, while the government argued that 
increasing plot ratios would lead to t r a f f i c congestion and overcrowded hous ing .^ The issue of 
plot ratio would resurface later in the harbour debate, when alternative plans showed that reduced 
reclamation plans could maintain population if plot ratios were raised. 
The government's response to these attacks was to defend the long-term objectives of the 
reclamations. The Administration denied that reclamations would lead to an oversupply of land, 
noting that reclamations would serve to cool down a property market which had reached 
incredible levels because of speculation. Financial Secretary Sir Hamish argued in March 1995: 
99 "Policy on harbour criticized," Queenie Wang, SCMP, 22 January 1995，pp. 2. At the time, Dr. Ho was 
also head of the Department ofEnvironmental Studies at the Open Learning Institute. 
1^ News, Keith Wallis, SCMP, 27 February 1995，pp. 2. 
101 News, Keith Wallis, SCMP, 27 February 1995, pp. 2. 
102 Plot ratio is defined as the ratio between Gross Floor Area (GFA) and Gross Site Area (GSA). 
103 "Almost $160 billion in revue will be lost..." Keith Wallis, SCMP, 6 April 1995, pp. 2. 
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Only last year the whole community was rightly bewailing the high price 
of property, both residential and commercial. We were urged to abandon an 
alleged high land price policy, to increase the supply of land, and indeed to create 
a land bank so that we could respond more quickly to imbalances in supply and 
� demand. This is precisely what these reclamations are intended to achieve. 
]n April, a news article reported that average office values in Central had plunged, since 
speculators, who had inflated the market a year earlier, were now expecting a new supply of 
office space from the reclamations.^ ®^ ln addition, the government announced that the proposed 
reclamations at Kowloon Point and Southeast Kowloon were merely under consideration and 
would be decided upon by the future S A R， 
The "Planning Hong Kong for the 21®^  Century" conference, the first campaign and the 
entrance of Legco 
While the Society for Protection of the Harbour had not yet been formed, Winston Chu 
was nonetheless working to open up the debate on the harbour. He participated in a crucial 
international conference on "Planning Hong Kong for the 2V' Century" attended by international 
and local academics as well as government planning officials, in which he argued that developing 
the New Territories was preferable to developing the area around Victoria Harbour]。？ Still a 
member of the TPB at the time, Chu used the occasion to launch the harbour protection 
movement's first public campaign. The prominence of the conference opened up the reclamation 
debate to a wider audience than the earlier PWC seminar in Beijing, and after the conference 
members of the Legco, especially the Democrats, gained an interest in the reclamations. 
A prominent international expert on urban planning, the University ofBritish 
Columbia's Professor Aprodicio Laquian, agreed with Chu's views, stating: "Environmentally 
and from a planning perspective, filling in the harbour won't work. This is a traditional 
104 "Need to reclaim harbour pushed," Catherine Ng, SCMP 2 March 1995, pp. 1. Sir Hamish's statement 
was seen as a "veiled swipe at property tycoon Li Ka-shing", who at the time was redeveloping the Hilton 
Hotel in Central into a major office block, while his long-time competitor Peter Woo of Wharf Holdings 
had ownership rights in the West Kowloon reclamations. 
105 "Average office values in Central have plunged...", Barry Porter, SCMP 5 April 1995. 
106 "Fate of projects to hinge on SAR," Dick Chan, SCMP 15 March 1995, pp. 4. 
107 The conference was organized by the Hong Kong Institute of Planners, the University of Hong Kong's 
Center for Urban Planning and Environmental Management, and the Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Department of Architecture. It was held 12-13 April 1995 at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition 
Centre. 
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conservative view of urban planning. The Government should rethink the whole approach to 
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reclamation rather than concentrate development in Hong Kong and Kowloon." 
]n his conference paper "Direction of Development一Metro or New Territories", Chu 
argued that as a result of the nearly 1300 hectares of reclamations—half of which were existing 
and committed, and half of which were proposed and under c o n s i d e r a t i o n - " V i c t o r i a Harbour 
will be reduced to about one-half of its present width and will become a river all the way from the 
new West Kowloon Reclamation to the Lei Yue Mun Pass with the narrowest section between the 
Central Reclamation and Kowloon Point of just over 800 metres.，，^ 
Attaching a copy of the TPB reclamations blueprint to the paper, Chu argued that the 
reclamations would destroy Hong Kong's natural heritage, hurt the tourism industry, remove a 
"vital city lung" and make shipping more dangerous. He noted that: "The scale and intensity of 
reclamation is unrivalled anywhere else in the world and no other city has ever proposed such a 
drastic change to its environment." Chu would use similar arguments in his later articles and 
letters to the editor, framing the reclamations as both an aesthetic loss (natural heritage, vital city 
lung) and an economic loss (tourism, shipping) for Hong Kong. 
Chu then tumed his attention to examining and refuting the government's reasons for 
pursuing the reclamations. He argued that while the government's objectives of providing 
community facilities and open space was laudable, the scarcity and value of land in the metro 
area meant that "it is inevitable that Government will succumb to the pressure of development." 
He noted that the amount of housing which the reclamations could provide was limited and the 
New Territories represented the only long-term solution. Roads would bring additional traffic to 
the metro area rather than improve congestion, and commercial space could be found through 
redevelopment. 
Chu noted that "Hong Kong has in the New Territories a hinterland over 10 times the size 
ofthe urban areas，，"® which provided the best choice for development: 
Government has been resisting more intensive development of the New 
Territories on the basis of a lack of infrastructure. Of course, if Government does 
not provide the infrastructure, there will obviously be no infrastructure. The 
money that is being spent on reclaiming the Harbour and providing the 
infrastructure there should instead be spent on providing the infrastructure in the 
New Territories... 
108 "A leading member of the Town Planning Board will fire the first shots...", Keith Wallis, SCMP, 13 
April 1995, pp. 6. 
'°^Chu(1996). 
uo Chu (1996), 297. 
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Government may immediately raise the question:-- "Can Hong Kong 
afford to implement all these?" But facing the projected population growth, the 
question must surely be:-_ "Can Hong Kong afford not to implement all 
these?""' 
t i the weeks following the conference, harbour reclamation took off as a political issue. The 
Democratic Party, the largest party in Legco, came out in support of protecting the harbour, 
arguing that reclamation plans decided on in 1989 were outdated now that shipping had moved to 
ports in South China. The party agreed to support a private member's bill curbing reclamation 
which would eventually be introduced by independent legislator Christine Loh. 
The harbour protection movement—the Democrats and other legislators, Winston Chu, 
and some government planners—publicized a four-point plan of action: a Harbour Protection 
ordinance, a public opinion poll, a public debate, and discussion by Legco's Land and Buildings 
advisory group. Chu stated in the media: “Even I never knew as a board member the full extent 
112 
of the reclamation until the board asked the Planning Department for a specific report." 
Democrat Albert Chan Wai-yip pointed out that under the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) 
Ordinance, only the approval of the Planning Department and Exco was required before gazetting 
of reclamation plans; hence, the need for a Harbour Protection Ordinance. 
bi June, Chu further politicized harbour reclamation by sending an open letter to 
candidates for the September Legislative Council elections and said that he hoped to pass the 
Harbour Protection ordinance in the first half of 1996.^ ^^  The harbour debate thus entered the 
realm of electoral politics, with Chu as policy entrepeneur attempting to link the politics stream to 
his pet policies: a harbour protection bill and shifting development from Victoria Harbour to the 
New Territories. If the October 1994 Town Planning Board meeting had served as a focusing 
event for the harbour debate, the April conference elevated the issue and expanded the body of 
active participants. The government response at the time was minimal, however: it announced 
that it would conduct a study on the effect of harbour reclamations on marine traffic and safety, to 
be completed by the end of 1996,4 
Prior to the September elections, harbour reclamation did indeed heat up as a topic of 
public debate. On 2 August 1995, an alliance of legislators, green groups and town planning 
board members formally unveiled the harbour protection bill, which aimed to ban reclamation for 
commercial buildings and give Legco the power to oversee reclamations. The bill was supported 
111 Chu (1996)，298. 
112 SCMP 24 April 1995，pp. 3. 
113 "Reclamation plan threatens Victoria Harbour," Satoshi Saeki, The Daily Yomiuri, 3 June 1995, pp. 4. 
114 "A study of how the massive harbour reclamation...” Quinton Chan, SCMP, 1 June 1995. 
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by the Democratic Party, Liberal Party Urban Councillor Jennifer Chow, and green groups 
Friends of the Earth and World Wild Fund for Nature."， 
Chu also announced the start of the “Save Our Harbour" campaign, while Legislator 
-• 116 
Christine Loh faxed government house to propose a summit on reclamation. Chu declared that 
legislators should approve a reclamation only if it “is required to provide essential infrastmctural 
facilities necessary for the health, safety, convenience and general welfare of the community.，’"？ 
]n addition, he called for a stop to all studies on future reclamations until the new Legco had a 
chance to debate the bill in the autumn session. Regarding public opinion, he stated that there 
was strong public opposition to reclamation but the public did not know who to complain to. 
While the government began to give the issue greater attention, it made no attempt to 
slow down the pace of reclamations and proceeded to hire design consultants to carry out 
feasibility studies for the Kowloon Point reclamation"^ At a 4 August 1995 Hong Kong 
Chamber of Commerce luncheon, chief town planner E. G. Pryor argued that the reclamations 
would integrate the city with the harbour by providing an opportunity to redesign harbour-front 
areas. Pryor displayed a map ofLondon which marked the River Thames, stating: 
I don't know how many of you have been to cities that are built on 
rivers一New York on the Hudson, London around the Thames, Frankfurt on 
Main, Paris and so on. London is a great city in terms of architecture and design, 
and it has a river of 300 metres. But the narrowest point of the Victoria Harbour 
after the reclamations would be 860 m e t r e s , 9 
These comments triggered a letter to the South China Morning Post from "a group of Hong Kong 
architects”.i2o The architects commented: 
Dr Pryor should have known that all the river towns and cities cited by 
him belong to natural rivers—not harbours tumed artificial river! Dr Pryor 
should go back to geography and history classes at high school and name one 
natural harbour which has been tumed into a river for whatever reasons..• 
We still cannot understand Dr Pryor's philosophy. On what grounds 
does he feel justified to tum the once beautiful harbour into a river?.. • 
� " H a r b o u r fans unite...", SCMP, 3 August 1995, pp. 5. 
116 "Harbour fans unite to demand halt to reclamation," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 3 August 1995, pp. 5. 
117 "Harbour fans unite.. ，’，SCMP, 3 August 1995, pp. 5. "Health, safety, convenience, and general 
welfare" are the principles which the Town Planning Board is bound to uphold by the Town Planning 
Ordinance. 
118 "Consultants chosen for harbour schemes despite controversy," Keith Wallis, SCMP 4 August 1995，pp. 
8. 
119 "Planner defends reclamation policy," Naomi Lee, SCMP, 5 August 1995，pp. 6. 
120 "Object", A group ofHong Kong architects, SCMP, 27 August 1995, pp. 11. 
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We. . . accept small-scale reclamation for the purpose of transport 
interlink. We object to vast scale reclamation resulting in reclaimed land for sale 
and building purposes. 
Pryor responded to the architects' letter with one o fh i s own, defending the reclamations on the 
grounds that they would provide necessary infrastructure, including: road and rail connections to 
the new airport, new port facilities, and transport infrastructure such as the Central-Wan Chai by-
pass.i2i fc addition, the reclamations would provide "solution space" for rehousing residents 
affected by urban renewal schemes, "bring the city to the harbour and the harbour to the city" by 
providing 33 km of landscaped promenades and associated civic spaces, eliminate polluted areas 
such as the Kai Tak nullah, and lead to a more organized and convenient city. He ended his 
letter: 
Finally, I would like to make the point that Metroplan is the outcome of a 
sustained and wide-ranging corporate effort involving extensive public 
consultation. 
Substantive reports on many aspects have been produced and are 
available for reference by interested parties. I am also prepared to meet with 
such bodies as the "Group of Architects" to listen objectively to their points of 
view and to explain in more detail the corporate thinking behind the Metroplan 
concepts. 
The exchange between Pryor and the architects was indicative of a significant difference of 
opinion which would not be easily bridged. Not all of civil society was of the same opinion as 
the architects, however. August also saw letters to the editor from a Hong Kong University 
professor in the Department of Surveying who argued that it was necessary to "strike a balance" 
between conservation and developmenti22，and the green group Conservancy Association, which 
wrote: 
Victoria Harbour should not be allowed to become a river. But the New 
Territories should not become a construction site either. 
The current campaign to save the harbour would have been more 
laudable if it had started six years before, when the Port and Airport 
Development Strategy (PADS) and the Metroplan were first unveiled, when the 
Conservancy Association was the lone voice calling into question the merits of 
large-scale reclamation. 
� " C o r p o r a t e ffort," E.G. Pryor, SCMP, 10 September 1995, pp. 11. 
122 "Harbour has been shrinking since 1842," Dr. Lawrence Lai Wai-chung, SCMP, 14 August 1995, pp. 
16. 
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The harbour having become what it is now, we should be wary that the 
save-the-harbour movement could be a bogus campaign, or worse, a smokescreen 
to cover something else.. . 
If instead of Kowloon Bay and Green Island, the New Territories were to 
� be developed on a large scale, the result could be far worse for the environment 
of Hong Kong and our quality of l i f e ? 
Both letters suggested that while preserving the harbour might be a laudable goal, it might mean 
greater development would have to occur in the New Territories. Regarding the harbour 
protection bill, the Conservancy Association wondered whether giving Legco a monitoring power 
over reclamation was appropriate, and suggested that if such a monitoring role were granted, it 
should extend to development in the New Territories as well. 
Despite these dissenting voices, however, civil society had for the most part mobilized 
behind the harbour protection issue. Jn August, nature photographer Edward Stokes directed 
attention to the Green Island public dump, which had been discussed at a 10 July meeting of the 
Advisory Council on the Environment EIA sub-committee. At the meeting, officials argued that 
the Sulphur Channel was urgently needed as a public dump for construction waste, and that the 
public dump was separate from the 190 ha Green Island reclamation proposed in the Territorial 
Development Strategy. However, sub-committee members noted that the project 's 
Environmental bnpact Assessment failed to take into account the visual impact ofreclamation, 
while Central and Westem District members noted that there had been almost no consultation.^^^ 
Nonetheless, the Advisory Council on the Environment endorsed the ElA and the scheme was 
gazetted. Stokes wrote: 
The Green Island dump raises questions about the thrust of government 
planning and about its decision-making processes. And it throws down two 
challenges to the new Legislative Council. Is planning to remain dominated by 
the executive, or will it take greater account of public opinion? Is Hong Kong's 
natural beauty to be further squandered?^^^ 
Christine Loh was asking similar questions at the time, as evident in an article she wrote on the 
lack of transparency and public participation in the planning process. Loh noted that "decisions 
to proceed with reclamation projects are taken by a few senior government officials" and that the 
� " L o o k beyond harbour to project NT," Dr. Chan Wai-kwan, Honorary Secretary, Conservancy 
Association, SCMP, 15 August 1995，pp. 18. 
124 "The waste of an island," Edward Stokes, SCMP, 13 August 1995，pp. 9. 
i25R5id. 
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government has no statutory obligation to release planning studies, development options or other 
10A 
information on which decisions are based. Loh wrote: 
What we have then is a planning system that deliberately avoids public 
input or discussion by withholding alternatives and information. Reclamation is 
presented as a "build or be damned" scenario. Even when the administration 
submits its plans to the Legislative Council for funding, the chamber can only 
veto or approve financing. 
The reality of executive-led planning is that a handful of officials commit 
tremendous public resources and irreversibly alter the cityscape o fHong Kong 
without public input. 
She noted that the government saw nothing wrong with the current situation, and that the review 
of the Town Planning Ordinance sought to justify the lack of public participation by arguing that 
planning is: 
.• • an entirely administrative process, guided by the land development policy, 
chaired by the Chief Secretary. Territorial and sub-regional plans... may raise 
issues of widespread public interest, but they do not confer or restrict 
development rights. Thus although the Government will continue to consult 
people on these plans, there is no need to bring them within the statutory 
“mework.127 
Jn response to government claims that it had consulted the public in developing its strategic plans, 
she argued that the government's consultations consisted of glossy pamphlets explaining the 
government's decision after the fact. These pamphlets did not include financial data, 
environmental impact assessments, detailed transport plans or other information, thus shielding 
the government from informed debate and criticism. Loh continued: 
This style ofplanning is highly outdated and, frankly, arrogant. Hong 
Kong people are sophisticated enough to have views on how the territory should 
be developed. The public is capable of assessing planning information and 
reviewing the Government's proposals. Open government is not simply to open 
the Government to public criticism. Open government is about providing the 
opportunity, entrenched in law, for the public to put forth ideas and participate in 
the planning process..• It is absurd for the Government to claim it can decide the 
public interest without involving the public.^^^ 
126 "Out of the public eye," Christine Loh, SCMP, 13 August 1995, pp. 10. 
127 Ibid. In essence, the government was arguing that only outline zoning plans, which confer development 
rights, should be statutory. Territorial and sub-regional plans, although they concern the larger 
development direction of the territory, do not confer development rights and thus do not need be provided 
for—and restricted by—law. See the discussion in Chapter 2 on the Town Planning Board. 
i28ibid. 
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Sensing that the tide ofpubl ic opinion could be tuming against the reclamations, the government 
made moves to defend itself in the public arena, ln September, it hired two public relations firms 
to defend the reclamations at South East Kowloon and Kowloon Point. The firms were to gauge 
public opinion on the developments and communicate with district board members and the 
media.i29 The government also organized briefings in September on "Land for Urban Growth: 
The Role of Reclamations" and released The Shape ofThings To Come, a glossy overview of the 
present and proposed reclamations. 
3.5 "The Shape of Things to Come” triggers renewed opposition 
In the foreword to The Shape ofThings to Come, PEL Secretary Bowen Leung explained 
that government studies had determined that development through harbour reclamation and land-
based sites in other parts of the territory would both be required over the next 15 years. Thus: 
ln this context, we need to move ahead in an incremental way with new 
harbour reclamations, each of which has a key role to play in support of the 
development of Hong Kong's hub functions and also to facilitate the 
restructuring of obsolete parts of the Metro area. Now that large areas of 
reclaimed land are beginning to appear in various locations around the harbour, 
more people are becoming aware of the significant changes taking place. At this 
stage, most of the new reclamations are "raw-looking" areas and it may be 
difficult for the casual observer to envisage what positive improvements they can 
help to achieve.i3o 
As Eason had before him, Leung reminded readers that the reclamations had been carefully 
studies and the public had been consulted. However, he acknowledged the need to keep the 
public informed: 
The current harbour reclamation works now proceeding are the outcome 
of a substantial number of carefully conducted feasibility studies and public 
consultation exercises and it is the intention to continue to proceed in such a 
measured and incremental way with other schemes which, as yet, are still only 
planning proposals. However, from time-to-time, expressions of concem have 
129 “PR experts to parry criticism; Firms help promote reclamation plans," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 26 
September 1995, pp. 6. This was believed to be the first time that the Hong Kong government had hired a 
public relations firm to defend its plans. 
f3o The Shape ofThings to Come: An overview ofthe role ofharbour reclamations in thefuture 
development ofHong Kong (Planning, Environment and Lands Branch, Hong Kong Government: 
September 1995)，foreword, pp. 5. 
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been raised over the location, scale and impact of such reclamations. It is in 
response to such concems that this overview has been produced to keep the 
general community as fully informed as possible. 
The report attempted to address concems about the effect of reclamations on the environment, 
hydrology and marine activities, as well as the loss of scenic value and Hong Kong's strategic 
planning direction. Regarding public consultation, the report emphasized that the government 
had conducted consultations for the strategic planning studies as well as for smaller feasibility 
studies. 
The reaction of harbour protection supporters to the report was cool at best and critical at 
worst, dismissing the report as "propaganda". The report failed to place civil society, and in 
October 1995 the Society for Protection of the Harbour was founded with Winston Chu as 
Chairman, Legislative Council member Christine Loh Kung-Wai as Deputy Chairman, and 
Eastem District Board and Urban Council member Jennifer Chow Kit-Bing as secretary. Loh 
announced that she would sponsor the private member's bill in the new Legislative Council, 
which by now had the support of the Democrats, some Liberal Party members and various 
132 
independent councillors. 
Chu wrote a letter to the editor in October, worried about the governor's comments in his 
policy address that he might refuse assent to private member's bills. In his letter, he made 
reference to the link between protecting the harbour and democracy: 
As recently announced, the Protection of the Harbour Bill is being 
presented to the Legislative Council as a Private Member 's Bill. The purpose of 
the bill is to enable Legco to control further reclamation of Victoria Harbour and 
to permit reclamation only for essential infrastructural facilities, but not for the 
production of land for sale. 
I therefore read with grave concem the Governor's threat in his Policy 
Address that he may refuse assent to Private Member's Bills. This appears to be 
a direct contradiction of the basic principle promised by him that the Government 
"must make possible the widest democratic participation by the people of Hong 
Kong in the running of their own affairs". 
How can the Govemor possibly consider withholding consent to a bill 
protecting Hong Kong's harbour, which is the natural heritage of Hong Kong 
people? Surely, the very necessity of such a bill pre-supposed a lack of respect 
and sympathy on the part of the Government for Hong Kong's natural 
environment and heritage. 
My own understanding of the proper meaning of the word "democracy" 
is that the Government will abide by the wishes of the people. Perhaps the 
Govemor is giving the word "democracy" a contrary meaning, namely, that 
131 Ibid. 
132 "Support for bill to halt reclamation," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 16 October 1995，pp. 4. 
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"democracy" means the Government will only abide by the wishes of the people 
if they happen to coincide with Government's own wishes. 
I believe that the Govemor owes the people of Hong Kong an 
explanation of this blatant contradiction.^^^ 
This was the first but not the last time Chu would link protection of the harbour with fulfilling 
Hong Kong's reputation as a democracy. 
Conclusion 
Thus, the period October 1994 — October 1995 was crucial for shaping and framing the 
harbour debate. The October 1994 TPB meeting and West Kowloon reclamation drew attention 
to harbour reclamation for the first time, while the "Planning Hong Kong for the 21'' Century" 
conference pushed the issue higher on the public agenda. Government began to defend itself in 
the realm of norms, arguing that the reclamations were necessary and commissioning marine 
safety studies, t i addition, it produced The Shape ofThings to Come to give a thorough 
explanation for the reclamations. 
Civil society, however, was still in the nascent stages of forming an opposition. It was 
composed of fairly separate instances of opposition from developers, Chinese officials and 
professional institutes as well as a more organized movement made up of Legco members, a TPB 
member and green groups. While this movement had begun to explore other means of 
influence—introducing legislation to limit reclamation, seeking to increase debate and polling the 
public—its arguments against reclamations and criticism of the planning process were not strong 
enough alone to bring about a real change in government policy. It acted primarily in the realm 
ofnorms, while law and architecture had yet to be explored, and the market was still supportive 
of reclamation policy. 
The harbour debate had begun in eamest, and the Society for Protection of the Harbour 
had been created, but there would be many more stepping stones before civil society could build 
up a convincing case. 
133 "Blatant contradiction," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 14 October 1995, pp. 16. 
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Figure 4.1 The Harbour Reclamation Debate (November 1996 一 June 1997) 
� Law 
Harbour bill introduced to Legco, 
debated, revised and eventually 
passed on 30 June 1997, establishing 
a "presumption against reclamation" 
which all public officers and bodies 
must observe. 
y 
Architecture 广 ^ X Norms 
The first alternative / Government \ SPH launches campaign. 
architectures are produced ^ Reclamation ) ^ Government defends 
in summer 1996. Civil V Policy J reclamations before TPB, Legco, 
society not satisfied with \ ^ 乂 Legco passes first motion against 
TDSR released in July ^ ^ reclamation in March 1996. 
1996. • 
Market 
No significant change. Market 
continues to rise until mid-
1997. 
Problems—SPH campaign, signature drive and public opinion survey push the government to 
recognize reclamation as a problem. 
Policies—First alternative plans "soften up" government for later policy changes. 
Politics—tnminent handover of Hong Kong means that reclamation plans are put on hold for the 
time being. However, the debate over the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance and the first 
Legco motion against reclamation forces government to defend its reclamations. 
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一 Chapter 4 一 
The Debate Gets Underway: 
Organizing, Campaigning, Lawmaking 
(November 1995 _ June 1997) 
“Let me tell you a joke . Li other countries, the government has to protect the 
environment from being polluted by citizens, ln Hong Kong, the citizens have to keep 
the government from polluting the environment. 
Jn the rest of the world, the government has to pass laws to keep citizens from damaging 
the environment. In Hong Kong, the citizens have to pass laws to keep the government from 
damaging the environment. 
]n the rest of the world, the government has to enforce its laws to protect the ，’ 
environment; in Hong Kong, the citizens have to enforce the law to protect the environment." 
~ W i n s t o n Chu 
Introduction 
The harbour protection movement became more focused in November 1995, with the 
newly founded Society for Protection of the Harbour launching its public campaign and using the 
media to publicize harbour reclamation. A Legco Panel meeting in February 1996 provided the 
first formal opportunity for civil society groups to address Legco members with their views about 
harbour reclamation, many of them disapproving. Legco subsequently passed its first motion 
against the reclamations on 13 March 1996，urging the government to recognize Victoria Harbour 
as a "unique and irreplaceable public asset". 
Civil society also created its first alternative plans in the summer of 1996, beginning with 
the Hong Kong Institute ofArchitects ' "Alternative Reclamation Scheme", which showed that 
the Central-Wan Chai reclamation could be reduced by nearly half while maintaining an 
equivalent floor space. The Society for Protection of the Harbour also released a study 
supporting the development of a new town in Kam Tin and a cruise pier at Kowloon Bay. These 
alternative architectures represented the first challenges to the government's assumption that its 
plans were both necessary and fixed. They showed that the plans could be improved upon and 
that other options should be explored. 
Chris t ine Loh and others pushed hard for the Protect ion of the Harbour Bill, 
which was gazetted on 22 November 1996 and debated in its Bills Conuni t tee f r o m April 
to June 1997. Passed on 30 June 1997—the last day be fo re the handove r—the Protect ion 
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of the Harbour Ordinance established a "presumption against reclamation" for the 
"central harbour", which covered Central-Wan Chai and Kowloon Point but not South 
East Kowloon and Green Island. 
The beginning of 1997 also saw attempts to influence the incoming Tung administration, 
especially through arguing that norms—public opinion—lay firmly against the reclamations. The 
Tung administration nonetheless attempted to freeze the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance 
shortly after entering office. Civil society had advanced its tactics and provided a stronger 
defense against the reclamations, but it would need to continue its fight in the new Hong Kong 
SAR. 
The Society for Protection of the Harbour: strategy and structure 
The Society for Protection of the Harbour gave a face to the harbour protection 
movement and would play a key role in the harbour reclamation debate. Thus, before continuing 
with the account of the harbour debate, it is worth taking a moment to explore the Society's 
strategy and structure. According to Winston Chu, the Society pursued a three-prong strategy. 
First, it cultivated the news media to obtain publicity and public support—i.e, it worked to build 
build norms against reclamation. Second, the Society networked with a variety of groups, 
including green groups, the professional institutes, and social organizations such as Chambers of 
Commerce and rotary clubs. Finally, with public support against the reclamations, the Society 
worked to gain support in the Legco support. Chu went to all five political parties—representing 
60% of Legco—and then gained the support of independents,* 
Chu stressed that he sought to conduct the Society's campaign lawfully, making 
reasonable arguments in a dignified manner. He felt that if the campaign was too aggressive—for 
example, a march on Government House—it would put people off. By maintaining a focused, 
disciplined campaign, the harbour protection movement was able to get "universal support". 
There was "no room for troublemakers."^^^ 
tideed, the Society was a focused organization whose size was intentionally limited. 
Essentially, three people—Chu, Loh and Chow—made decisions for the Society, which had a 
membership of a few dozen. Chu believed the Society would be more effective as a small, self-
134 Interview with Winston Chu, 13 September 1999. 
135 In Chu's opinion, the government had three trump cards in the harbour debate: power, influence 
(through Town Planning Board appointments, etc.) and money ("in the hundreds of millions"). The 
opposition, on the other hand, also had three trump cards: public support, reason, and determination ("there 
are 187,000 people in government, but no cooperation, as in the opposition"). 
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funded organization than a large organization, which would require maintaining supporters and 
sponsors. By refusing outside funding, the Society could avoid spending resources on 
bookkeeping and avoid compromising its independence, ]n fact, Chu and his mother split the 
HK$1.5 million cost of operating the Society, funding that went to organizing conferences, 
conducting surveys, printing publicity materials, producing plans and legal advice. Thus, the 
Society for Protection of the Harbour was able to overcome the financial barriers faced by civil 
society alluded to in Chapter 1. 
The “Save Our Harbour" campaign and Green Island debate 
Begun in November 1995 and continuing throughout 1996, the Society's "Save Our 
Harbour" campaign attempted to publicize the harbour reclamation through the mass media, a 
petition and signature drive/^^ discussion with various civic groups in smaller fo rums^? and an 
essay-writing contest for secondary school students. Launching the campaign, Chu declared: 
"We are demanding full disclosure of information about the reclamation plans including their 
” 138 
adverse effects. . . A glossy exhibition is not public consultation." 
The harbour debate in late 1995 continued to focus on the plans for the Green Island 
public dump. Harbour protection advocates gained a boost from mariners' groups such as the 
Hong Kong Pilot's Association and the Seamen's Union, which argued that filling in the Sulphur 
Channel would create a blind comer and make navigation more dangerous. The mariners 
demanded a meeting with the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands and criticized the 
pro-reclamation "propaganda" and exhibitions produced by the government. The chairman of the 
pilot's union stated: "The channel is vital for shipping and for the Government to suggest 
otherwise is an attempt to pull the wool over the public's eyes."^^^ 
Chinese officials also expressed their disapproval, denouncing the public dump as a 
surreptitious way of reclaiming the harbour. By this time, the Preliminary Working Committee 
had succeeded in obtaining a promise from the PEL Secretary that no new projects would go 
ahead before the h a n d o v e r . ^ 
136 As mentioned earlier, the petitions were printed with the October 1994 TPB meeting reclamations 
blueprint on the reverse. 
137 Such as Chambers of Commerce, Rotary Clubs, etc. 
138 "Reclamation protests mount," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 5 November 1995, pp. 4. 
139 "Mariners warn ofblind corner," Andy Gilbert and Keith Wallis, SCMP, 2 November 1995，pp. 5. 
^'°Ibid. 
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As the debate heated up, many in civil society expressed their dissatisfaction with the 
procedure for planning reclamations." Under the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) 
Ordinance, only those who had "an interest, right or easement in or over the foreshore and sea-
bed" to be reclaimed could lodge an objection to the Director of Lands within a 2-month period 
following gazettal of the plan. Thus, as one news article explained, "only those who operate, for 
example, a boating business or a shipyard along the shore can lodge an objection."^^^ 
The government responded by pointing out that the plans had been drawn up years before 
and the public had been consulted under the Metroplan and Port and Airport Development 
Strategy. In a 7 November seminar organized by the Conservancy Association, chief town 
planner E. G. Pryor said the government was "not bulldozing" the proposals past the public. He 
remarked: "It's not the first time we have met people. We have been to the Legco and the district 
boards and we are keen to keep on doing that."^^^ 
Conservancy Association Chairman Dr. Ng Cho-nam, however, said the public had been 
left out of the decision-making process: "The Government always says there is consultation, but 
who makes the final decision? Consultation at district boards and similar meetings is just 
listening. Where in the system has the public a right to decide?"^^ 
The two consultative bodies with the most influence in the debate soon came out against 
the reclamations. The unofficial members of the Town Planning Board opposed inclusion of 
reclamation proposals in statutory plans.'^^ On 18 December, the Advisory Council on the 
Environment also rejected the reclamations, noting that it did not accept reclamation was the best 
way to meet Hong Kong's future land needs. The government responded that it would present a 
new proposal to the council early in 1996. 
ACE chairman Professor Wang Gungwu said officials had admitted that there were other 
ways to provide land: 
I think the Government is pursuing the reclamation option because it has 
shown many plans tojustify it, but when pursued the Government acknowledged 
there were other options... We really don't feel that reclaiming the harbour, ^^ ^ 
when so much has already been reclaimed at such a rate, is the best alternative. 
141 Friends of the Earth, for example, wrote a letter to the editor in support of the harbour bill. 
"Government must be more accountable," Lisa Hopkinson, SCMP, 9 November 1995, pp. 22. 
142 "Reclamation rules leave protesters stranded," C K Lau, SCMP, 2 November 1995’ pp. 21. 
143 "Reclamation plans open to objections," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 8 November 1995, pp. 6. 
i44^id. 
� Lai (1996), 352. 
146 "Reclamation plans rejected," Andy Gilbert, SCMP, 19 December 1995, pp. 2. 
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Lisa Hopkinson of Friends of the Earth and legislator Christine Loh, both council members, 
expressed similar sentiments, calling for greater discussion of options to reclamation. Hopkinson 
observed: 
We have sent a pretty strong message. •. Times are changing and the 
Government is going to have a very hard job to push this through. There were 
strong feelings by many of the members against significant policy decisions. We 
don't like the way the Government is trying to force reclamation down the 
throats of the public without showing us what the options are.^ 
Loh stated that Principal Government Town Planner Dr Ted Pryor had based his "PR" document 
on uncertain statistics: “If Ted Pryor is planning for the worst-case scenario and his answer is 
marine reclamation then we don't have to accept that."^^^ 
The debate on the reclamations had reached a new level of intensity, with the criticisms 
of the Town Planning Board and Advisory Council on the Environment marking a significant 
strengthening in the norms against reclamation. The government had also become more active in 
defending its case, and it declared in December that it would conduct further studies comparing 
development options in Victoria Harbour and the New Territories as part of its review of the 
territory development strategy.^^^ While civil society was succeeding in the struggle over norms, 
however, it still faced the difficult task of passing legislation to limit reclamations. 
Building support for the Protection of the Harbour bill 
In a 21 December letter to the editor thanking the Advisory Council on the Environment 
for rejecting the reclamations and asking the government to provide alternatives, Winston Chu 
wrote that the Society was "very much encouraged by the tremendous support that we have been 
receiving from the Hong Kong community and now by the Advisory Council on the 
Environment." However, "as the temptation of easy and lucrative land creation by filling in the 
harbour will always be with us, the Protection of the Harbour Bill will still have to be pursued in 
order to offer long-term protection of Hong Kong's beautiful and valuable harbour."^^® 
]n January 1996, the Conservancy Association, which had earlier expressed some 
skepticism over the harbour protection campaign, wrote a letter expressing its support for the 
i � i d . 
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Harbour Protection bill. However, it argued that the bill should be followed by similar legislation 
to protect the New Territories as well and noted that: 
...public discussion over the bill tends to be polarised between, on the one hand, 
the view that harbour reclamation is the only practical means of generating land 
for development, and on the other, the position that all harbour reclamation 
should be rejected and the New Territories should be developed instead] 
Rather than such a black and white approach, the Conservancy Association advocated evaluating 
each project on its own merits. 
Chu's response noted that the Conservancy Association was "rightly concerned about 
indiscriminate development of the New Territories." He observed that the government's focus on 
harbour reclamation meant that it developments in the New Territories were low density, with 
plot ratios of 0.2 or 0.4 compared to plot ratios of 8 in urban areas. Thus, he argued, 20 or 40 
times the amount of land was needed to accommodate the same population. Chu wrote: 
It is a waste of our precious land resources. At this rate, in 20 or 30 
years' time, Hong Kong will run out of land. 
While it is obvious that instead ofharbour reclamation, that alternatives 
of urban renewal and development of the New Territories should be pursued, our 
society also agrees that there should be a sensitive balance between development 
and conservation. 
We would urge the Government to immediately review its strategic 
planning of the New Territories in order to protect sites of ecological interest and 
to ensure maximum utilisation of our precious land resources. 
He noted that much of the New Territories was already protected from development, 
including 40,800 ha of land under the Country Park Ordinance and 3,000 ha in Mai Po 
under the Town Planning Ordinance, but there existed no law to protect the Victoria 
Harbour, stating: "As our harbour is no less important than our country parks and Mai Po 
Nature Reserve, the proposed bill to protect our harbour is urgently needed."^^^ Thus, 
Chu and the Conservancy Association were able to find common ground in their interest 
in conserving Hong Kong's natural assets, whether in the New Territories or the Victoria 
Harbour. 
Legco members had their first chance to explore the harbour debate in an 8 Febmaryjoint 
meeting of the Legco Panels on Planning, Lands and Works, and Environmental Affairs. At the 
151 "Harbour bill a good start but not enough", Lo Wai-Yan, SCMP, 9 January 1996. 
152 "Government must strike sensitive balance," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 13 January 1996, pp. 16. 
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meeting, the Administration, Winston Chu, professional institutes, academics, green groups and 
mariners presented their views. According to the Administration, public consultation was 
conducted before commissioning any feasibility studies for reclamation projects. However, panel 
members noted that feasibility studies for reclamations in Tsuen Wan Bay and South East 
Kowloon had been carried out with little or no public consultation, which they considered 
unacceptable. 
The presentations by Winston Chu, the professional institutes (HKIP, HKIS, HKL\ and 
HKE^A), academics,i54 green groups (Conservancy Association, World Wild Fund for Nature 
HK, and Friends of the Earth) shared a common view that the reclamations were excessive and 
should be limited to providing essential infrastructure. Many supported the setting up of a 
planning authority to oversee strategic planning and noted that the current consultation process 
was inadequate. HKIA noted that it was preparing a counter-proposal which would reduce the 
scale of the reclamations. Finally, the Confederation of five Hong Kong Seamen's Unions stated 
its unanimous objection to the reclamations on grounds of navigational safety, particularly the 
Green Island Public Dump, and criticized Administration for failing to consult the trade. 
Though not present at the meeting, the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers joined the 
other professional institutes in opposing the reclamations shortly afterwards, when HKffi 
secretary general John Boyd commented that the shift towards democracy in Hong Kong meant 
the government had to provide greaterjustification for its plans: "In the past it has been fairly 
dictatorial, but the hope now is there will be more public discussion."^^^ 
The Protection of the Harbour bill enters Legco and the first Legco motion against 
reclamation 
The Protection of the Harbour Bill was lodged with the Legco law draftsman on 12 
February. The bill aimed to give the Town Planning Board the power to approve reclamation for 
essential infrastructure such as roads and piers, but reserved for the Legco the power to approve 
reclamation for property development.^^^ 
Perhaps worried about the comments of professional institutes and the introduction of the 
Protection of the Harbour bill, the Government took a more conciliatory tone in the following 
weeks, confirming that the Territory Development Strategy Review would be extended to allow 
154 Professors from the Centre of Urban Planning and Environmental Management, University of Hong 
Kong. 
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time for further studies on development strategies. Principal government town planner E. G. 
Pryor remarked: 
The question of harbour reclamation has been a hot topic. We have 
taken stock of the comments which have been made. The intention now is to 
look at two extremes. One would be a harbour-biased strategy up to 2006. The 
other one would be New Territories-based. •. 
We will allow time for comments which previous programmes hadn't 
really taken into account. We realise there are fundamental issues which the 
public needs to know about. We need to get views from professional groups and 
academics.i57 
While these comments marked a good-faith attempt by the government to consider the views of 
the public, its approach still focused on development based either in the harbour or the New 
Territories—the mentality which the Conservancy Association had earlier decried. Other 
alternatives, such as reducing and redesigning the reclamations, were still not being considered. 
Until the professional institutes and others began to produce alternative plans, government simply 
lacked the incentive to explore such alternatives. 
The first Legco motion 
On 13 March, Christine Loh introduced the first Legco motion asserting that government 
reclamation plans were excessive, which passed 31-0. By the end of the harbour debate, there 
would be two more such motions, all passing unanimously. Li a column published the day before 
the motion vote, Loh questioned the government's population estimate of 8.1 million people in 
2011 and the assumption that a harbour-based development strategy should be favored over 
developing the New Territories. While harbour reclamation avoided the hassles of land 
resumption and negotiations that were part of New Territories development, Loh stressed that 
• 158 
there were environmental and other losses which the government was not taking into account. 
As in her earlier article, Loh also critiqued the planning process's lack of transparency. 
Public objections to the reclamations had been delayed because "many concerned parties did not 
realise the extent of the various plans because of the way the Government released information." 
Before the October 1994 TPB blueprint, she wrote, "it was almost impossible for the public to get 
to grips with the extent of the works." Under the current planning process, no one but the 
government had a say in the direction of development: 
157 "Delay for strategy rethink," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 1 March 1996，pp. 4. 
158 "Cast adrift in a sea of development," Christine Loh, SCMP, 12 March 1996，pp. 21. 
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The main problem with the planning process is that it is the Government 
itself which decides what constitutes an acceptable trade-offbetween its own 
� d e v e l o p m e n t agenda and the environmental, health and aesthetic damage to the 
community. 
The Government decides upon the scope of the reclamation and solicits 
public input only after its consultants have concluded their studies. 
Since the Government provides the terms of reference for the studies, 
often only its particular concems are reflected and considered. 
To date, the Government's so-called public consultation exercises are 
opportunities for officials to explain and defend their choices. There is no real 
exchange with the public about a variety of development options. 
While she acknowledged that some government officials were beginning to solicit public and 
professional views (for example, E. G. Pryor's comments on 1 March), Loh presented two 
courses of action which should be explored. In the long term, she suggested the setting up of a 
Planning Commission in which all "stake-holders are represented." ln the meantime, Loh 
recommended that the Protection of the Harbour Bill be passed as an interim measure. She 
wrote: 
The Government has already said it will take all reclamation plans to the 
TPB in future. It should legally obligate itself to do so. My bill is a start in that 
direction. 
Critics question whether the legislature ought to be involved. As the 
process stands, involving the legislature is the best way to give reclamation 
maximum transparency and to ensure a thorough public debate. 
Loh thus saw a role for the legislature as a forum in which to debate reclamation policy and as a 
public body to oversee reclamations. 
bi the next day's motion, Loh asked her fellow legislators to urge the Government “to 
withdraw its grossly excessive plans for reclamation in the harbour." The wording of the motion 
paralleled the language in the Protection of the Harbour Bill: 
That this Council recognizes, and urges the Government to recognize, 
that Victoria Harbour is a unique and irreplaceable public asset, that excessive 
depletion of the harbour is irreversibly damaging both to the natural and human 
environment of Hong Kong, and that all Hong Kong people have a rightful 
interest in the harbour; and this Council further urges the Government to 
withdraw its grossly excessive plans for reclamation in the harbour and to take 
urgent measures instead to protect and preserve the harbour and to ensure that 
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further development in the harbour, if any, will be strictly limited, openly 
planned and accountably carried o u t , 9 
Loh-'s speech after moving her motion covered many of the arguments she had given in her essay 
the day before. She questioned the government's three main justifications for harbour 
reclamation: providing for population growth, promoting hub and port functions, and 
restructuring the Metro area, ]n response to the government's claims that the reclamations would 
allow planners to create open space and harbour promenades, Loh argued: "Because of the new 
land's likely high value, there will be tremendous pressure to develop it instead of saving it for 
recreational uses. More likely the Government's enthusiasm for reclamation probably has to do 
with creating prime sites for land sale to raise revenue in future." 
Loh argued that the Government was pursuing reclamation because it was the quickest 
way to create land; under the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance, only the 
Governor in Council's approval was needed before landfill could begin. She criticized the "faulty 
decision-making process" in which public consultation occurred only after the government had 
already made its decisions: "We do not need propaganda, like The Shape ofThings to Come. We 
want information. And, we want participation." 
The nine councilors who commented on the motion represented a broad spectrum of 
parties and views, though all spoke in favor of the m o t i o n . ^ Edward Ho, a Liberal Party 
member representing the Architectural, Surveying and Planning functional constituency, noted 
that the Green Island and South East Kowloon Development proposals would be difficult to stop 
once they had been studied and put before the Town Planning Board. He urged the government 
to "reassess the future shape of growth of the territory, with the widest participation of the 
professional community." Other councilors commented on the need for a more open planning 
process, the need to build a rail line and core business district in the Westem New Territories, and 
concems about the effect of reclamations on the environment and marine safety. 
Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands Bowen Leung responded to the 
legislators by defending the reclamations as necessary to accommodate population growth and 
expand hub functions. Leung noted that 65 percent of the reclaimed land would be used for 
transportation, open space and community facilities, while only 35 percent would be allocated for 
commercial, residential and industrial use. Thus, "the allegation that the Government reclaims 
land to make windfall profits in land sales just does not hold water." 
159 Legislative Council Official Record ofProceedings, 13 March 1996. Italics mine. 
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Regarding the planning process, the Secretary opined: “I must also take issue with the 
assumption in the motion that harbour reclamations are not openly planned and accountably 
carried out. On the contrary, the planning process embodies thorough public consultation." 
Leung noted that the Town Planning Board could amend outline zoning plans and consider public 
objections. If a plan was approved, specific works projects would be gazetted under the 
Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance, which again gave the public the chance to 
raise objections. Finally, he noted that no public works program could proceed without approval 
from the Legco Public Works Sub-committee and Finance Committee. "Hence," he concluded, 
"adequate consultation and transparency are ensured under our mechanism."^^^ 
The Secretary ended his speech with a warning that "to vote in favour of the motion 
today would pre-empt the rights of individuals and organizations in our community to express 
their own opinions or preclude a fair discussion on the (Territorial Development) Strategy." Loh 
gave a final speech, reiterating her central criticism: "Unfortunately what I did not hear from the 
Secretary is how he proposes to really involve the community a lot more. . . The truth about the 
planning process... is that it is one that really involves very few people." 
Thirty-one members of the Legco voted for the motion and none voted against. The first 
Legco motion debate on reclamation had demonstrated that the Legco could indeed serve as a 
forum for bringing concerns out into the open. PEL Secretary Leung submitted a defense of the 
reclamations to the South China Morning Post a few days later which essentially mirrored his 
speech to the L e g c o ^ ! The public debate in the Legco and in the media had intensified and 
addressed the issues in greater detail than before. Not highlighted in the news, however, was the 
fact that Chu was not re-appointed to the Town Planning Board when his term ended in March 
1996. 
Politicization ofthe planning process 
After the 13 March motion, the positions of the government and harbour protection 
supporters in Legco and among the public had become clear. One further public debate occurred 
1胡 Parties represented include the Liberal party, the Democratic Party, the Democratic Alliance for the 
Betterment of Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People's Livelihood, and the 
Hong Kong Progressive Alliance. 
161 Harbour protection advocates, on the other hand, would have noted that the Town Planning Board was 
limited to considering outline zoning plans rather than regional and territory-wide development plans. 
Also, the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance limited public objections to those with a direct 
interest. Finally, the approval of the Legco Public Works and Finance Committees was indeed necessary, 
but represented a check which came about as late as possible in the planning process. 
162 "The case for reclamation," Bowen Leung, SCMP, 18 March 1996，pp. 19. 
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in May, however, when TPB member and property agent Nicholas Brooke and Christine Loh 
argued over the extent to which politicians should become involved in town planning and urban 
development. At a property seminar, Brooke lamented the degree of government intervention in 
the property market, from licensing of estate agents to the Protection of the Harbour bill. 
Although legislation under consideration would have a positive effect by increasing public 
participation in the planning process, Brooke stated: "We need to distance the physical and 
structural planning of Hong Kong's future from the political arena. I don't think that in the 
context of the complexity of the development process and the speed with which we need to get 
things done, that we have the time to involve the politicians as much as they think they should be 
involved in the process."^^^ 
Loh responded with a letter to the editor in which she noted that the government had not 
justified its population estimates nor provided environmental and health impact assessments for 
many of its reclamation-related infrastructure projects. Defending the Harbour bill, Loh wrote: 
Why is this (bill) necessary? Right now, the law only requires the 
Governor in Council to decide on reclamations. That sort of law is outdated. We 
cannot have a matter of such importance to be decided by so few people. 
Having to go to the Town Planning Board provides one level of 
safeguard, but since the board meets in secret, the only way to have the issue 
publicly debated in our current decision-making structure is to bring it to the 
legislature.i64 
Loh went on to stress the importance of the legislature as a public forum for a public issue such as 
harbour reclamation: 
I am essentially interested in making sure that harbour reclamation is 
treated as a public issue. Mr Brooke says these decisions ought to be made by 
"professionals". I disagree. Professionals have their role to play, but the public 
must have a decisive role in deciding on territorial development because Hong 
Kong belongs to us. 
Despite its imperfections, the legislature is a forum where diverse 
interests are represented, and one in which the public and interest groups are 
accustomed to airing their views. At least for the moment, since establishing a 
fully fledged planning authority will take years, the Legislative Council remains 
the best place for the public discussion that we need to have about whether the 
harbour should be further depleted. 
163 "Politicians told to stay out ofplanning; Stay out, politicians told," Don Lyons, SCMP, 15 May 1996， 
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Brooke and Loh's discourse marked a recurring theme in public policy: the role of generalists 
(politicians and the general public) versus the role of specialists and professionals in making 
decisions which affect the public at large. Brooke responded to Loh's letter with one o f h i s own, 
still skeptical of the Legco's ability to participate positively in town planning but supporting the 
creation of a statutory, territory-wide planning authority.�65 Loh's second response defended the 
Legco as a necessary watchdog on government until a planning authority could be e s t a b l i s h e d ， 
In a sense, the two had agreed to disagree on some aspects, but both Brooke and Loh shared a 
common desire to see the creation of a territory-wide planning body which could serve as a forum 
for public debate on larger planning issues. 
Exploring alternative architectures: HKIA and SPH produce alternative plans 
Up to summer 1996’ civil society had attempted to curtail harbour reclamation by 
influencing norms and laws. Li May 1996, however, the Hong Kong Institute of Architects 
would take the first step in influencing the architecture ofharbour reclamations, showing that the 
government's objectives could be achieved with less reclamation. The Society for Protection of 
the Harbour would also produce studies on developing a new town in Kam Tin and a cruise 
terminal at Kowloon Bay. 
The Hong Kong tistitute of Architects "Alternative Harbour Reclamation Study" showed 
that the Central-Wan Chai reclamation could be cut by 40 to 48 percent while providing the same 
1.3 million sq m of space in the government's proposal.^^^ This was accomplished by adopting a 
plot ratio of 15, similar to other urban areas, as opposed to the government plot ratio of 12. Jn 
addition, the HKIA plan improved traffic arrangements and provided for less, but better planned, 
open space.i68 The study recommended that reclamation plans at Kowloon Point and Green 
165 “Must aim for statutory planning authority," Nicholas Brooke, SCMP, 29 May 1996，pp. 16. 
166 "No going back once harbour is filled in," Christine Loh, SCMP, 8 June 1996，pp. 16. 
167 A short time before the HKIA presented their proposal, three Preparatory Committee members unveiled 
their plan for transforming the Central reclamation into a cultural and administrative centre. However, 
while the plan did provide an alternative architecture, it did not try to reduce the size of the reclamation; the 
plan was also criticized as wasting valuable land which could be used to expand the central business 
district. "Plan aims to put culture on map; Critics say using prime reclamation sites for a politics and 
leisure centre wastes scarce resources," Peggy Sito, SCMP, 8 May 1996, pp. 3. 
168 As architects, the authors of the study worried that the government would criticize the study as 
unrealistic and lacking detailed engineering and transport requirements. Thus, they hired transport, 
planning and environmental consultants to design a more convincing plan. 
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Island be withdrawn and supported reduced reclamations at Central-Wanchai and South East 
Kowloon.i69 
The authors of the study had donated their time and resources to producing the plan. They 
stated that H K M had been keeping a "watchful eye" on harbour reclamation, and noted: 
The position taken by the Listitute is a sensible balance between 
economic growth in Hong Kong, which may imply the possibility of a certain 
amount of development encroaching into the harbour but at the same time we 
would like to preserve the harbour as an important heritage of this city, enhance 
its scenic quality, encourage various desirable uses of the water, and open up the 
long and attractive waterfront areas for public e n j o y m e n t . 
The authors observed that: "Public reactions to the Government's reclamation proposal have been 
very strong, but so far there has been no other option to reduce the extent of reclamation and to 
preserve the harbour, while allowing for long term growth." The study sought to address this 
absence by exploring possibilities for reducing and redesigning the reclamations as well as 
critically reviewing the govemment'sjustifications for the reclamations. The authors expressed 
their support for a minimum harbour reclamation strategy and proposed that a study be conducted 
on the effect of the reduced reclamations on road and rail transport. 
The ffiOA study was bold in that it could not have been looked on favorably by 
government planning officials as it criticized~even if it did so constructively—the government's 
long-standing development plans in Victoria Harbour. While this was the first alternative 
reclamation plan, HKL\ and the other professional institutes would cooperate in developing later 
alternative plans when the harbour debate heated up in 1998. 
As a professional group, the ffiOA could also lay claim to greater objectivity and less 
"politicization" than green groups or the Society for Protection of the Harbour. The authors took 
their plan to each of the political parties in order to inform them of their views and provide them 
with an alternative to the government's plans.'^^ h\ this way, ffiOA was floating ideas in the 
policy stream which would surface later when legislators argued against reclamations. 
Shortly after the release of the ffiOA study, a private-sector town planner argued that the 
government reclamation blueprint, drafted in the 1980s, was outdated. Noting that a large supply 
169 "Plan to slash harbour landfill by half; Architects reject government design," Quinton Chan, SCMP, 18 
May 1996, pp. 5. 
170 Alternative Harbour Reclamation Study by Hong Kong Institute of Architects (June 1996). The AHRS 
final report was 15 pages plus maps and diagrams. 
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of commercial space was expected in the next few years, the planner supported modifying 
I *y2 
Central-Wanchai to provide less commercial space and more cultural landmarks. 
Debate about the design of Central-Wanchai—the scale of reclamations and land-use— 
was thus already heating up when the government released its Territorial Development Strategy 
Review in July. The TDSR, which had been extended five months in order to conduct a 
comparative study of the two "extreme" development options—harbour reclamation and New 
Territories development~conclucled that neither option by itself would satisfy Hong Kong's 
173 
development needs. 
Christine Loh and Winston Chu dismissed the TDSR as propaganda, arguing that 
difficulties in developing the New Territories could be overcome: plot ratios could be raised to 
accommodate a larger population, container storage areas could be cleaned up and villagers 
convinced to develop their farmland. Chief Town Planner E. G. Pryor countered that only 3,111 
ha of land in the New Territories was actually developable, and that “harbour reclamation has to 
go ahead because we don't have the luxury of a lot of time to solve these problems." Chu noted 
that at his last Town Planning Board meeting, the board had approved the zoning plan for Hung 
Shui Kiu, a 600.5 ha site in the New Territories which would house 7,900 people. He argued: 
"The area should have become a regional town accommodating a lot more people. • • 661 ha is the 
total area of land the Government has or planned to get by reclaiming the harbour.””* 
Following the HKLV s alternative reclamation study and the government's TDSR, the 
Society for Protection of the Harbour made its own contribution in October by releasing a study 
which supported developing a new town of 750,000 in Kam Tin and transforming Kai Tak into a 
cruise ship terminal.^^^ Chu noted that Yuen Long and the Kam Tin valley covered 3,000 
hectares of open storage and containers which could be developed, ln addition, developing 
Kowloon Bay into a cruise ship p i e r - " t h e Miami of the E a s t " - w o u l d boost tourism and was a 
better option than filling in the harbour. Chu, acting as a policy entrepreneur, was softening up 
the policy community—govemment, legislators, and other concerned parties (the Hong Kong 
Tourist Association, for instance, was interested in the Kowloon Bay cruise pier idea). As with 
the ffiQA study, these policy alternatives would reappear later when the political environment 
became more favorable. 
The final push before the handover: how the Harbour bill was debated and shaped 
172 “Review ofReclamation Urged," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 5 June 1996，pp. 3. 
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Green Island is put on hold and the “Save Our Harbour” campaign 
While making the first contributions to exploring alternative architectures, the harbour 
protection movement also achieved a small but significant victory in July 1996，when the 
government announced that it was putting the Green Island public dump project on hold.^^^ The 
decision was probably due to a combination of factors: the March Legco motion against 
reclamation, the Administration's discussions with the Town Planning Board, and the public 
campaign led by advocates such as Edward Stokes. Having decided to freeze all new reclamation 
projects before the handover, the government likely decided that it could also delay the public 
dump at Green Island. 
]n October 1996，the Society for Protection of the Harbour also began its second "Save 
Our Harbour" campaign, which, in addition to introducing the Kam Tin and Kowloon Bay plans, 
focused on collecting 100,000 signatures against harbour reclamation. The Society in fact 
collected more than 148,000 signatures by the time it handed the petition to Governor Chris 
Patten, the Executive Council, and ChiefExecutive-elect Tung Chee-hwa at the end of 
December.r7 j^ ^ ^pr i l 1997，the Society released the results of a public opinion survey on the 
harbour which it had commissioned. Of 1,002 respondents, 69 percent were against and 9 percent 
supported harbour reclamation. Forty-nine percent said the administration should develop the 
New Territories while 42 percent supported urban redevelopment as most suitable for Hong 
Kong. Significantly, 91 percent said the public should be first consulted on reclamation 
projects.i78 Chu would later use the survey results in attempting to convince Chief Executive 
Tung Chee-hwa that public opinion lay firmly against reclamation. 
Also in April, the government released the results of its Liner Harbour Waves Study, 
which concluded that increased marine traffic—not reclamation—was the cause of larger waves 
in Victoria Harbour."^ 
Debating the Protection ofthe Harbour bill 
While the signature campaign, public opinion survey, and waves study were the most 
visible developments in the harbour debate, no less important was the debate occurring within 
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Legco on the Protection of the Harbour bill. Jn the months before the handover, the bill would be 
thoroughly discussed and analyzed. Although sections of the original bill would eventually be 
cut, its passage was a significant victory which would give the harbour protection movement its 
strongest defense when the government gazetted its reclamation plans in 1998. 
The harbour bill met with resistance even from the beginning. According to Hong 
Kong's laws, legislation introduced by private members which created duties with financial 
implications required the Governor's approval. Since it originally sought to give the Town 
Planning Board the power to monitor government reclamation projects, Legco President Andrew 
Wong Wang-fat ruled in October 1996 that the bill had financial implications—a "charging 
effect"— and would thus require Govemor Patten's permission to be t a b l e d ^ � F o r e s e e i n g that 
obtaining such permission was unlikely, Loh and Chu decided to omit the Town Planning Board 
from the bill but retain the section giving Legco the power to approve reclamations. 
Gazetted in November and receiving its first reading on December 4’ the bill faced its 
first public criticism in January when the Hong Kong Civic Design Association argued that it 
would aggravate housing supply and endanger "long-standing proposals for reclamation that 
should make a major contribution towards meeting the rapidly escalating housing needs of Hong 
Kong.''i8i 
From March to June 1997, the bill would be discussed first by the Legco Panel on 
Environmental Affairs and then by the Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour Bill. 
During the course of these meetings, legislators listened to the opinions of professional institutes, 
green groups, mariners associations, and the Society for Protection of the Harbour; they also 
considered the views of the Planning, Environment and Lands Bureau and the Town Planning 
Board. 
The bill had two key provisions. Clause 3 of the bill stated that Victoria Harbour was a 
special public asset and a natural heritage of the Hong Kong people and imposed a "presumption 
against its reclamation" which public officers and bodies would be bound to regard. Clause 4(1) 
prohibited the carrying out of any reclamation in the harbour unless it had been approved by 
Legco and stipulated that only the Govemor could propose reclamations to Legco.^®^ As it tumed 
180 “Group offers alternative to reclamation," Fiona Holland, SCMP, 2 October 1996，pp. 4. Private 
member's bills in the Legco, both before and after the handover, are not allowed to have financial 
implications without the agreement of the executive, thus limiting the lawmaking powers of the Legco. 
181 "Planning body opposes anti-reclamation bill," Sandy Li, SCMP, 2 January 1997，pp. 2. The Hong 
Kong Civic Design Association was a public body created to provide views on town planning in Hong 
Kong; one of its founders was Chief Town Planner E. G. Pryor. 
182 Minutes of the LegCo Panel on Environmental Affairs, 4 March 1997. 
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out, Clause 4(1) was the more controversial of the two provisions and would be left out of the bill 
as passed on 30 June 1997. 
At the 4 March 1997 Panel on Environmental Affairs meeting, the Principal Assistant 
Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands stated that the Administration opposed the bill on 
the following grounds: 
• The bill was not necessary as there was already an effective monitoring 
mechanism: "The existing town planning process was already very open and 
transparent, and involved a thorough process of public consultation." As proof, the 
Administration noted that: a. the TPB could scrutinize proposed reclamation projects 
through amendments to outline zoning plans and public objection hearings; 
b. specific works projects were required to be gazetted under the Foreshore and Sea-
bed (Reclamations) Ordinance for public objections; and c. no project in the Public 
Works Programme, including harbour reclamations, could proceed without funding 
approval from the Public Works Sub-committee and the Finance Committee of the 
Legco. 
• The bill would upset the division of responsibility between the Executive and the 
Legislature. Hong Kong's political system was one in which the Executive 
formulated policies and the Legislature played a monitoring role by controlling the 
appropriation of funds. The bill would give the Legco the authority to make policy 
decisions through a veto power on the authorisation of harbour reclamation. The 
Legco was not equipped to assume this power. 
• The bill would constrain the government's ability to balance developments. A 
presumption against reclamation would limit the government's ability to solve 
planning and development problems. The administration was examining public 
responses to the TDSR, and the bill, if passed, would pre-empt the option of 
reclamation. 
]n response to the government's arguments, Christine Loh countered that: 
• The Town Planning Board scrutinised reclamation projects only after the Governor 
had decided that an area should be reclaimed, and thus the question of whether an 
area should be reclaimed in the first place is a separate and prior issue outside the 
present functions of the TPB. 
• Only parties affected by a development—and not the general public一could apply 
under the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance for compensation. 
• Projects in the Public Works Programme were already at their final stage when 
funding approval from the Legco was sought, and it might therefore be too late for 
Legco to have effective control over reclamation projects. 
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]n addition, another member of the Panel pointed out that the administration did not need to seek 
funding approval from Legco for all reclamation projects and pointed to the case of Green Island 
as an example. The Administration responded that Green Island was a special case, in which a 
private sector developer was granted a development right; most large-scale reclamation projects 
would require funding for feasibility studies, which could only be granted by Legco. 
Having set the general parameters of the debate, harbour bill supporters and opposers 
discussed the issues further in the Bills Committee meetings. At issue were questions such as: 
• Was a law on harbour reclamation necessary, or could administrative (non-statutory) 
means for preventing excessive reclamations be devised? 
• If a law was necessary, was Legco an appropriate body to oversee reclamations? 
• What effect would a "presumption against reclamation" have? How would public 
officials be bound to follow the principle of "presumption against reclamation"? 
The Bills Committee took testimony first from various civic organizations, then the Town 
Planning Board and finally the administration. 
Civic organizations' views 
As in the 8 February 1996 Panel on Environmental Affairs meeting, the civic 
organizations which testified were nearly all of the opinion that the reclamations should be 
slowed down and reconsidered, though they differed on whether they felt a harbour protection bill 
was necessary and whether the Legco should oversee reclamations. 
Among the professional institutes, HKIA supported giving Legco an approval power as 
an interim measure until an independent strategic planning body could be created. HKff , 
however, strongly objected to the bill as it believed that it was irrational to take reclamation out of 
the wider context of strategic planning and give the Legco a monitoring power. Instead, it 
supported giving the Town Planning Board the statutory authority to oversee strategic planning. 
While agreeing that harbour reclamation should be minimized, the ffiOP did not support a 
"presumption against reclamation", which might restrict reclamations needed for transport and 
urban redevelopment.^" HIOLA and HKIS supported the bill, noting that that there had been 
inadequate public consultation on reclamation decisions. Li addition, HKIS opined that the TDSR 
183 Minutes ofthe Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour Bill, 21 April 1997. 
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had over-emphasized harbour reclamation and overlooked developable land in the north-west 
New Ter r i to r i e s， 
Friends of the Earth and World Wide Fund for Nature Hong Kong also expressed their 
support for the bill, while a professor of urban planning noted that harbour reclamation was not a 
purely technical choice but involved value judgements. The Hong Kong Harbour Pilots Union 
stated that it had no strong views on whether the legislature or executive should approve 
reclamations as long as the safety of the harbour was ensured. Other mariners unions did not 
support the bill and considered public consultation sufficient. 
Winston Chu and the Society for Protection of the Harbour, not surprisingly, supported 
the bill. Chu pointed out that the statutory authority of the TPB was to approve town zoning 
plans to control land use; thus, the TPB would be consulted only after land had been reclaimed. 
He stated that the TPB was not an appropriate body to oversee strategic planning and a Strategic 
Planning Advisory Council should be set up instead. Finally, when asked if the bill would serve 
any purpose if passed without Clause 4’ Chu responded that Clause 3 would still impose a 
statutory duty on officials to search for alternatives to reclamation, allowing citizens to apply for 
judicial review if the government did not fulfill this duty. Chu would in fact later prepare a case 
against the government after it gazetted its Central-Wanchai plan. 
The TPB and Administration 's views: administrative measures as a substitutefor the bill 
Having heard the views of various civic groups, the bills committee now tumed to 
discussions with members of the Town Planning Board and the administration, both of which 
came out against passing a harbour protection law. bistead, they favored the strengthening of 
administrative measures to give the Town Planning Board greater oversight over reclamations 
and provide for public consultation earlier in the process. The Town Planning Board noted that 
since late 1995, there had been an administrative arrangement between the Administration and 
TPB whereby reclamation projects would not be authorized by the Administration under the 
Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance until after the Board had the opportunity to 
prepare and exhibit an outline zoning plan and to hear public objections. The Administration was 
”185 
"taking action in transforming the Administrative arrangement into a statutory requirement." 
Another administrative measure, proposed by Legco member Edward Ho, was to specify 
Victoria Harbour as a land use in outline zoning plans, so that future reclamation in the harbour 
184 Minutes of the Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour Bill, 24 April 1997. 
185 Minutes ofthe Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour Bill, 13 May 1997. 
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would be a change in land use subject to TPB control. This would raise less constitutional 
problems by not altering TPB's relationship with the Govemor in Council and would have little 
186 
or no charging effect as TPB already was already responsible for approving OZPs. 
Loh, however, commented that it would be more appropriate to give the Town Planning 
Board a statutory power to oversee reclamations as "administrative arrangements were non-
statutory and liable to change."^^^ She asked members to support Clause 3，pointing out that 
despite the administrative arrangement between the Administration and the TPB, harbour 
reclamations had not been reduced and there was no effective mechanism to control excessive 
reclamation. Further, she noted that the "presumption against reclamation" would pose no 
additional burden if the Administration was properly considering alternatives to reclamation and 
using reclamation as a last resort. 
By the last committee meeting on 2 June, the bills committee had still not reached a 
conclusion on the matter. The administration stated that it would administratively strengthen the 
Town Planning Board's power to oversee reclamations in retum for Christine Loh agreeing not to 
pursue the bill further. Loh had written a letter to Govemor Patten proposing to withdraw the bill 
if he used his powers to authorize the Town Planning Board to draw up a single plan of the 
harbour and agreed to submit all reclamation proposals to the Board in advance. 
In the end, however, no such deal was made, and the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance 
was passed—without the more controversial Clause 4—on 30 June 1997, the final day of British 
rule. The bill was also limited in its coverage to the "central" harbour, which covered Central-
188 
Wanchai but not Green Island or Kowloon Bay. 
Conclusion 
By the time o fHong Kong's retum to China, the contours of the harbour debate had been 
clearly sketched out. This was a period of milestones: the first Legco motion against reclamation, 
the first alternative plans, and the passing of the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance. The 
professional institutes, Legco members and others had come to see harbour reclamation as a 
problem, and many also expressed their dissatisfaction with the lack of public input into the 
planning process. The harbour protection movement had built up its defense in norms, law, and 
186 Minutes of the Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour Bill, 22 May 1997. 
187 Minutes of the Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour Bill, 30 May 1997 
188 As spelled out in Schedule 1 of the Ordinance, the eastern boundary of the central harbour was a straight 
line drawn from the extreme south-east point of Hung Hom adjacent to Kowloon Bay to the extreme north 
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architecture; the market would become a factor later when the property market entered a 
recession. However, the handover brought with it new uncertainties—the Tung Administration 
and the Provisional Legislative Council. The harbour debate was about to enter its most intense 
phase. 
point of Hong Kong island at North Point. The western boundary was a line following the eastem edge of 
the Western Harbour Crossing. 
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Figure 5.1 The Harbour Reclamation Debate (July 1997 一 October 1999) 
Law 
Government unsuccessful at 
repealing POHO. SPH threatens to 
sue government after Central gazettal 
for breach of ordinance. 
T 
Norms 
Architecture y ^ ^ ^""X 2 Legco motions against 
Many more alternative f Government \ reclamation, various groups 
schemes released after ^ ( Reclamat ion ) ^ provideviewstoLegcoPands， 
gazettal of Central and \ ,^^ Policy J civil society overwhelmingly 
SEKD plans. ^ » ^ ^ . - ^ against reclamation plans. 
Ultimately, government accepts 
• harbour protection movement's 
ideas. 
Market 
Drop in property market causes 
more worries about oversupply 
of land. Developers oppose 
reclamation^ 
Problems—Save Our Harbour campaign, signature drive and public opinion survey push the 
government to recognize reclamation as a problem. Government can not ignore overwhelming 
number of objections to the Town Planning Board. 
Policies—Altemative plans convince legislators that government plans are not the only option. 
After giving in, government begins to discuss with civil society how the plans should be revised. 
Politics—Pressure to provide land and housing leads Tung administration to push for reclamation 
at first. However, the drop in the property market, increasing public concem about the 
environment, and civil society's objections to the plans lead it to reconsider the reclamations. 
Legco becomes increasingly informed and wary of the plans. Also, the new PEL Secretary is 
more conciliatory. 
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一 Chapter 5 一 
Continuity and Change After the Handover: 
Escalation, Showdown and Resolution 
(July 1997 - October 1999 and beyond) 
"Why is Victoria Harbour being destroyed?... Do they respect democracy?" 
—Winston Chu, October 1998, after the September gazettal of the South East 
Kowloon Development 
‘‘Since there have been strong objections from the public and the Town Planning Board, we have 
decided to scale down the Phase m Central reclamation plan." 
—Patrick Lau, Acting Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, 
29 December 1998 
"Every piece of reclamation recommended would have to be fully justified." 
—Wilson Fung, Acting Deputy Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, 
on the consultancy study for Wan Chai Reclamation Phase 2. 
Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works meeting, 19 January 1999 
"It may be a tuming point. They may be changing their attitude." 
—Christine Loh, on the 19 January 1999 Planning, Lands and Works meeting 
“I think the climate has changed." 
—Christine Loh, April 1999 
Introduction 
The new Tung administration of the Hong Kong SAR took a stance on harbour 
reclamation early on by trying unsuccessfully to revoke the Harbour Ordinance. Tung also set an 
ambitious target of providing 85,000 new homes a year—50,000 by the government and 35,000 
from the private sector—a policy which added to the pressure to reclaim land. For its first year, 
however, the Tung administration appeared to be monitoring the situation, unwilling either to 
take bold steps to implement projects nor make any major reversals in reclamation policy. 
The harbour debate returned to the public agenda in May 1998，when the government 
finally gazetted its plans for the Central-Wanchai reclamation. The gazettal was met by 
immediate criticism from civil society, with the Society for Protection of the Harbour preparing 
to sue the government for breaching the Harbour Ordinance and the newly elected Legco passing 
a motion condemning the Central reclamation. 
In September 1998’ the government gazetted its plans for the South East Kowloon 
Development, to which an activated civil society reacted with even greater fervor. Faced with 
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widespread criticism, alternative plans, and another Legco motion opposing the reclamation, the 
government gave way in early 1999. Li March it announced it would reduce the Central 
reclamation by 40 percent, and in June it made a similar announcement for South East Kowloon. 
By September 1999, one year after releasing its South East Kowloon Development Plan and five 
years after the TPB blueprint, the government had agreed to sponsor an amendment to extend the 
Protection of the Harbour Ordinance to the entire Victoria Harbour. 
The New Hong Kong SAR and Tung's Target of 85,000 Homes (July 97 - April 98) 
Suspending, amending and interpreting the Harbour Ordinance 
In his first policy address, Chief Executive Tung Chee-hwa promised to provide 85,000 
new homes a year by speeding up reclamation of land and dampening speculation. Committed to 
the 85,000 homes target, the Administration viewed the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance as a 
barrier to supplying new land and proposed a bill to suspend 7 of the former Legco's laws, 
including the Harbour Ordinance, so that they could be studied. Chu and Loh, who was not a 
member of the Provisional Legislative Council, argued that the law would not affect Tung's 
housing policy nor prevent reclamation for essential infrastructure.^^^ Loh stated: "The 
Government's stance is that it lacks appropriate understanding of the bills, but the Government 
has known about this bill for a long time."^^® 
The Provisional Legco eventually froze four laws, but left three, including the Harbour 
Ordinance, intact. In a letter to the editor after the law had been saved, Chu appealed to the Chief 
Executive to keep the law and to heed the views of Hong Kong citizens who overwhelmingly 
supported protecting the harbour. Chu wrote: “We hope Mr Tung will be known in the history of 
Hong Kong not only as the first Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region but also as the leader who saved Hong Kong's harbour from destruction. We are sure that 
he will not let the people of Hong Kong down."^^^ 
189 "Attack on move to freeze harbour protection plan," Hui K. Kuok and Angela Li, SCMP, 12 July 1997， 
^ l t i d . 
191 "Most people against further reclamation," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 7 August 1997. 
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Despite such public appeals, the new Administration was also reacting to development 
pressure.i92 Housing prices had skyrocketed some 30 percent in the first half of 1997，leading the 
Administration to attempt to stabilize the residential market and to increase residential supply in 
the long term. The policy had its desired effect as prices consolidated in the 3rd Quarter of 1997; 
however, the Asian financial crisis that summer and fall led prices to drop sharply. This recession 
in the market would continue throughout 1998 and into 1999, and would increase developers' 
opposition to the r ec l ama t ions， 
The media also reported that Tung had "unofficially" expressed support for a study by 
Hopewell Holdings chairman Sir Gordon Wu Ying-sheung proposing a massive reclamation of 
10,700 hectares of land to house 3.6 million people.^^^ Also in August, the head of Hong Kong's 
largest dredging and land formation company argued that reclamation projects should be carried 
out by the private-sector in order to provide a land bank for deve lopment ,5 Both proposals 
concerned reclamation outside of Victoria Harbour, but nonetheless serve as an indicator of the 
kinds of development pressures placed on the government. 
As air pollution became an issue in the media, Chu sought to link reclamation to air 
quality and public health. He noted that the government's reclamation projects in Victoria 
Harbour would increase the urban population by 650,000 people and draw 100,000 commuters: 
As such an increase in people and traffic will downgrade the air quality, 
our society asks the Planning and Environmental Protection departments, how 
can the reclamation plans be justified? 
As the decrease in visibility resulting from air pollution will worsen 
safety in the harbour, we also ask the Director of Marine how he can support the 
massive reclamation projects which will further narrow the harbour.. • 
The commitment of the Chief Executive to provide 85,000 flats a year is 
laudable but his housing policy must be considered in the context of proper town 
planning, that is, the generation of traffic and pollution as well as the impact on 
the environment/^^ 
Although the Provisional Legislative Council had decided not to suspend the Harbour Ordinance 
in July, the government continued its attempts to repeal the law. Li August, the Planning, 
Environment and Lands Bureau announced that it was drafting a bill to repeal the Harbour 
192 As one author has observed, "The SAR Government was very concerned over the high house prices and 
the supply of housing and made it the top priority on its agenda. Yeh (1999)，309. 
193 Hong Kong Property Review, Rating and Valuation Department, Hong Kong Government, 1998-2000. 
194 "Wu sets homes challenge; Hopewell claims backing for reclamation of 10,700 hectares," Mark Sharp, 
SCMP, 13 July 1997. 
195 "Private enterprise reclamation seen as solution on housing," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 17 August 1997. 
196 "Reclamation will further downgrade air quality," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 23 August 1997, pp. 16. 
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Ordinance.i97 八（issue was a difference in the way that the government and harbour protection 
advocates interpreted the ordinance. The government appeared to believe that the ordinance's 
"presumption against reclamation" would prevent even the carrying out of reclamation for roads 
and other infrastructure, while harbour protection advocates argued that reclamation for essential 
infrastructure was not restricted by the ordinance. 
In the 27 August 1997 session of the Provisional Legco, the Administration told 
legislators that the Harbour Ordinance's "presumption against reclamation" would prevent the 
building of the much needed Central-Wan Chai bypass and Island Eastem Corridor Link, both of 
which were part of the Central-Wanchai reclamation p l a n . ^ The Acting PEL Secretary noted, 
however, that the ordinance was "silent on implementation, such as who to decide and how to 
judge whether the principle is applied or not, and what the sanctions are if someone has broken 
the principle."i99 ]n September, the Highways Department similarly stated that plans for a bridge 
linking Kennedy Town to North Lantau were also in doubt as they relied on the reclamations at 
)nn 
Green Island. 
While the administration may have had genuine concems about the effect of the 
ordinance, it continued to take a traditional approach to reclamations. The government treated the 
Central-Wan Chai reclamations as an all or nothing project—either the entire project would 
proceed and the roads were built, or the reclamations and roads with them were scrapped. 
Despite the HKIA alternative plan, the idea of reducing the reclamations while still providing 
essential infrastructure had not been seriously considered. 
Jn any case, the government failed to gain the support of the Legco to repeal the bill and 
instead decided to amend the ordinance. The government's amendments sought to clarify the 
definition ofreclamation and remove references to the excised Clause 4’ but did not significantly 
change the bill's presumption against reclamation.^®^ Rather than the previous definition that 
"'reclamation' includes any work over and upon any foreshore and sea-bed", the amended 
Harbour Ordinance stated that "reclamation means any works or project carried out for the 
purpose of reclaiming land from the sea-bed or foreshore so that it may be used for dry land 
purposes." This more detailed definition allowed the government to carry out works that were 
not reclamation in the normal sense of the word, such as repairing cables on the sea-bed, but 
197 “Anger at bid to repeal law protecting harbour," Lucia Palpal-Latoc, Hong Kong Standard, 27 August 
1997. 
198 "No relief for traffic," Wendy Lim Wan-Yee, South China Morning Post, 28 August 1997, pp. 10. 
"Harbour bill halts new roads," James Kelly, Hong Kong Standard, 28 August 1997. 
199 Minutes of the Provisional Legislative Council, 27 August 1997. 
2^ "Reclamation controversy halts link," James Kelly, Hong Kong Standard, 29 September 1997. 
如1 "Tung looks at harbour protection," Maureen Pao, Hong Kong Standard, 3 December 1997. 
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continued to define as reclamations works such as a public dump (e.g., Green Island) and elevated 
structures on piles over the sea surface (e.g., Ocean Terminal). 
While the Society for Protection of the Harbour did not feel that the clarification of 
"reclamation" was necessary, it did appear that the government and the Society were edging 
closer in their interpretation of the Harbour Ordinance. In the amendment 's bills committee 
meeting, PEL Principal Assistant Secretary Wilson Fung noted that the Harbour Ordinance's 
"presumption against reclamation" did not prohibit reclamation per se. Listead, it required that 
the public benefit of preserving the central harbour be weighed against the public benefit of a 
reclamation project before a decision to proceed with a project was made.^®^ Similarly, the 
Society's view was that the Harbour Ordinance was not intended to prohibit reclamation but to 
require officials to reclaim the harbour only as a last resort. The Society was not opposed to 
reclamation projects for essential infrastructural facilities provided that they were fullyjustified in 
203 
the public interest and the Administration had explored other alternatives. 
However, the Society expressed its concem that the Administration had deliberately 
disregarded the ordinance in proceeding with the Central Reclamation Phase 3 and Wan 
Reclamation Phase 2 plans. To put the intention of the ordinance beyond doubt, the Society 
proposed to amend section 3(2) to stipulate that public officers and public bodies "shall only 
authorize reclamation in the (central) harbour if there are over-whelming reasons and there is no 
other viable alternative." In addition, the Society proposed to amend the ordinance to cover the 
whole of Victoria Harbour. Both amendments, however, were considered outside the scope of 
the administration's bill.^ ®^ 
By March 1998, the Protection of the Harbour (Amendment) Bill 1997 had been passed. 
The revised ordinance would allow the government to carry out non-reclamation maintenance 
works. However, it left unanswered crucial questions about the effect of the ordinance on the 
government's Central-Wanchai reclamation plans. 
Reconsidering the New Territories? 
Chu had continued his role as policy entrepreneur by releasing in October a feasibility 
study on building a "garden city" in Kam Tin to house up to 1 million people. Rather than 
reclaiming 200 hectares at Green Island to house 124,000 people, the study pointed out that 2,000 
202 Minutes of the Bills Committee on Protection of the Harbour (Amendment) Bill 1997，2 January 1998. 




hectares of flat land was available in Kam Tin which could house 750,000 to 1 million people^5 
This was a “far brighter idea" which would avoid damaging both Victoria Harbour and sensitive 
ecological areas in the New Territories. 
]n March 1998, PEL Secretary Bowen Leung also noted that the New Territories could 
206 
provide a lot of land, particularly in Yuen Long, Tseung Kwan 0 and northern Lantau Island. 
Leung stated that the government had long supported protecting the harbour and would make sure 
that the ecological environment, water quality and marine traffic were not adversely affected by 
reclamations. 
Despite such statements, the government had made no changes in its reclamation policy 
and proceeded with plans for Green Island and Central-Wanchai. Christine Loh's Citizens Party 
launched a public-awareness campaign in March, while legislators criticized the government's 
policy of linking the building of a Mass Transit Railway link to Westem District with the Green 
Island Reclamation project. One legislator speculated, “I wonder whether it is a government 
attempt to force us to accept the controversial Green Island reclamation project by linking it with 
the desperately needed rail extension."^®^ Having placed Green Island on hold before the 
handover, the government in March announced that it was seeking a consultancy team to prepare 
208 
revised plans for the Green Island reclamation. 
Jn April, Winston Chu responded to the government's statements that the Harbour 
Ordinance was preventing the construction of roads and other infrastucture. Referring to a news 
article in which a member of the Airport Authority "repeated the Government's allegation that the 
Protection of the Harbour Ordinance was preventing the construction of new roads for Hong 
Kong," Chu wrote: 
It appears that he and the Hong Kong public are being deliberately 
misled by the Government which is making such an allegation in order to justify 
its policy of extensive reclamation of the harbour. 
Chu added: "The new legislative council will need to deal with the issue of harbour reclamation 
once and for all. Our society calls upon Hong Kong people to question the election candidates so 
205 “NT ‘garden city，proposed; Harbour group champions proposal to house lm in Kam Tin," John Flint, 
SCMP, 24 October 1997, pp. 9. 
206 "Environment priority in land drive," May Sin-mi Hon, SCMP, 8 March 1998’ pp. 2. 
207 "Legislators want Green Island cleared from MTR tracks," Cheung Chi-fai, Hong Kong Standard, 18 
March 1998. 
208 "Consultancy team set to revise Green Island reclamation project," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 29 March 
1998. 
209 "Misleading allegation," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 4 April 1998，pp. 14. 
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as to ensure that they will preserve the best things of Hong Kong, one of which must be our 
harbour." 
The New Legco and the Escalation of the Debate (May 98 - December 98) 
I. Government Gazettes its planfor the Central Reclamation (May-August 98) 
The first elected Legco of the Hong Kong SAR, including a newly elected Christine Loh, 
took office in May and almost immediately entered into a heated political debate on harbour 
reclamation. The Chief Executive in Council had given the go-ahead for the Central-Wan Chai 
reclamation plans, with the plan for Central Reclamation Phase I gazetted on 29 May (the 
Wanchai Reclamation plan had not yet been prepared).^^® The government argued that the 
reclamation would provide essential transport infrastructure as well as expand the Central 
business district and provide a civic centre, open space and a waterfront promenade.^^^ The 
project would cost $4 billion and cover 30 hectares. As with all outline zoning plans gazetted 
under the Town Planning Ordinance, the public had two months to lodge objections with the 
Town Planning Board. The Board would consider these objections and then make a 
recommendation to the Chief Executive. 
Harbour protection supporters immediately criticized the plans, arguing that such a large 
reclamation was unnecessary if the purpose was simply to relieve traffic congestion. Friends of 
the Earth said the congestion argument was an "excuse" to justify building more high-rises and 
new government offices, while Christine Loh stated: "No piece of real estate can be a reason to 
destroy a public asset like the harbour."^^^ The Director of Planning, however, defended the 
reclamation's provision for 1 million sq m of office space, estimated to be worth 
HK $14.7 billion: "We need new land to build first-rate offices to attract multinational companies 
to set up offices here."^^^ 
21° Specifically, Central Reclamation Phase 3 and Wan Chai Reclamation Phase 2. The Central OZP was 
released as Central District (Extension) Outline Zoning Plan No. SAH24/1. The detailed Wan Chai OZP 
was to be released at later. 
2" "Central reclamation will go ahead," Brendan Delfino, SCMP, 29 May 1998’ pp. 1. "HK to reclaim 
stretch of harbour for subway," The Straits Times, 30 May 1998. The transport infrastructure to be built 
was the Central-Wan Chai bypass, a mostly underground expressway, and a second MTR line; these would 
relieve traffic and subway congestion. 
212 "Central reclamation will go ahead," Brendan Delfino, SCMP, 29 May 1998，pp. 1. 
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Civil society's response to the Central plan 
Over the next two months, an already concerned civil society acted through law, norms, 
and architecture to bring pressure on the government: the Society for Protection of the Harbour 
prepared to sue the government for breaching the Harbour Ordinance; legislators, developers, and 
professional institutes expressed their objections to the reclamation; and the Central-Wan Chai 
Reclamation group, composed of architects and planners, produced an alternative plan with 20 
percent less reclamation. On 30 July, the Legco passed by 45-0 a motion against the reclamation. 
By the end of the two-month objection period, the Town Planning Board had received some 70 
objections. 
The Society for Protection of the Harbour's legal action charged the Chief Executive and 
the Town Planning Board with acting in contravention of the Harbour Ordinance by gazetting a 
plan with excessive reclamation. Chu sent an ultimatum to Tung Chee-hwa on 15 June, giving 
him two weeks to provide an explanation for the reclamation.�!* ^-^^ lawyers endorsed the legal 
action, which also had the support of five political parties. A government spokesman said the 
ordinance had been complied with, while the PEL Secretary noted that the plan was still under 
public consultation and the Exco had not yet made a final decision.^^^ 
In the realm of architecture, the Central-Wanchai Reclamation Study Group released a 
study at the end of June which showed that the Central reclamation could be reduced from 30 ha 
to 18 ha, more than 40 percent, while still providing the same amount of land for development.^'^ 
Loh and Chu both welcomed the proposal. 
In the public arena, almost everyone opposed the government's reclamation plan. 
Among politicians, the Democrats vowed to block funding for the plan, while the pro-Beijing 
Democratic Alliance for the Betterment of Hong Kong wanted the reclamation to be reduced.^'^ 
The Real Estate Developers Association and companies such as Hongkong Land, the largest 
landlord in Central, Swire Properties and Great Eagle Holdings submitted objections to the Town 
Planning Board. The developers considered the Central reclamation excessive and worried that 
218 
the large supply of office space would harm the already weak property market. 
2'5 "Reclamation to echo New York, Sydney" Ng Kang^hung, SCMP, 30 May 1998，pp. 4. 
214 "New row over reclamation" Anlhony Szeto, Hong Kong Standard, 26 June 1998. 
215 "Threat to sue over harbour reclamation," Brendan Delfino, SCMP, 26 June 1998, pp. 7. 
216 "Experts propose cut in city reclamation" May Sin-Mi Hon, SCMP, 30 June 1998’ pp. 8. 
217 Xentral reclamation under threat," Jimmy Cheung, SCMP�19 June 1998. 
218 "Developers join fray over reclamation；' Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 2 July 1998. 
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The Hong Kong tist i tute of Planners said the government had not justified the 
reclamation and should try to decentralize business areas rather than expand Central.^^^ ffiOA 
similarly argued that the reclamation should provide essential infrastructure, but a large amount 
of commercial space was unnecessary.^^® The Hong Kong Listitution of Engineers voted for the 
work to be scaled down and further feasibility studies to be carried o u t ^ i At a forum with 
government officials, the HKffi chairman stated that the reclamation was no t jus t an engineering 
question but a sentimental one. 
Legco 's 2nd motion against harbour reclamation 
The 29 July Legco motion debate was a sustained criticism from legislators who were by 
now well informed and skeptical of reclamation plans. Harbour reclamation had reached the top 
of the public agenda, and a variety of groups in civil society had pleaded their cases to the 
legislators through alternative plans, position papers and discussions at forums. The second and 
third Legco motions drew harbour reclamation into the escalating post-handover struggle between 
Hong Kong's legislative and executive branches. 
As with her March 1996 motion, Christine Loh's motion this time began by urging the 
Government to recognize Victoria Harbour as a "unique and irreplacable public asset" and to 
withdraw its "grossly excessive" reclamation plans. The second half of the motion urged the 
government to scale down the Central reclamation plans and to ensure that further land 
development in the central harbour would be "strictly limited, fullyjustif ied and openly planned 
，，222 
in accordance with the letter and spirit of the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance." 
Speaking first, Loh pointed out that the government's claims that it had scaled down the 
Central reclamation project were not true if the Central and Wan Chai reclamations were 
examined together. Hong Kong Progressive Alliance member Choy So-yuk also noted that the 
reductions in reclamation were at Wan Chai and Causeway Bay, while the Central reclamation 
remained unchanged. Choy stated: “I hope that the Administration would make public the actual 
fact so as to set the record straight." 
219 "Central reclamation plan faces objections," Brendan Delfino, SCMP, 21 July 1998，pp. 5. 
220 "Surveyor's body rejects Central plan," Peggy Sito, SCMP, 22 July 1998. 
221 "Engineers challenge plans for harbour," Jimmy Cheung, SCMP, 24 July 1998，pp. 6. 
222 Minutes of the Legislative Council, 29 June 1998. 
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Several members questioned the extent and use of the reclaimed land.^^^ While they 
agreed that reclamation should be allowed to provide transport infrastructure, they felt that the 
Central reclamation was excessive and questioned the need to provide 1 million sq m of 
commercial space. Further development of the central business district would only worsen the 
imbalance in the distribution of residential and work space, increasing the pressure on transport 
infrastructure. 
Legco members pointed out that alternative plans provided a better choice. 
Liberal party member Ho Sai-chu commended HKJA and the Central and Wan Chai 
Reclamation Study Group, “who spent much of their time, resources and deliberation to 
study the proposed projects and produced recommendations different from those of the 
Administration's.. • such recommendations prove that the scope of the proposed 
reclamation can be greatly reduced, with reduction from 33 percent to 50 percent." 
Democrat James To told the council that when he had discussed the reclamation with the 
Administration, they suggested that reclaiming land only for transport infrastructure 
would lead to poor landscape design: "Fortunately, the Administration is not the only 
authority. In fact many professionals have suggested a very limited scope of reclamation 
while producing quite good landscape design." 
Legco member Miriam Lau noted that the Central-Wan Chai bypass and the 
Island Eastem Corridor Link had been repeatedly delayed as a result of the "unresolved 
issue of reclamation". She opined: 
The approach of the Administration is obviously to use the time element 
to coerce Members to accept its proposal in full, knowing full well that Members 
are eager, citizens are eager and in fact everybody is eager, to see the earliest 
possible completion of the Central-Wan Chai bypass and the link with the 
Eastem Corridor. The Government is using psychological warfare tactics. 
Lau called upon government officials "to be realistic, withdraw the present impractical plan and 
to submit as soon as possible one with a smaller scope of reclamation." Other legislators 
reiterated concems about the effect of reclamations on marine safety and noted that the Urban 
Council opposed the reclamation project. 
Planning, Environment and Lands Secretary Bowen Leung's response resembled his 
comments in the March 1996 motion debate. Leung said he wished to clarify "a number of 
223 These included DAB member Lau Kong-wah, functional constituency member Raymond Ho 
(Engineering) and Liberal party member Ho Sai-chu, whose views also represented those of functional 
constituency member Edward Ho (Architecture, Surveying and Planning). 
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misunderstandings on the part of some Members" and noted that since 1982, 15 consultancy 
studies costing over $170 million had been undertaken concerning all aspects of the project. The 
transport infrastructure was urgently needed, while the provision of waterfront facilities would 
"give the harbour back to the people of Hong Kong." While the Administration recognized the 
need to decentralize commercial activities, Leung cited studies showing that by 2016 there would 
be a demand for 700,000 sq m of office space in Central, stating: “We could of course debate 
over the validity of these figures or their assumption but that would not be very fruitful." Rather 
than simply quantity, he argued that the reclamation would improve the quality of offices in the 
central business district. Leung refuted allegations that the government was exploiting the 
harbour to make money and cited studies which Concluded that reclamation would not cause 
larger waves. 
Leung also dismissed suggestions that the plans could be modified to reduce reclamation: 
Many Members have argued for "minimum" reclamation. Some seem to 
be suggesting that the scale of reclamation can be trimmed at will at the stroke of 
a pen on the map. We appreciate that Members say so because they are not 
aware of the engineering complexity of the project and the associated 
environmental constraints..• The whole process is extremely complicated and 
every step must be meticulously worked out... Some Members argue that there 
cannot be just one engineering solution. There are indeed many. But the one we 
are proposing is the result of careful research and studies. 
Alluding to the alternative reclamation plans proposed by the professional institutes, Leung 
commented: 
It would of course be a fairly simple matter to propose alternative 
reclamation schemes by scribbling new shorelines on a map, as many critics 
would have us believe. So far, I have yet to see one single alternative scheme 
that is substantiated by research and study of an extent anywhere near to what the 
Government has done. Members do not appear to take the Government's 
proposal for granted. I would be very much surprised if they eagerly accept other 
alternative proposals, even when none of these proposals has been fully 
examined and substantiated. 
He ended by noting that the proposed Central reclamation remained a proposal, adding: "As 
many Members have urged, we can indeed take back the proposal, conduct more studies and 
revert with another proposal. And this Council could then have another equally lively debate." 
In her response, Christine Loh remarked that despite all of the arguments put forth by 
Legco members, the Secretary "just doesn't get it." She ended with the observation that: 
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•.. Hong Kong people are getting more interested in town planning, reclamation 
and city design. The interest is getting keener, whether among professionals, 
. their institutes or ordinary people. Therefore there will be more and more people 
givint their views on future plans and projects in these respects. This is good. 
Why did we not have any significant response to such matters in 1983 or before? 
I believe that the mood of society at the time was not the same as it is today. 
Nowadays, many people in Hong Kong recognize and care about these 
problems.. . 
The public's concem was shared by the Legco, which passed the motion 45-0. 
An editorial in the South China Morning Post following the motion noted that "apart 
from the Government itself, it is hard to find many voices prepared to welcome the Central-Wan 
Chai reclamation scheme" and suggested that it was "time to think again."^^^ The Legco motion 
coincided with the end of the two-month objection period: some 70 objections had been received 
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by the Town Planning Board, including the alternative reclamation proposals. 
By late August, the Society for Protection of the Harbour announced that it was dropping 
its legal challenge, having received assurance from the ChiefExecutive that the project "remains 
merely a proposal". Citing the objections to the Town Planning Board and the Legco motion 
against the plan, Chu appealed in a letter to Tung Chee-hwa, "Such overwhelming and universal 
opposition should mean that you are now honor-bound to withdraw or at least drastically amend 
the present proposal."^^^ The Society also announced that it was drawing up plans for the cruise 
terminal at the old Kai Tak airport runway and that it would be inviting property developers, 
transport companies and political parties to a "closed-doors" meeting to discuss the creation of a 
strategic planning advisory counci l"? 
II. Government Gazettes the South East Kowloon Development Plan (September 98 — December 
98) 
Despite clear opposition to the Central reclamation, the government continued with its 
228 
development strategy by gazetting the South East Kowloon Development plan on September 4. 
224 "Time to think again," SCMP, 31 July 1998，pp. 16. 
225 ‘‘62 objections to planned reclamation," Michael Wong, Hong Kong Standard, 5 August 1998. 
226 "Tung urged to drop harbour plan," Jimmy Cheung, SCMP, 29 August 1998, pp. 6. 
227 "Cruise-centre hope for Kai Tak runway," Keith Wallis, SCMP, 30 August 1998. 
228 Specifically, the Draft Kai Tak (North) Outline Zoning Plan No S/K19/1 and the Draft Kai Tak (South) 
Outline Zoning Plan No S/K21/1. The ChiefExecutive in Council endorsed the SEKD proposals on 12 
May 1998，the Town Planning Board endorsed the OZPs on 21 August 1998，and the plans were gazetted 
on 4 September 1998. Thus, the Chief Executive in Council's endorsement for SEKD was given just 
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The huge $36 billion project, a so-called "city within a city", would house 320,000 people on 579 
ha of land, 280 ha of which would come from existing land at Kai Tak airport and the other 299 
ha produced through reclamation.^^^ The reclamation would draw a line straight across from 
Hung Hom to Kwun Tong, completely filling in Kowloon Bay. t i addition to providing housing, 
the project would provide two trunk roads (though mass transit was not specified), a 50 ha 
metropolitian park, and land for industrial, commercial and GIC use. 
The reaction from civil society was widespread and immediate. The harbour protection 
movement had leamed from its earlier efforts and from each other, and matured. By the end of 
the two-month objection period, over 800 objections to the South East Kowloon Development 
were lodged with the Town Planning Board, a ten-fold increase over the objections to Central. 
As with Central, civil society groups prepared alternative plans, but now private developers such 
as Swire also began to create plans. Legco passed another unanimous motion on 27 January 1999 
against the development. The harbour protection movement had snowballed, and the next nine 
months until mid-1999 marked the height of the movement. 
Beginning in October, the Town Planning Board began to hear objections to the Central 
OZP from political parties, green groups, professional institutes, developers and others. While 
the Board remained undecided in late October,^^® by the end of the year, the Board would ask the 
government to prepare a revised p l a n ? � The Board's decision on Central signaled that the larger 
South East Kowloon Development might need to be revised as well. 
Winston Chu and the Administration also debated the need for the reclamations in a 
series of letters to the editor. Noting the increasing concem over Hong Kong's air pollution and 
environment,232 Chu wrote a letter observing that the addition of 320,000 people in Kowloon Bay 
would further worsen traffic congestion and air quality, destroying not only Victoria Harbour but 
also Hong Kong's environment. Chu continued: "The great tragedy is that the majority of Hong 
Kong people will not realise the extent and the intensity of the Government's reclamation 
proposals until it is too late. Our society must stress that the time to act to save our harbour is 
before the Central-Wan Chai plan gazettal and subsequent controversy. The Town Planning Board, 
however, approved the plans after Central-Wan Chai had been heatedly debated and the 30 July Legco 
motion passed. The controversy over the Central-Wan Chai reclamation could not affect the momentum 
behind the gazetting of the SEKD plan. 
229 Work would proceed in four stages: the North Apron of Kai Tak Airport, the Kai Tak Nullah/Kwun 
Tong Typhoon Shelter, and the two reclamation stages, Kowloon Bay Reclamation Phases 1 and 2. 
230 "Crunch nears for reclamation plan," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 28 October 1998. 
231 "Cutback in giant harbour fill plan," Hong Kong Standard, 29 December 1998. 
232 Christine Loh, for example, wrote an article noting the Administration's failure to address air pollution 
problems, while the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce wrote a letter stating that Hong Kong 
needed to improve environmental standards. "Inaction is hard to swallow," Christine Loh, SCMP, 24 
September 1998. "HK must improve environmental standards," Barrie Cook, SCMP, 30 September 1998. 
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now.，’233 He noted that town planning experts and the Hong Kong public opposed the plans, and 
found it "amazing" that the government was still proceeding despite two unanimous Legco 
motions opposing them. Chu ended: 
Our society has three questions for the Government and the Secretary for 
Planning, Environment and Lands. 
Why is Victoria Harbour being destroyed? 
Why is Hong Kong's environment being ruined? 
Do they respect democracy? 
Wilson Fung, writing for the Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, responded to Chu's 
letter asserting that "The Government treasures Victoria Harbour in much the same way as 
advocates of harbour protection, like Winston Chu. .."^^^ He denied that the government had an 
established "policy to destroy the Victoria Harbour by extensive reclamation." Reclamation 
would provide "decanting" spaces for urban renewal, open spaces, and badly needed roads; while 
it might not be the ideal solution, other alternatives might be even more undesirable. Fung then 
defended the reclamations with a series of rhetorical questions: 
To avoid reclamation in Central and Wan Chai, one could argue building 
a highway on piles. But do we really want to seal off the entire waterfront along 
the north side of Hong Kong Island by an elevated highway that intrudes upon 
our fabulous view and diminishes the value of the harbour to local residents and 
tourists? Or is it viable to resume part of our Central Business District to make 
room for the necessary roads if the east-west traffic between Central and Wan 
Chai is not to grind to a halt? 
Similarly, it would be easy to criticise or cast doubts over the need for 
the Southeast Kowloon Reclamation. But do we not want to remove the 
stanching of Kai Tak Nullah and provide decanting sites to expedite urban 
renewal in To Kwa Wan, Ma Tau Kok and Hunghom, where many people are 
still living in miserable conditions? Do we not want to have a major regional 
open space in the metro area to provide a city lung to improve the environment of 
the surrounding highly congested areas and to provide major recreational 
facilities like an international sports stadium? 
As Fung's comments show, the government believed its plans would solve many urban problems 
and improve living standards. But the government still saw the plans as non-negotiable, choosing 
not to ask whether the problems could be solved with less reclamation. Fung ended: 
233 "Must act now to save threatened harbour," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 15 October 1998，pp. 18. 
234 "No decision on reclamation taken lightly," Wilson Fung, SCMP, 21 October 1998，pp. 16. 
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The Government never takes any decision on reclamation lightly and as a 
responsible administration, we are duty-bound to make proposals which we 
believe will satisfy community needs and aspirations. We believe they deserve a 
fair hearing by the public and should not be misunderstood. 
Chu's response was skeptical, questioning the government's real motivation for the reclamations. 
The government's purported goal of providing essential transport infrastructure was doubtful, for 
the roads and MTR in Central took up less than half the proposed reclamation. Listead，Chu 
suggested, the government's real objective was the $14.76 billion in revenue it would eam by 
selling land to developers. As for urban renewal, the 200 ha of land at the former Kai Tak airport 
was already sufficient to provide decanting sites. Once again, the government's real aim in 
reclaiming 300 ha of land was to generate revenue. Chu ended: 
Therefore the secretary must be using the words "Government treasures 
Victoria Harbour" in the financial sense because he considers the harbour as the 
Govemment^s treasure chest. 
Our society invites the secretary to withdraw his statement as it is too far 
from reality. However, if the secretary means what he says, he should drastically 
scale down the proposed reclamation projects.^^^ 
HKIA and Swire's Alternative Plans for Central-Wan Chai 
In addition to the struggle over norms, reclamation opponents were also preparing 
alternative plans. The Hong Kong Institute of Architects released a second study on Central-Wan 
Chai in October, showing that the reclamation could be cut in half, from 38 ha to 19 ha?^^ The 
study noted that HKIA was disappointed in the draft Central OZP and that ‘‘the information as 
supplied by government is misleading the public as the apparent decrease in overall reclaimed 
land is only resulted from limiting further reclamation at Causeway Bay and does not constitute 
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any reduction in the reclamation extent of the Central area." 
By adopting a plot ratio of 15 instead of 12, planning committee chairman Dennis Lau 
noted, the government could still build the proposed 1 million sq ft of commercial floor space. 
Lau stated that reclamation should be limited to provide just enough land for necessary 
infrastructure and high density development. Meanwhile, rumours circulated in late October that 
235 "Government digs for its treasure in harbour," Winston K. S. Chu, SCMP, 24 November 1998, pp. 16. 
236 “HKIA backs halving Central reclamation," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 27 October 1998. 
237 Alternative Central District (Extension) Reclamation Proposal, STUDY 2 (Oct. 1998)，Hong Kong 
Institute of Architects. 
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the government was preparing a second plan for Central-Wan Chai, possibly with a reduced 
238 
reclamation. 
Swire Properties also sponsored architects to produce an alternative p lan^9 The plan 
reduced reclamation from 38 ha to 16 ha and provided a waterfront tram, promenade and park. 
The managing director of Swire denied suggestions that the company was acting to boost 
property values, stating, "Our agenda is the harbour, it 's not self-interest in office space." Chu 
remarked that both plans were better than the Government's proposal, which showed "no vision 
and no imagination," although ideally there would be no reclamation at a l l ?^ 
Discussion in the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works 
Though not as visible as clashes in the media or exhibitions of alternative plans, 
discussions in the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works provided an important forum for 
Legco members to discuss the reclamation plans with the Administration and concerned civil 
society groups. In September, the Administration presented the South East Kowloon 
Development plan to the panel and requested funding to implement stage one.^^ Panel members, 
however, considered the plan outdated, questioned the wisdom ofhousing 320,000 people in the 
area, and noted the lack of public consultation in planning SEKD. Although stage one did not 
involve any reclamation, panel members were skeptical about providing funding before the Town 
Planning Board approved the plans.^^ The Administration returned again in October to request 
funding for a consultancy study on Wan Chai Reclamation Phase H. Although the amount of 
reclamation had been reduced from 45 ha to 27 ha, panel members still did not feel that that the 
plan represented the minimum possible reclamation^] 
]n order to better understand community views on SEKD, the Panel invited professional 
institutes and concerned groups to give their views at a 29 October mee t ing .^ BKlA President 
238 "HKIA backs halving Central reclamation," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 27 October 1998. 
239 "Harbour plan includes tram and park," Jo Pegg, SCMP, 14 November 1998, pp. 5. 
240 Ibid. Both the Swire and the HKIA plans were put on display in the Pacific Place shopping mall. 
241 The North Apron Area of Kai Tak Airport, or NAKTA. 
242 Minutes of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 10 September 1998 and 17 September 1998. 
243 Minutes of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 15 October 1998. The 45 hectares for Wan 
Chai Reclamation Phase II was originally proposed in the 1989 Central and Wanchai Reclamation 
Feasibility Study. 
244 Minutes of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 29 October 1998. Professional institutes 
who gave representation were HKIA, HKIS, HKffi, HKIP, HKE^A and the Real Estate Developers 
Association. Other concerned groups who gave their views were the Hong Kong Conservation 
Photography Foundation; ajoint submission from the Hong Kong Yachting Association, Hong Kong 
Windsurfing Association and Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club; Friends of the Earth; and the Society for 
Protection of the Harbour. 
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Tao Ho opined that the SEKD proposal was unsustainable and extremely costly, that the 
reclamation would damage the environment and aesthetics of the harbour, pollution areas would 
not be treated, and the length of the project—18 years—was unacceptable. HKIS was concerned 
that no mass transit system was provided for in the plans and one-third of the land was set aside 
for building roads. H K E had reservations about the extent of reclamation, while HKE^A felt that 
the plan should have a vision for creating a unique urban waterfront. 
HKff expressed its regret that there had not been wider consultation, which might have 
helped to solve issues such as the extent of reclamation and the need for a secondary commercial 
node. The Real Estate Developers Association worried about the effect which a population of 
320,000 would have on environmental and traffic conditions. 
Water sports organizations said the harbour, and in particular Kowloon Bay, should be 
protected and the harbour should be cleaned up. Friends of the Earth was concerned about the 
environmental impact of the reclamation and the land use planning of SEKD. Finally, Society for 
Protection of the Harbour Chairman Winston Chu observed that building a cruise ship centre 
would be a better alternative than filling in Kowloon Bay. Chu cited a September 1996 Hong 
Kong Tourist Association position paper on the importance of the harbour and environment to 
Hong Kong's tourism industry and an HKTA study which concluded that there would be a 
growing demand for cruise ship facilities. 
The Administration nonetheless continued to push for implementation of stage one. PEL 
Principal Assistant Secretary Wilson Fung stressed that it was necessary to begin site 
investigation and design works in order to begin placing residents in SEKD by 2003. The Deputy 
Secretary for Housing expressed his concem about the effect which delaying SEKD would have 
on housing production. While some technical and planning issues had been identified in SEKD, 
the Administration stated that it was confident these could be resolved. 
Despite the government's reassurances, the Panel meetings were marked by Legco 
members' increasing uneasiness over the plan. These meetings paved the way for the Legco 
motion in January against the South East Kowloon Development. 
End ofthe Year Prospects and Signs ofchange 
As Legco members become increasingly wary of harbour reclamation, the government 
gave no sign that it would be revising any of its plans. Christine Loh expressed her concem that 
the government appeared to be ignoring the public's objections to the South East Kowloon 
Development plan. She cited a passage in the feasibility study which stated that "the expected 
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resolutions of objections will be carried out in parallel with outline zoning."^^ In addition, Loh 
noted that the detailed engineering and environmental studies for the project had not been 
completed.M6 senior students from King George V School wrote a letter to the editor criticizing 
the government for reclaiming "one of Hong Kong's greatest treasures".^^^ The Society for 
Protection of the Harbour held an informal meeting in December with members of the 
government and various concerned groups to discuss the plans. 
Finally, in late December, the government announced that it had decided to scale down 
the Central reclamation due to "strong objections from the public and the Town Planning 
Board."M8 Details of the changes were not given but the revised plan would be submitted to the 
Town Planning Board in early 1999. Environmental group Green Power welcomed the changes 
as good for Hong Kong's environment and people, though it noted that no reclamation would be 
best. 
hiterestingly, it seemed that the government was still reluctant about the 
revisions. Shortly after the announcement, Acting PEL Secretary Patrick Lau hit back at 
critics, arguing that reclamation was vital to the growth of the central business district: 
The economic functions achieved by the provision of Grade A offices on 
the Central reclamation site cannot be achieved in any other places. It is a shame 
this long-vision plan has not been widely a p p r e c i a t e d ， 
Lau also defended the South East Kowloon Development as essential for badly needed road 
networks and housing. The government may have resigned itself to revising the plans, but it was 
not convinced that the changes were for the best. 
245 "Kowloon reclamation plan set," Hong Kong Standard, 16 November 1998. 
246 "Kowloon reclamation plan set," SCMP, 16 November 1998, pp. 6. 
247 “Destruction of the meaning of Hong Kong," SCMP, 25 November 1998，pp. 16. The students further 
wrote, "What the Government intends to do literally destroys the meaning of Hong Kong-"Fragrant 
Harbour". We have collected more than 200 signatures from our Sixth Form alone, an indication ofthe 
strong support for the campaign to save the harbour." Chu had earlier spoken at the school on harbour 
reclamation and sponsored an essay-writing contest. 
248 "Cutback in giant harbour fill plan," Hong Kong Standard, 29 December 1998. 
249 "Reclamation plans 'vital'", Ng Kang-chung, SCMP, 6 January 1999，pp. 6. 
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The Resolution of the Harbour Debate: Government Gives Way (January 1999 - October 
1999) 
"Save the Harbour Year" brings the harbour movement'sfirst success: the Central reduction 
(January-March 1999) 
Winston Chu began the new year—which he declared "Save the Harbour Y e a r " - w i t h a 
letter to the editor, responding to Acting PEL Secretary Patrick Lau's statements that opponents 
of reclamation were being short-sighted: "Coming from someone who is proposing the permanent 
destruction of our harbour, nothing could be more ridiculous."^^® Since the Acting Secretary had 
said that the government planned to move 45 percent of the population to the New Territories by 
2011, Chu concluded: "Therefore the only difference in approach between the Government and 
our society is whether to develop the New Territories without, or after, destruction of the 
harbour." He ended: 
Government officials appear to be suffering from a reclamation fixation 
and they have not seen fit to provide Hong Kong people with any alternative 
despite overwhelming public opposition. It raises the question whether the 
Government is working according to a hidden agenda. 
Whether or not there was a "hidden agenda", the government was beginning to open up the 
planning process. In mid-January, the Territorial Development Department declared that it would 
hold public discussions on revising Central Reclamation Phase HI.^ ^^ Meanwhile, Christine Loh 
announced that because of the widespread opposition to SEKD, she had drafted an amendment to 
252 
extend coverage of the Harbour Ordinance to include Kowloon Bay and Green Island. 
'Minimum Reclamation': A Change in Policyfor Wan Chai Phase 2 
Although the government had announced in December that it would be revising the 
Central reclamation plan, the first signs of a real change in policy making occurred in the 19 
January meeting of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works. Seeking approval for a $60 
million study on Wan Chai Reclamation Phase H, PEL Acting Deputy Secretary Wilson Fung 
250 "Hidden agenda suspected," Winston Ka-Sun Chu, SCMP, 11 January 1999, pp. 16. 
251 "Public's views to be sought on reclamation plan," Brendan Delfino, SCMP, 15 January 1999, pp. 6. 
252 "Tide of opinion ‘grows against reclamation'; Harbour view," Jo Pegg and Felix Chan, SCMP, 19 
January 1999. The Protection of the Harbour Ordinance as passed on 30 June 1997 covered only the 
Central Harbour; thus, it covered the Central-Wan Chai reclamation but not Kowloon Bay and Green 
Island. 
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stated that the objective of the project was not to reclaim land for development and the 
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administration would specifically request consultants to avoid reclamation as far as possible. 
"Every piece of reclamation recommended would have to be fully justified and no additional land 
would be reclaimed for development purposes," Fung stated^4 
Fung did not comment on whether the Central reclamation would be scaled down to 
match the reduced Wan Chai project, but said the Central plan "would be changed." Christine 
Loh noted that “if one is reduced to minimum reclamation, the other one, which basically belongs 
to the same project, must be scaled down." She described the government's move as "a clear 
signal" and speculated: "It may be a turning point. They may be changing their attitude (towards 
harbour reclamation)."^^^ For the first time, the government had adopted a policy of 'minimum 
reclamation' in drawing up its plans. 
Thefinal Legco motion and a new PEL Secretary 
Maintaining the momentum of the new year, the Legco on 27 January passed a motion 
proposed by Christine Loh which stated in part: 
That this Council urges the Government to withdraw the proposal for the 
development of South East Kowloon, which requires excessive reclamation and 
will irreversibly destroy an important part of Hong Kong's natural heritage but 
fails to maximize the use of the waterfront promenade or provide an 
environmentally sustainable transport infrastructure; and in view of the fact that 
the proposal has been drawn up behind closed doors with no meaningful public 
consultation, this Council further urges the Government to undertake a thorough 
consultation process with a view to formulating a plan which is both visionary 
and sustainable and providing livable communities to meet the public's 21® 
century expectations..？^^  
The motion also urged the Government to expedite urban renewal in the northern part of 
Kowloon Bay and to provide decanting space for residents displaced by redevelopment in other 
parts of Kowloon. 
253 Minutes of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 19 January 1999. 
议"Avoid reclamation in project," Hong Kong Standard, 20 January 1999. 
255 "Avoid reclamation in project," Hong Kong Standard, 20 January 1999. 
况 Minutes of the Legislative Council, 27 January 1999. 
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While there was some debate over whether the motion should urge the government to 
“revise” as opposed to "withdraw" the proposal,^^^ Legco members were unified in their support 
for the spirit of the motion. Sixteen members spoke on various aspects of the development, 
including the loss of the harbour, the need to provide mass transit, how to provide needed housing 
in a timely manner, and questioning the need for a 50 ha park and commercial and industrial 
space. The Administration's response was marked by a change of tone compared to previous 
motion debates; Gordon Siu, the new Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, had been 
appointed days earlier and took a more conciliatory approach than his predecessors. 
Explaining her motion to the other members, Christine Loh observed that the 
redevelopment of South East Kowloon—840 ha of land in total, 17 years, and 320,000 p e o p l e -
was "large by any standard. If it is to be done well, it must have a vision for how we can live 
more sustainably in the 21'' century." The government's plan would reclaim 300 ha, or the 
equivalent of 50 Convention and Exhibition Centres, Loh continued: 
And what do we get for deleting our stunningly beautiful harbour? The 
Government will give us back a 50 hectare new park. Is this some kind of a poor 
joke? 
Responding to the government's claims that it treasured the harbour, she quoted the government's 
brief to its planning and engineering consultant, which requested “.. • the maximum extent of 
reclamation which could be achieved without an unacceptable increase in currents." Loh also 
pointed out that the plan failed to maximize public use of the waterfront: 
The waterfront promenade provided in the plan is a 2 km concrete strip 
that terminates at a refuse transfer station and a sewage treatment plant. That is 
lovely planning, is it not, Madam President? You can see from the plan that 
commercial buildings line the most prominent part of the reclaimed waterfront. 
You might well ask, "Why is this plan so people-unfriendly?" 
Well, it was designed to be so. The approach taken in the engineering 
studies for the government plan was, and I quote, "Public access to harbour 
waters should not be encouraged." Madam President, what kind of a rubbish is 
this? The Government's clear preference is for maximum reclamation of 
Kowloon Bay, and to make sure the design does not provide too much public 
access to the water. To make sure that no one really wants to go there, the 
Government have chosen two of the most unpleasant things to put at the end of 
the promenade. I ask again, "Is this some kind of a joke?" 
257 Legco member Jasper Tsang amended the motion to substitute the word "withdraw" with "revise". 
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Loh noted that the transport planning was unsustainable: too many roads would bring air 
pollution and traffic noise, while mass transit options and pedestrian areas remained unexplored. 
As for the planning process, she noted that it was conducted behind closed doors with no 
consultation. Despite over 900 objections from professional bodies, green groups, water sports 
associations and local residents, the government was “really not very interested in consultation." 
Loh observed: “The final engineering and feasibility reports of this project were only finished this 
week—yes, this week—and still have not been published for discussion. Yet, the government has 
been promoting the South East Kowloon development as if it was all ready to go." She stated: 
This way of working is behind the times. The Government must start 
realizing that they are not always good arbiters of community needs and 
aspirations. A modem, participatory consultation process is the only way to go. 
Finally, Loh sympathized with members' concerns that withdrawing the plan would delay 
housing constmction.258 However, she noted that housing 320,000 people in Kowloon Bay might 
not be the best option, and redevelopment of other areas should also be investigated. Further, 
phase I of the project could be developed first to provide housing. Loh ended by expressing her 
hope that the government would devise a process in the coming year which would enable public 
participation and discussion of alternative options while keeping to a reasonable time schedule. 
Democrat James To spoke on the need to provide housing for residents displaced by 
redevelopment, and questioned the need for the 50 hectare metro park and 15 ha of industrial 
area. Concerns over housing were echoed by many members, who hoped the government would 
be able to meet housing needs but questioned the size of the proposed reclamation. Many 
members also criticized the failure to plan a mass transit system in the area and the government's 
argument that only a sizeable population would allow the mass transit to be economically 
feasible. Democrat Lau Chin-shek argued that the development of a railway should be detached 
from the question of reclamation, while Miriam Lau observed, "The Government is still unable to 
free itself from the fetters of its past planning principles and it still insists on having the 
，，259 
construction of infrastructure driven by population growth." 
Edward Ho noted the concem of the 4 professional bodies he represented and called for 
environmentally friendly road designs. Ho questioned the 2.3 million sq m of commercial space 
provided by the project, but noted that, while the housing market might be poor at the moment, 
258 Hence, some members wished to urge government to "revise" the plans rather than "withdraw" them. 
259 The Transport Secretary had earlier said that the commercial viability of two rail links would be 
threatened by if reclamations were reduced. "Threat to delay new links denied," Cheung Yi, SCMP, 23 
January 1999, pp. 6. 
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there would be a housing shortage in the long term. He noted the professional institutes' proposal 
for a waterfront park and said building a cruise terminal was "also a pretty good idea." Liberal 
Howard Young spoke on the effect the reclamation would have on tourism, while many members 
spoke on the lack of public consultation in planning the project. DAB member Jasper Tsang said 
that the public had reached a strong consensus to protect the harbour, while Ng Ching-fai 
commented: 
(The South East Kowloon Development plans) have never been subject 
to public consultation of sufficient breadth and depth... the Government must 
consult the public on this huge development plan. I hope consultation can be 
done with sincerity, rather than half-heartedly. The subjects of consultation 
should be the various professional bodies, town planning groups, environmental 
protection groups, social worker groups, district organizations and the public at 
large. Collective wisdom should be pooled and the original plan revised. I hope 
that the government would not tum a deaf ear to that and will no longer act in 
disregard of public opinion. 
Ng pointed out other large public works projects which had also lacked public consultation: 
To be honest, the Sewage Services Trading Fund and the Strategic 
Sewage Disposal Scheme launched by the Government previously all lacked 
consultation and request for review was flatly tumed down... The Strategic 
Sewage Disposal Scheme is only a scheme which involves a dozen or so billion 
dollars, but the South East Kowloon Development is much greater in terms of 
cost and impact. I hope that the Government can really begin a comprehensive 
consultancy study and draw up a plan which complies with the policy of 
sustainable development, while at the same time produce an impression of a 
reasonable government which can gain public confidence. 
As the government was currently conducting a study on "Sustainable Development in Hong Kong 
for the 2V^ Century", Ng expressed his wish that a new plan could be drawn up which would 
embrace the ideas of sustainable development. 
The new Planning, Environment and Lands Secretary, Gordon Siu, acknowledged that 
the project had aroused heated debates both inside and outside of the Legco and observed: "Very 
obviously, the criticisms and advice of Members are an expression of their intense love for the 
Victoria Harbour." Siu noted the importance of the harbour to Hong Kong's economic 
livelihood, from post-war entrepot trade to the provision of commercial and residential buildings: 
The changing appearance of the Victoria Harbour is indeed an apt 
reflection of the flexibility and resilience of Hong Kong people. One can say that 
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the development and achievements of Hong Kong are closely related to Victoria 
Harbour. 
The-Secretary stated that the Government understood how much Members treasured the harbour 
and shared their "love, expectations and hopes with respect to it." He continued, "We are now 
charged with a historic mission—to develop the lands on both sides of this harbour into a super 
world-class city... able to rival other world famous harbours.. ." 
Siu denied that the Government had ignored the significance of Victoria Harbour to Hong 
Kong, pointing out that as early as the 1982 "Study on Harbour Reclamations and Urban Growth" 
the Government had recognized the Harbour as lying at "the Heart of Hong Kong's diverse and 
stimulating character and of its past success." Siu reviewed the government's goals in developing 
South East Kowloon and assured members that the Government was seeking to provide a mass 
transit system. 
As to why members and the public reacted so strongly to the plan, Siu noted two reasons: 
First, in the course of drawing up the relevant land use plans, the 
Government may have failed to initiate thorough discussions in the community 
and make the various sectors feel that they are able to give adequate input. 
Second, the Government may have failed to state clearly the objectives and 
rationale behind the whole plan.. • 
Finally, he discussed the way forward, stating the position of the government clearly: "The 
Government has the duty to draw up a plan for the development of South East Kowloon, but it 
will not seek to implement the proposed project forcibly." Siu noted that the Town Planning 
Board was taking into account the opinions, recommendations and objections of the public, and 
urged members not to forget that "we do share many common viewpoints." Members supported 
a railway system, as well as roads. Questions which remained included the scope of the 
reclamation, alternatives to the Metro park, how to reduce the environmental impact of roads, and 
how to fulfill the principle of sustainable development. 
The Secretary suggested that these matters could be worked out in an appropriate forum 
such as the Panel on Planning, Land and Works, ending: 
So, our common objective should be to work out a development project 
for South East Kowloon, one which is acceptable to Honourable Members and 
the community at large. My colleagues and I will join hands with Honourable 
Members in our attempts to materialize the development of South East Kowloon. 
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Christine Loh's final remarks expressed her pleasure that the new Secretary was "conciliatory". 
However, she said: 
. . . I was shocked to hear some of the explanations. The Secretary asked a 
question, “Was there something wrong with the plan? Was it because there was 
not enough discussion?". Well, actually there was not any discussion. How 
could we discuss the plan when the final feasibility studies were not ready until 
this week? 
Loh also asked the government to explain its criteria for the proposal, noting again that 
government documents had asked consultants to minimize public access to the waterfront and 
maximize reclamation. Finally, she asked members to examine the plan patiently and not worry 
about causing possible delays in housing provision: 
If we are going to perform our duty, let us look at this plan in detail. Let 
us take our time. At least let us make sure that we are willing to spend the rest of 
1999 looking at it. It is very important. It will not be finished until 15 or 17 
years later. My political life will be finished by then, and probably everybody in 
this room will no longer be in politics. But for sure, we want to leave a visionary 
plan for South East Kowloon for us and for our future generations. 
The motion was passed unanimously 35-0. 
Winston Chu's letter to the editor following the motion took on a more sympathetic tone 
than previously: 
It was refreshing to hear for the first time from the new Secretary for 
Planning, Environment and Lands, Gordon Siu, that the Government also valued 
our harbour and that it would reconsider the scale of the Kowloon Bay 
reclamation. Mr Siu also said that the administration would be responsive to the 
views of the Legco and of the Hong Kong community. 
Now that the Government is willing to listen, our society urges everyone 
in Hong Kong concerned with the future of our harbour to voice their views to 
the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works. Hopefully this will ensure that 
plans for the future development of our city can reflect public opinion. 
A few days later, three of the professional institutes—HKIA, HKIS and HKBP—announced that 
they hoped to prepare ajoint proposal within six weeks which would reduce the SEKD 
260 "Wonderful harbour must be preserved," Winston Ka-Sun Chu, SCMP, 1 February 1999. 
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reclamation by up to 70 percent^ i 八 few weeks later, the Planning Department hosted a seminar 
262 
“to promote a better understanding of various views" on SEKD. 
]n March, the Real Estate Developers Association voiced its reservations about a 
government study predicting that Hong Kong's demand for office space would rise to 180.8 
million square feet in 2011, double the supply of 86.9 million square feet in 1996. The 
government study concluded that the central business district should be expanded, preferably 
through harbour reclamation. Developers criticized the study as overestimating demand and not 
263 
giving enough emphasis to the possibility of redevelopment. 
The joint institutes released their proposal in early March, reducing reclamation by 71 
percent to only 81 hectares^4 By raising building density, the plan could also accommodate the 
Government's goal of housing 320,000 people. The institutes presented the plan at a March 9 
Planning, Lands and Works meeting which also included submissions from the Hong Kong 
Institute of Planners, the Hong Kong Listitute of Landscape Architects, the Hong Kong Civic 
Design Association and the Stadium Study Group.^^^ ffiOP and m O L A each presented their 
views and the principles which they believed should be incorporated in revising the plan, while 
former Chief Town Planner E. G. Pryor, speaking on behalf of the Hong Kong Civic Design 
Association, proposed an alternative shoreline proposal and alternative plan which included an 
aviation academy to commemorate the old Kai Tak Airport. Pryor emphasized the need for a 
more interactive planning process that included public consultation at an earlier stage; he also 
observed that SEKD was a special asset and the best use should be made of it. 
The Stadium Study Group discussed its proposal for a Hong Kong SportsCity, including 
a 60,000 seat stadium. The study group had found that South East Kowloon would be the best 
location to build such a stadium. Finally, HKIA, H K E and HKIS presented their proposal, the 
result of three months of jo int effort. As noted above, the proposal reduced the reclamation to 81 
ha, thus increasing the maximum harbour width from 980 m to 2,380 m. They proposed turning 
261 "Smaller reclamation call in Kai Tak development," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 3 February 1999. 
262 "Reclamation issue takes centre stage," Hong Kong Standard, 19 February 1999. 
263 "Sky-high forecast worries developers; Office demand figures queried as study calls for more CBD 
expansion," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 3 March 1999. 
264 "Cut proposed in reclamation," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 6 March 1999. The Alternative South East 
Kowloon Reclamation Proposal stated: "Since June 1996, general public, political parties and professionals 
have expressed deep concern on Government's proposed reclamation plans at Central, Wanchai, Green 
Island, Kowloon Point and South East Kowloon. General response has so far been negative and the 
demand to preserve our harbour is gaining force. •. The Hong Kong institute of Architects, the Hong Kong 
Institution ofEngineers and the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors, have gathered their professional 
expertise, and share the same opinion against various drawbacks of the government's reclamation proposal 
as revealed in the draft OZPs. It is generally agreed that the government's planning objectives could all be 
achieved, and even improved, without destroying our much-treasured harbour." 
265 Minutes ofthe Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 9 March 1999. 
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the end of the airport mnway into a "Kai Tak Point" to accommodate malls, hotels, an 
aviation/transport museum, a commercial heliport and a cruise centre. The plan focused on 
housing rather than commercial or industrial development, and reduced the Metro Park to a 27 ha 
"Kai Tak Park". Finally, a marina was proposed for Hung Hom to meet the demands of water 
sports organizations. 
Panel members looked on the joint proposal favorably and inquired about technical issues 
such as removal of contaminated mud and water at the site and the mix of public and private 
housing. The Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands did not comment on the proposals 
but thanked the groups for their views and assured them that they would be taken into account in 
reconsidering the project. 
Finally, one week later, the Government made its first concrete concession to public 
pressure, announcing that the Central reclamation would by cut by 40 percent.^^^ Most of the 
reduction would come from a 70 percent cut in commercial space. Property analysts predicted 
the move would give the Central office market a boost and expected a similar reduction to be 
made in South East Kowloon. The South China Morning Post welcomed the announcement as a 
sign that the "authorities are willing to bow to public opinion when it is sufficiently forceful and 
insistent.”267 
]n addition to rethinking the reclamation plans at Central-Wanchai and South East 
Kowloon, the government also began to reconsider the future direction of development for the 
entire territory. PEL Secretary Gordon Siu told a Legco panel that the government was working 
on a "basic concept" to build environmentally-friendly new towns with no polluting cars, main 
roads or highways. Legco member Yeung Sum praised Siu, "You are visionary, Mr Siu. The 
. ”268 
previous secretary only knew how to sell land and provide more land by reclamation." At a 
Central Policy Unit seminar, Siu said the government was ready to submit to the Town Planning 
Board a new plan for Central-Wanchai which took into account the need to attract tourists. The 
Secretary also said that reclamation was still important in the long mn, but the main source of 
land over the next 15 years would be in the New Territories.^^^ Chu agreed that development 
should center on the New Territories, proposing a "China City" closer to the Pearl River Delta to 
complement the "Harbour City" in central Hong Kong. 
266 "Central reclamation to be slashed 40 pc; Protests trigger big cuts, redesign of project," Peggy Sito, 
SCMP, 17 March 1999. While the government announced the cut in reclamation, the revised Central plan 
was not actually released until 10 June. 
267 "Reclamation rethink," SCMP, 18 March 1999，pp. 24. 
268 "Strategies aim to improve quality of life," Hong Kong Standard, 18 March 1999. 
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The second victory: South East Kowloon Development (April - June 1999) 
As the Town Planning Board began to hear objections on South East Kowloon, Christine 
Loh in April announced her intention to broaden the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance to 
cover from Green Island to Lei Yue Mun, noting: "Even the Government is prepared to rethink 
about the scale of various projects. I think the climate has changed.，，!?。g^ ^ had submitted the 
amendment bill to the Legco president for consideration, but said she expected the government to 
block the bill on the grounds that it related to government policies. 
Various other events relating to harbour reclamation also occurred during this period, 
including the resumption of government land sales in April, another alternative proposal by the 
joint institutes—this time for Green island—and further developments concerning the building of 
a cruise t e r m i n a l " The Green Island reclamation had largely been left in the shadows during the 
controversy over Central-Wan Chai and Kowloon Bay, but the joint institutes—which now 
included all five of the professional institutes—proposed a plan to save Green Island and Little 
Green Island by reducing reclamation by 72 percent, from 73.4 ha to 20 ha?^^ As with their other 
alternative proposals, thejoint institutes argued that the reduced reclamation would still be able to 
accommodate the government's proposed population and would allow greater access to the 
waterfront. 
The idea of building a cruise centre took an interesting twist in May, after Cheung Kong 
Holdings Deputy Chairman Victor Li defended the company's plans to build a cruise terminal at 
North Point. The project had been mentioned by Financial Secretary Donald Tsang in his March 
269 "New waterfront plan ready," Hong Kong Standard, 23 March 1999. 
270 "Christine Loh bill seeks to curtail harbour reclamation," Jimmy Cheung, SCMP, 2 April 1999，pp. 4. 
271 In April, in a sign that the movement to protect Victoria Harbour had spread to other areas, Tsuen Wan 
residents denounced plans to reclaim Tsuen Wan Bay. District Board member and Democrat Albert Chan 
said, "Tsuen Way bay is an incredible natural bay which should not be protected—the reclamation plan 
affects not only the sea view but also endangers the natural environment." Residents also argued that the 
reclamation would lead to more shipping accidents, while the government argued the 31 ha reclamation 
would support urban redevelopment and meet future housing demand. "Residents oppose bay 
reclamation," Hong Kong Standard, 14 April 1999. 
272 "Rethink proposes move for ferry pier," Anne Stewart, SCMP, 26 May 1999，pp. 6. As with the 
Alternative South East Kowloon Reclamation Proposal, the Alternative Proposal for Green Island 
Reclamation noted the opposition to reclamation plans: "When Government first publicized the reclamation 
proposal on Western Hong Kong at Green Island and Kennedy Town in 1996，green groups, small vessels 
associations, political parties as well as professionals, had expressed deep concern on the reclamation 
extent and the environmental impact on Green Island and Victoria Harbour. Since then, government has 
worked out various options—the original plan of reclaiming 186 Ha of land carrying an additional 135,800 
population, is gradually modified to a scheme of74.5 Ha reclamation with 33,671 population. The (five 
professional institutes) all share the common view that Green Island being the last ecological foothold in 
urban Hong Kong, should be treasured and any reclamation within Victoria Harbour is not acceptable 
unless absolutely necessary." 
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budget speech and had been granted approval in principle by the Town Planning Board. 
However, the project involved government land, raising concerns of favoritism should the 
government grant Cheung Kong the site. The Society for Protection of the Harbour claimed the 
North Point cruise terminal would breach the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance, and Chu said 
the Society would be ready to seekjudicial review of any official support for the project. Such 
legal action was unnecessary, however, for the government soon expressed its interest in building 
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a cruise terminal at Kowloon Bay, eliminating the need for the North Point project. 
‘The revised plan meets the public demand’ 
The cruise terminal was indeed incorporated into the revised scheme for South East 
Kowloon, which the government released in early June. The revised plan—front page n e w s -
marked the harbour protection movement's second victory, with reclamation cut by 46 percent 
from 299 ha to 161 ha. The plan also cut industrial and commercial space and reduced the 
proposed population from 320,000 to 240,000 residents. PEL Secretary Gordon Siu said the 
report did not represent a government decision but a summary of mainstream options, 
acknowledging that most people thought the original plan involved too much reclamation.^^^ 
Christine Loh called the proposals a tremendous victory, saying it was the "single 
most successful issue" on which the government had bowed to public pressure. She 
commented: 
I 'm very pleased that the Government redrawing has reduced 
reclamation to a minimum level. It's never happened before that the Government 
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has changed its mind within such a short period of time. 
Loh attributed the change to a "concerted and strong voice" from a wide range of groups 
expressing reservations about the plan and suggesting alternative proposals. DAB legislator Lau 
Kong-wah said the scaling down would address environmental concems, adding: "It's a good 
thing the Government listens. The revised plan meets the public demand." 
273 "Victor Li hits back in cruise port row," Peggy Sito and Ng Kang-chung, SCMP, 28 May 1999. “Cruise 
terminal dispute intensifies on talk of Government proposal," Kenneth Ko, SCMP, 29 May 1999. Li cited 
the same Hong Kong Tourist Association study used by the Society for Protection of the Harbour to justify 
the need for a larger cruise terminal in Hong Kong. 
274 "Reclamation cut by half in new proposal," Peggy Sito and Chris Yeung, SCMP, 2 June 1999, pp. 1. 
275 n)id. 
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The release ofthe revised Central plan and a vision statementfor Victoria Harbour 
The revised Central plan was unveiled shortly afterwards on 10 June with the 40 percent 
cut in reclamation which the government had announced in March. The plan included the 
removal of City Hall to offset some of the commercial space lost in the revised plan, as well as an 
open-air civic square, promenade and boulevard lined with coffee shops. Only low-rise, 10-story 
office buildings were planned in the western part of the reclamation, which PEL Secretary 
Gordon Siu was based on new principles for managing the waterfront. Director of Planning 
Bosco Fung said the government could suffer losses with less office space for sale under the new 
plan, but noted that revenue was not a main concem of his p l a n n e r s ^ 6 
hi fact, the Administration and Town Planning Board had been working to 
develop a vision statement for Victoria Harbour, a draft of which they discussed at the 10 
June Planning, Lands and Works meeting. The vision statement for Victoria Harbour 
sought: 
To make Victoria Harbour attractive, vibrant, accessible and symbolic of 
Hong Kong一a Harbour for the People and a Harbour of Life. 
The Town Planning Board also listed six goals for the harbour, including "To 
bring the people to the Harbour and the Harbour to the people" and others relating to the 
harbour's scenic views, attraction to citizens and tourists, harbour-front design, water 
quality, and role as a safe and efficient waterway. Finally, the vision statement included 
a statement of intent on reclamation: 
To ensure that reclamation in the Harbour is only carried out to meet 
essential community needs and public aspirations, and is environmentally 
acceptable. 
TPB member Nicholas Brooke pointed out that the Vision Statement for Victoria Harbour was a 
milestone in the planning process of Hong Kong and was a result of team efforts involving all 
sectors of the c o m m u n i t y , ? The statement was subject to further refinement and public views 
were welcome. 
Members expressed their appreciation for the Town Planning Board's efforts in 
formulating the vision statement. PEL Secretary Gordon Siu said that the latest approach was the 
276 "Reclamation cut threatens City Hall," Peggy Sito and Ng Kang-Chung, SCMP, 11 June 1999. 
277 Minutes of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 10 June 1999. 
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first of its kind which had integrated ideas put forward by the public. Since this had gained 
public acceptance, the administration would continue to adopt a similar approach in future 
projects such as the upcoming Metroplan and the North Lantau Development. 
Continuing the government's pro-active approach, the Planning Department held a 
seminar on 23 June to discuss the revised outline concept plan for South East Kowloon 
Development and the visions and goals for Victoria Harbour. Director of Planning Bosco Fung 
stated that, despite the reduced reclamation in South East Kowloon, there should be enough 
housing to meet demand: "With less land available, planning on land use will for sure be 
affected. However, we hope to maintain the supply of housing both in the short and medium 
terms."278 pung noted that reclaimed land would affect long-term supply only and studies were 
being conducted to see if land in the New Territories could satisfy demand. A Swire Properties 
senior manager stated that "the government can provide land for housing more efficiently if it 
radically reviewed its infrastructural provisions, including the rail service," noting that 
accessibility of a site was more important than its size. 
M e e d , the government was considering major changes in its long-term planning and 
development strategy. A news article noted that "dramatic changes in reclamation projects, the 
economic environment and demand for land use" had caused government planners to shift the 
focus of development from reclamation projects in Central, South East Kowloon and Green 
Island to the northeast and northwest New Territories. A senior town planner said the 
government was reviewing its 1991 Metroplan with a view to formulating a development strategy 
for Hong Kong up to 2016. Options under consideration included decentralisation of commercial 
centres, increasing building density and redeveloping old industrial sites for residential use^9 
Government Adopts the Ideas ofthe Harbour Protection Movement (July - October 1999) 
Further Discussions on SEKD 
The Town Planning Board gazetted the draft Central District (Extension) OZP in July, 
with Transport Secretary Nicholas Ng commenting that the plan would relieve heavy traffic 
congestion in the area.^ ^® The Panel on Planning, Lands and Works met on 20 July with the 
Administration, professional institutes and Swire Properties to further discuss the South East 
278 "Scaled-down reclamation will meet housing needs: Fung," Hong Kong Standard, 24 June 1999. 
279 "Sweeping land-use review; Winds of change force Government to re-think its city planning strategy," 
Peggy Sito, SCMP, 30 June 1999. 
280 "Reclamation project to ease Central traffic jam," Edwin Chung, Hong Kong Standard, 17 July 1999. 
The plan was gazetted as Central District (Extensio) Outline Zoning Plan No. S/H24/2. 
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Kowloon Development. The Administration briefed the panel on the revised outline concept plan 
for SEKD, which had been examined by the Town Planning Board on 21 May and used as the 
basis for discussion for TPB objection hearings on June 8 and 9. Subject to member 's comments， 
the Administration intended to use the outline concept plan as the basis for commissioning a new 
281 
comprehensive feasibility study to formulate detailed proposals for the revised scheme. 
Roger Nissim spoke on behalf of the three institutes (HKIS, ffiOA and HKffi) which had 
earlier submitted a jo in t proposal for SEKD, stating that the institutes believed the reclamation 
could be further reduced. The institutes also believed the government could improve land use and 
design to enable more people to enjoy the harbour and would be happy to continue to share ideas 
with the administration. HJQP supported the Administration's revised proposal, but suggested 
that roads should be designed so that they would not run along the waterfront promenade and in a 
manner that would reduce air and noise pollution. HKSLA supported the joint institutes proposal 
and expressed concem about the accessibility of open space in the government's revised proposal. 
Managing Director Keith Kerr of Swire Properties stated that Swire had no economic 
interest in SEKD but was acting as a responsible corporate citizen concerned about the future 
shape and form of the city. While Swire supported the revised proposal, Kerr said that 
reclamation was only one issue and more emphasis should be placed on urban planning and 
design. SEKD presented a unique opportunity to re-define the city which should not be lost due 
to expediency or short-term cost considerations, and Kerr did not wish to see a repeat of the West 
Kowloon Reclamation. Swire had commissioned a firm to produce an alternative proposal which 
was presented to the Panel and included a rail system, an attractive waterfront and man-made 
islands. 
Finally, the Administration responded to the presentations, noting that it would 
investigate the proposal by the joint institutes and Swire to increase the plot ratio to 8 to provide 
more housing. Regarding the possibility of further reducing the extent of reclamation, the PEL 
Principal Assistant Secretary observed that the reclaimed area was expected to accommodate a 
population of 40,000; further reductions in the reclamation would mean a greater population 
density in other areas. Finally, the administration would review the feasibility of providing a rail 
system for the reduced population of 240,000 in its Second Railway Development Study. 
281 Minutes of the Legco Panel on Planning, Lands and Works, 20 July 1999. 
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The government agrees to sponsor the Harbour Ordinance amendment and Tung vows to protect 
Victoria Harbour 
Having won major concessions from the government in reducing the extent of 
reclamation, civil society now focused on the way forward. In a sense, the harbour protection 
movement had reached a conclusion, but in another sense, the reductions in reclamation were 
only the first steps towards the reconceptualization of a new design for Victoria Harbour, and new 
issues continued to arise. Christine Loh wrote a letter to the editor in September commenting on 
the Star Ferry's bid to keep its historic Central pier under the revised Central plan. Loh observed 
that reports that the Start Ferry pier would be preserved were "premature" and “the battle may 
have only just begun." While the Town Planning Board had agreed to amend the plans to include 
the Star Ferry pier, she stated that it was not certain that government would rebuild the pier: 
This whole process demonstrates the absurd way that decisions are made 
in Hong Kong. Who in their right might would even consider deleting the Star 
Ferry pier from the plans in the first place? Did they really think that 
refurbishing Pier 7 would be adequate? The Star Ferry is a symbol of Hong 
Kong and a premier tourist attraction. 
Loh also noted that the government had planned to eliminate a Hong Kong Tramways system, 
which would have provided an environmentally friendly form of transport. 
]n September, Winston Chu also wrote the letter quoted at the beginning of this thesis, in 
which he noted the “remarkable change in attitude by the Government over the past year”， 
thanked the Legislative Council and Town Planning Board for their support, and commended the 
government for responding to public views and “adopting the proper approach of planning Hong 
Kong's development with community input." He noted that the administration was preparing a 
vision statement "which will enshrine its new policy of minimum reclamation and protection of 
Victoria Harbour" and was also presenting the Protection of the Harbour (Amendment) Bill 1999 
to extend coverage to the entire Victoria Harbour. 
Chu observed, however, that it was "frightening that without the ‘Save Our Harbour， 
Campaign, Hong Kong might have lost its harbour." The harbour battle had identified a 
"fundamental flaw in the present system of strategic planning," which the Society proposed to 
address by creating a strategic planning advisory council composed of representatives from the 
282 BatUe far from over for Star Ferry pier site" Christine Loh, SCMP, 11 September 1999, pp. 18. 
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key areas of town planning: environmental protection, housing, employment and public transport. 
Chu ended: 
The function of this council would be to reflect public views, to advise 
the Executive Council of the Government and to act as an honest mirror to the 
Government's strategic planning policies. 
With the creation of this strategic planning advisory council, our society 
hopes that the sad saga of harbour reclamation will not be repeated and that the 
advice of this council will save time and public money. 
ChiefExecutive Tung Chee-hwa delivered his third policy address to the Legislative Council in 
October, emphasizing that the government's goal of creating a pleasant and safe environment for 
its citizens through three measures: urban renewal, protection of the natural environment of the 
countryside, and utilizing and beautifying Victoria Harbour in an integrated manner.^^^ With 
respect to protecting the harbour, he noted that the government had decided to scale back 
reclamations: 
Moreover, we will make land available along the waterfront for 
promenades and walkways so that our citizens and visitors can stay away from 
the hubbub of the city, stroll along the promenades and enjoy the beautiful 
scenery and refreshing sea breeze. On the open space on both sides of the 
harbour from Lei Yue Mun in the east to Kennedy Town in the west, we will 
provide open plazas, landscaped areas, marinas, shops and restaurants with 
distinct cultural flavors. 
The following week, on 15 October, the Town Planning Board announced its finalized vision 
statement for Victoria Harbour.^^^ To take into account the public views which it had received, 
the Town Planning Board had refined the wording of the statement of intent on reclamation to 
clearly specify that: 
The harbour is to be protected and preserved as a special public asset and 
a natural heritage of the people of Hong Kong. Reclamation in the harbour 
should only be carried out to meet essential community needs and public 
aspirations. It has to be environmentally acceptable and compatible with the 
principle of sustainable development and the principle of presumption against 
reclamation in the Harbour. 
283 "Present system of strategic planning flawed," Winston Ka-sun Chu, SCMP, 18 September 1999，pp. 16. 
284 “jjK to create quality living environment: Tung," Xinhua News Agency, 6 October 1999. 
285 “HK outlines future vision for Victoria Harbour," Xinhua News Agency, 15 October 1999. 
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The revised statement of intent on reclamation had taken on the wording of the Harbour 
Ordinance-"protec ted and preserved as a special public asset and a natural heritage o f t h e people 
o f H o n g Kong" and "presumption against r ec l ama t ion" -and added the principle of sustainable 
development. 
Concurrently, the Executive Council also approved the introduction of the Protection of 
the Harbour (Amendment) Bill 1999 to extend coverage to all of Victoria Harbour^6 j ^ ^ 
amendment was gazetted on 22 October and passed on 3 December. 
The end ofthe harbour protection movement? 
Thus, in October 1999, five years and many heated debates after the Town Planning 
Board meeting in which the Planning Department first released the reclamations blueprint, the 
harbour protection movement had succeeded in convincing government not only to reduce the 
reclamations, but to adopt the principles which had motivated the harbour protection movement 
to action. 
The Society for Protection of the Harbour continues to exist, however, and probably will 
for some time to come. There continue to be issues to discuss一adopting building height 
restrictions to protect the harbour vista, the building of the Route 7 highway on the westem side 
of Hong Kong island一and individuals and groups continue to view government reclamation 
projects with s k e p t i c i s m ^ 
The cruise pier battle reached a conclusion in January 2000 when the Town Planning 
Board rejected the application by Cheung Kong to build a cruise pier at North Point. The 
government was progressing with its plans to build a terminal at Kowloon Bay, and the Secretary 
286 "HK makes continual efforts to protect Victoria Harbour," Xinhua News Agency, 16 October 1999. 
287 In September, a resident wrote a letter to the editor expressing opposition to the government reclamation 
project in Sham Tseng, which would ruin the natural environment and scenery and increase the risk of 
marine accidents. The resident suggested the government develop land in Yuen Long rather than develop 
areas such as Sham Tseng or Sai Kung. She noted that the government had not consulted residents, and 
hoped that "officials will bear in mind that they are working for Hong Kong residents and their plans 
should be beneficial to us." "Residents betrayed," Maria Chi, SCMP, 26 September 1999，pp. 11. 
In November, Friends of the Earth criticized the government's environmental impact assessment 
for the Disneyland project at Penny's Bay on Lantau, which failed to accurately assess the impact of 
reclamation and development. "Government cutting environmental comers," Plato K. T. Yip, SCMP, 27 
November 1999，pp. 14. 
Finally, in March 2000, Wan Chai district councillors expressed their opposition to the 23.6 ha 
Wan Chai reclamation, with one councillor commenting: "There's always an excuse to reclaim land for 
roads and facilities. But there's always a way we can find land somewhere else. If we ruin the harbour, 
there will be no turning back." "Councillors oppose Wan Chai reclamation," Antoine So, SCMP, 22 March 
2000, pp. 6. 
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for Economic Services said the terminal, along with the planned Disney theme park, would boost 
tourism in Hong Kong.^^^ 
Civil society also continues to discuss how the planning and policymaking process can be 
improved. At a forum in February 2000, environmentalists wamed that a more transparent and 
democratic government was necessary for Hong Kong to form a successful sustainable 
development strategy. Director of Hong Kong University's Centre for Urban Planning and 
Environmental Management Peter Hills said Hong Kong used a "top-down" approach which 
largely excluded the public from policy making. Hills stated: "You should have a government 
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which is willing to talk and an elected government to encourage people to take part." 
Legislators and the Administration also began to discuss the arrangements for the Town 
Planning Board and planning process as part of a review of the Town Planning Ordinance. Many 
legislators called for meetings of the Town Planning Board to be open to the public, unless the 
meetings involved commercial secrets. Legislators also expressed surprise that there was no 
fixed requirement on the number of members sitting on the board nor a maximum number of 
members which the Chief Executive could appoint. Legco member James To commented: “[The 
TPB] is a statutory committee with statutory duties and has enormous power. It is rare that its 
number of members is not fixed." PEL Principal Assistant Secretary Wilson Fung said the 
administration hoped the Chief Executive could have the flexibility and discretionary powers to 
appoint members who would reflect the needs of s o c i e t y ^ 
Conclusion 
Lideed, determiningjust what the needs of society were and who should determine them 
were questions at the heart of the harbour debate. This thesis has attempted to shed some light on 
the way the debate unfolded and what it may mean for Hong Kong's political development. The 
next chapter provides some reflections and final thoughts on the political debate over Victoria 
Harbour. 
288 “Progress on cruise-ship terminal at Kowloon Bay," Denise Tsang, SCMP, 11 January 2000. In May, 
Winston Chu also argued that a minimum of six terminals (12 berths) should be built in Kowloon Bay 
rather than the single terminal proposed in some plans. He noted that the site was the last bay in Hong 
Kong and should be put to the best use. This would allow Hong Kong to become the "Miami in Asia" and 
compete with Singapore, which had six berths. "More cruise terminals ‘could help to create Miami in 
Asia'", Antoine So, SCMP, 31 May 2000. 
289 "Democracy ‘vital to sustain development'", Ng Kang-chung, SCMP, 25 February 2000. 
290 "Open meetings to public, planning board urged," Susan Shiu, SCMP, 2 March 2000. At the time, the 
board had 34 members, 8 of whom were government officials, appointed for 2-year terms. 
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一 Chapter 6 一 
Discussion and Conclusion: 
What We Learn From the Harbour Debate. 
Significance of the Debate for Hong Kong Politics. 
Summing Up the Harbour Debate 
The politics of harbor reclamation in Hong Kong in the 1990s reflected the aspirations of 
a more economically developed, politically open society. Individuals and groups sought to 
participate in planning, believing that they had a right to participate and that the development of 
Hong Kong was a matter for public debate. Over five years, hundreds of active participants 
considered the plans, brought forth their views into the public arena, produced alternative plans 
and took other actions to influence the future development of Hong Kong. 
These thesis has attempted to give an account of the harbour debate. While there are 
undoubtedly views which have been unaccounted for, discussions which were not reported or 
which took place in closed meetings, this account of the harbour debate has raised a number of 
significant points for consideration. Li this summing up, I shall move from more specific issues to 
the broader themes of the debate. I begin with a look at the methodology of the study and its 
usefulness. 
Methodology and Limitations 
Overall, I believe the framework used in this thesis allows us to break the harbour debate 
into analytically useful components. Focusing on the four elements of law, norms, market and 
architecture allows us to track the course of the debate and evaluate the relative influence each 
had in influencing the government's reclamation policy. 
Norms were the first arena to be affected by civil society. Lifluence through law and 
architecture came later as these required time and resources to draft and pass legislation and to 
produce alternative plans. The market was not an element which could be influenced by civil 
society, although the downturn in the property market beginning in 1997 increased the pressure to 
reduce reclamations. Without the additional pressure of law, architecture and markets, it is 
unlikely that norms alone would have been enough to influence government policy. 
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These observations lead to the simple conclusion that the more elements which civil 
society can influence, the greater its potential to change government policy. Li some ways the 
present case is fairly unique, for the harbour protection movement was able to successfully 
influence three of the four elements. Li addition, the elements were mutually reinforcing: having 
a law to protect the harbour and alternative reclamation plans strengthened the norms against 
reclamation. Most social movements, however, would be limited to arguing over norms and 
unlikely to succeed in producing legislation or convincing policy alternatives. 
Further, as Kingdon noted, the consistency of ‘policy entrepreneurs' in advocating policy 
alternatives was crucial for the harbour protection movement. Civil society kept the issue of 
harbour reclamation alive for five years, patiently gaining support and waiting for the appropriate 
policy window to press for a change in reclamation policy. 
Perhaps the main limitation of this thesis is its focus on civil society and the relatively 
less attention given to government views. While it would have been helpful to speak with 
government officials who could have given an account of the government's internal discussions 
at various points in the harbour debate, I was unable to do this because of time limitations and 
lack of access. Listead, I have relied on government documents and public statements at Legco 
meetings to piece together the government's views. 
Hong Kong's town planning structure 
The harbour debate highlighted the existence of weaknesses in Hong Kong's town 
planning system, particularly in the provisions for public input on strategic planning issues. Most 
observers have concluded that rather than overload the Town Planning Board with the task of 
strategic planning in addition to its present role, a strategic planning advisory council or similar 
body should be created.^^^ Winston Chu has suggested that such a council might be composed of 
291 Interestingly, the need for such a council was noted as early as 1979, when observers worried about the 
effect of reclamation on Hong Kong's shoreline wrote: 
A two-tier policy is proposed... First, there should be an interim ban on all new 
development within a definitive framework. Second, there should be an attempt to 
demarcate those areas where no further development will be allowed. By development... 
is meant private and commercial buildings, apartment blocks, factories and so on, 
although limited public amenity development must continue under strict control. 
The other major point would be the formation of a commission or committee 
drawn from professional, academic, planning and conservation interests, all with 
specialist knowledge within their own field. Such a group should have the power to veto 
any scheme on either practical or aesthetic grounds. Undoubtedly this would be 
unpopular, but the terms of reference would be confined to developments in new areas. 
(Collis 1979, 81). 
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representatives from environmental groups, housing, industry, professional institutes, academics 
and the New Territories.^^^ The council would need to have the resources and independence to 
make decisions for the public good. At present, there are plans to create a Council on Sustainable 
Development as promised in the Chief Executive's 1999 policy address.^^^ However, whether the 
Council on Sustainable Development would play the role of a strategic planning advisory council 
is unclear. 
The review of the Town Planning Ordinance has also produced a number of proposals to 
make town planning more transparent, including open meetings and collective objection hearings 
to allow objectors the opportunity to discuss issues together. These would open up the planning 
process further to public scrutiny and "politicization", and thus may face resistance when the 
ordinance amendments are drawn up. 
More broadly, there is the question of what the goals and approach of Hong Kong's town 
planning system should be. Many authors have noted various dichotomies which town planning 
must balance: producing economic space versus life space, valuing economic efficiency versus 
public participation, and so on.^ ^^ Neither extreme can be completely satisfactory, and it is only 
through further discussion and deliberation that we are likely to find the arrangements which are 
most appropriate in Hong Kong. 
Social movements in Hong Kong 
Like the Anti-Daya Bay movement in 1986, the harbour protection movement developed 
as the result of a failure in the consultative system to address public concems. Civil society took 
the debate outside of formal institutions in an attempt to bring public pressure to bear on the 
government's decisions. In the harbour protection movement, a number of groups played key 
roles, particularly the Society for Protection of the Harbour and the professional institutes. The 
Society for Protection of the harbour acted as a catalyst early on in the harbour debate to increase 
292 Specifically, Chu's proposal included: environmentalists (Advisory Council on the Environment), 
housing (Land Development Corporation, Housing Society, Real Estate Developers Association), industries 
(manufacturing, shipping, tourism), professional institutes, academics and the Heung Yee Kuk. Chu 
(1997)，55. 
293 “Promised green body still to be formed," Cheung Chi-fai, SCMP, 7 August 2000. 
294 Lai (1997) and Staley (1994), for instance, take an economic approach to town planning. They note that 
Hong Kong's present town planning system is simple and efficient, with minimum delay caused by public 
objections. Further, they argue that adopting a more Western-style system would mean incurring 
considerable economic costs created by delays in processing planning applications. Roger Bristow, a 
planner, has criticized Staley's approach for its singular focus on economic considerations and for its 
assumption that the market will lead to the best possible use of land. 
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Figure 6.1 How the harbour protection movement influenced the government 
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^ developers , China, / 
mariners associat ions 
This diagram shows the relationship between various bodies in the harbour debate: the 
specialized public especially concerned with harbour reclamation (the Society for Protection of 
the Harbour, professional institutes, green groups, developers and China); the general Hong Kong 
public; the Legco; and the government. 
The Society for Protection of the Harbour and the professional institutes played the most active 
roles, though pressure came from a wide array of groups. Networking among the different groups 
in the specialized public appears to have been fairly informal. One key point is that the 
specialized public was working outside of the consultative institutions一that is, the role of the 
Town Planning Board did not become important until later in the debate, after gazettal of the 
plans. By this time, the harbour protection movement had already developed its arguments, 
raised public awareness of the issue and created alternative reclamation plans. 
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awareness of the issue, while the professional institutes increased the credibility of arguments 
against reclamation. Other groups such as the green groups and developers played supporting 
roles, vocalizing their support for reducing reclamations. The Legco played an important role as 
a conduit for civil society's arguments and confirming its views by passing a law to protect the 
harbour and motions against reclamation. (Figure 6.1). 
One might also speculate on whether the harbour protection movement would have been 
successful had there not been a downturn in the property market in 1997. The government and 
land developers in Hong Kong have more typically maintained a cooperative, pro-development 
relationship, and the developers' opposition to development in this case was somewhat out of the 
norm. Such a question is unanswerable, perhaps, but important because it leads us to explore the 
relative influence of civil society in the harbour debate. 
Political development in Hong Kong 
While I have so far avoided using the term 'discourse' in examining the harbour debate, I 
believe it is worth taking a moment to reflect upon the language used by the two sides of the 
reclamation debate. If we think of discourse as the design of speech一its values, assumptions and 
goals一we see that the discourse used by each side of the harbour debate reflected its own 
particular views on harbour reclamation and the role of the public in the planning process. The 
government discourse emphasized the utility of the reclamations, while the harbour protection 
movement emphasized the aesthetic and emotional value of the harbour. Especially in the 
beginning of the debate, the government often noted that it had conducted consultations on the 
reclamations earlier and that civil society had made no objections, implying that civil society's 
earlier indifference to the plans meant that it had forfeited its right to object to them. As Christine 
Loh and many others pointed out, the government's idea of 'consultation' typically meant glossy 
'propaganda' to justify decisions which had already been made. 
The harbour debate demonstrated civil society's desire for what Loh called a ‘modem, 
participatory consultation process'. Calls for greater deliberation and more meaningful 
consultation mean that government policies will be subject to greater scrutiny and, perhaps, 
greater politicization. However, as deliberative democracy argues, such consultation could also 
bring about greater consensus for policies and exploration of alternative solutions. The focus 
should be not simply whether environmental groups in Hong Kong take a conflictual or 
consensual approach, for example, but whether their discussions with the government on policy 
decisions are transparent, deliberative and so forth. 
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While there is no simple answer to improving consultation, civil society and the 
government should strive to maintain ideals such as accountability, transparency and so on. The 
government in carrying out consultation should consider which groups in civil society ought to 
have a say because of their expertise or connection to a policy, at what point in the policy making 
process should consultation begin, and how consultation can be made an on-going process, with 
policy making carried out in conjunction with consultation. The information needed to consider 
and debate policy should be freely available and public reason should be the basis of decision 
making. 
Hong Kong is presently developing the mechanisms for an electoral democracy; the 
harbour debate highlights the need to make parallel changes in the way consultation and 
deliberation on government policies is conducted. 
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Appendix 
Protection of the Harbour Ordinance (Amended 1999) 
Chapter 531 
Section 1 Short title 
This Ordinance may be cited as the Protection of the Harbour Ordinance. 
Section 2 Interpretation 
In this Ordinance, unless the context otherwise requires一 
"reclamat ion"(塡海 )means any works carried out or intended to be carried out for the purpose 
offorming land from the sea-bed or foreshore; (Replaced 9 of 1998 s. 3) 
"relevant Ordinance"(有關條例）means— 
(a) the Foreshore and Sea-bed (Reclamations) Ordinance (Cap 127); 
(b) the Cross-Harbour Tunnel Ordinance (Cap 203); 
(c) the Eastem Harbour Crossing Ordinance (Cap 215); 
(d) the Mass Transit Railway (Land Resumption and Related Provisions) Ordinance (Cap 276); 
(e) the Roads (Works, Use and Compensation) Ordinance (Cap 370); 
(f) the Westem Harbour Crossing Ordinance (Cap 436); or 
(g) any other Ordinance under which reclamation is authorized or which otherwise provides for 
reclamation. 
Section 3 Presumption against reclamation in the harbour 
(1) The harbour is to be protected and preserved as a special public asset and a natural heritage of 
Hong Kong people, and for that purpose there shall be a presumption against reclamation in 
the harbour. (Amended 75 o f l 9 9 9 s. 4) 
(2) All public officers and public bodies shall have regard to the principle stated in subsection (1) 
for guidance in the exercise of any powers vested in them. 
Section 4 Transitional 
(1) This Ordinance does not apply to any reclamation authorized under a relevant Ordinance 
before the commencement of this Ordinance. (Amended 75 o f l 9 9 9 s. 5) 
(2) The Protection of the Harbour (Amendment) Ordinance 1999 (75 o f l 9 9 9 ) ("the Amendment 
Ordinance") does not apply to any reclamation authorized under a relevant Ordinance before 
the commencement of the Amendment Ordinance. (Added 75 of 1999 s. 5) 
Town Planning Board 
Vision Statement for the Victoria Harbour 
Our Vision for Victoria Harbour 
To make Victoria Harbour attractive, vibrant, accessible and symbolic o fHong Kong. 
—a harbour for the people and a harbour of life. 
Our Goals for the Harbour 
1. To bring the people to the Harbour and the Harbour to the people. 
2. To enhance the scenic views of the Harbour and maintain visual access to the harbour-front. 
3. To enhance the Harbour as a unique attraction for our people and tourists. 
4. To create a quality harbour-front through encouraging innovative building design and a 
variety oftourist, retail, leisure and recreational activities, and providing an integrated 
network of open space and pedestrian links. 
5. To facilitate the improvement of the water quality of the Harbour. 
6. To maintain a safe and efficient harbour for the transport of people and goods and for the 
operation of an international hub port. 
Statement of Intent on Reclamation 
The Harbour is to be protected and preserved as a special public asset and a natural 
heritage o f the people o fHong Kong. Reclamation in the Harbour should only be carried out to 
meet essential community needs and public aspirations. It has to be environmentally acceptable 
and compatible with the principle of sustainable development and the principle ofpresumption 
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